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ABSTRACT

An Anthropological Study of Waiters in British Hotels: Their
~,"eward ·Sys.t.eIi1sT;:-';;,nderly~ng Val~e.s. ,an,d ;t;-ay-'~-·:r6:3.nizat-i on
Michael

Nicod

There is now a growing body of literature concerned with
the rise of the service sector relative to manufacturing and
the role of the personal service sector In the hidden economy. There is, however, a dearth of syste matic material in
industrial sociology or in industrial relations which is based
on empirical observation in the p~rsonal service sector and
the hotel industry in particular. The purpose of this thesis,
therefore, is to examine people's attitudes to work and its
rewards in the hotel industry and to develop hypotheses about
the nature of covert reward allocation. based on one occupation, the hotel waiter, and through participant observation.
The research was originally designed to develop work
completed by Mars and Mitchell for the Open University on
the hotel industry by empirically testing some of the concepts
and hypotheses which they had speculatively raised: such as
"ad hoc management", "individual contract making", "total
rewards system ll , "core" and "peripheral" workers. The method
was primarily by participant observation and hotels were
selected in three situations (seaside, metropolitan and
medium urban), chosen on the criteria of varied ownership
and location and therefore involving different product marketso
As the fieldwork progressed, it became clear that tne
parameters within which individual contracts are negotiated
could not be examined without considering other occupational
variables that affect contract making. First, I found it
necessary to distinguish the different ways by which managers,
waiters and customers perceive the concept of service in
different classes of hotel. Second, I needed too to distinguish between waiters at different stages of their careers
and to look at the effects of differen~ proportions of
- vi -

different waiters amongst different prestige hotels. ~~ir~,
I began to collect considerable material on the strategies
of interaction between waiters and diners since it jeca~e
integral to understanding relationships both with coworkers and management.
In order to understand and explain these wider aspects
of hotels, I have developed a typology based on Mary Douglas'
concepts of "grid" and "group". Following this typology,
a set of four 1tideal" occupational contexts emerge and each
in turn favours the development of a distinct set of attitudes, values and beliefs. Important implications for
industrial relations, managerial policies and government
policies can then be examined in the light of what will
seem appropriate for the effective running of different
types of organization.
The essential point is that hotel
and catering can best be seen not as one industry, but in
terms of this four-fold classification.

- vii -
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PART I
NATURE

OF

-

THE

1 -

STUDY

CHAPTER ONE
THE FRAMEWORK OF ANALYSIS
1.

Mars and Mitchell's model

The research described in this thesis bega~ in July
1976 with an investigation into people!s attitudes to
work and its rewards in the hotel industry. Initially the
main objective was to assess the nature of informal rewardS
and individual contract making in an industry noted for its
long tradition of payment by the "fiddle". Questions about
the kind of indulgences permitted, the limits prescribed,
the techniques of
rule making and rule breaking, the
ratio between formalized and unformalized levels of reward,
the process of transition by which workers are allowed
access to various fiddle benefits, therefore, were my main
concern at the outset.
What I found highlighted several points. Firstly,
it seems that the low level of pay in the hotel industry (1)
represents only one part of the total rewards available to
some workers in this industry since they also benefit considerably from unformalized rewards. Secondly, informal
rewards tend to vary greatly with the bargaining power of
the individual. So whilst all workers apparently receive
the same wage and do the same job, in fact some are selected
for greater rewards than others due to their length of service, or perhaps the wider range of skills, abilities,
experience and personal qualities which they can bring to
the job. Thirdly, access to such informal rewards nas
become institutionalized - that is, they are accepted as
a normal part of the total reward~received by a significant
proportion of the workforce. Fourthly, one important
reason which accounts for the low unionism in the industry (2)
is the greater scope for individualism which instit~ti0nalized
pilferage has helped to foster.
At the outset, I found it useful to introduce and
develop the terms which Mars and Mitchell (3) initially
coined in work on the hotel and catering industry: "ad
hoc management", "individual contract making", "total
-
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rewards system", "core" and "peripheral" workers
(i)

Ad hoc management is a concept that allows ~s
to focus on the special type of crisis mana~e
ment in which the need to supply personal
service puts the manager who finds himself being controlled by the erratic nature of customer
demand.

The endemic erraticism of the demand

for a hotel's services makes it difficult to
develop strategies that permit a more controlled
response to customers' needs.

What tends to

happen is that management develops an essentially
ad hoc response to the changing patterns of
customer demand, as against the strategic managerial response that is found throughout most
of the manufacturing industry.

A traditional

feature of hotel management is that it should
therefore be flexible enough to co-ordinate the
capital and labour which it needs to meet the
customers' varying demands and deal with the
unanticipated crises that can so often occur
without prior notice.
(ii)

Individual contract making.

To cope with the

essentially ad hoc nature of customer demand,
hotel management has largely avoided the formal
collective contract which they do not regard as
being so effective as having individual contracts
with their staff on an informal basis.

The

secret nature of these individual contracts makes
it difficult to know the proper rate for the job,
but so long as the waiter believes that preferential treatment has been shown him by a manager,
he is more likely to do work at short notice anc
without formal payment beyond normal working hours.
Indeed, it is the ambiguity surrounding people's
pay and working conditions which enables management to retain control of the situation - each
member of staff in effect reaching a separate
agreement with the manager concerning the

- 3 -

~ature

.-.

and exter.t of their

~utual

ebl~g~:io~s.

(iii) The total rewards system is ~ concept ~hich
covers the TOTAL emoluments recei7e~ ~y ~
worker: including basic pay, formalized per~s
such as subsidized food and lodging, semiformalized perks such as tips or service charge,
non-formalized additions to income frem fidd~es
and "knock-off", together wi~h the norms ane
values which determine their distribution amon~::;,
the workforce as a whole. It is xanage~ent's
ability to control and manipUlate the less visi~le
and accountable aspects of T.R.S. in favour of
individual workers which has given them the autonomy they need for the smooth running of their
hotels. Thus we can say that the T.R.S. of the
catering industry comprises BASIC PAY + SUBSIDIZED
LODGING + SUBSIDIZED OR FREE FOOD + TIPS + "FIDDLES"
+ "KNOCK-OFFS" together with the "climate" which
offers and accepts payments in part by fiddle as
normal to this industry.
(iv)

Core and peripheral workers is a concept which is
used here to distinguish between those benefiting
substantially from individual contracts as against
those who do not. Core workers tend to have fulltime contracts and are usually "key" people whose
labour is considered vital to the smooth running
of the hotel or restaurant. Their speed, technical expertise, human skills, length of service
and reliability distinguish them from the rest of
the workforce. Although apparently paid at the
same rate to do the same job, their superior
bargaining power gives them the ability to negotiate individual contracts providing much higher
informal rewards than peripheral workers normally
receive. Peripheral workers, on the other han:,
tend not to have full-time employment ccntracts.
Their labour is usually required on the basis of
the erratic nature of demand, espec~ally for l~rge
occasions or banquets and during busy periocs of
I

-

'-+

-

seasonal demand.
to start as peripherals a~d seme 0: the less 2~
non-stigmatized then move o~er t~~e to bec:~e
core workers.
In what follows, I intend to explore Mars and ~itc~e:~'s
original concepts in the ligh t of my own researcr. in to :f.8
hotel industry. In particular I sha~l be concerned to :ODsider how the nature and constituents of totai rewards
systems vary in relation to different product anc labour
markets and varied patterns of ownership. I shall seek to
determine whether variations exist according to the class
hotel, the type of worker which different hotels attract and
the differences between owner-managed and conglomerate company-owned hotels. I shall also try to examine how the weightings of different constituents of an individual's total rewards vary in relation to the individual bargaining power of
each worker, and the position he holds within the organization.

0=

Questions to be pursued shall therefore include: what
bargaining pressures are able to be applied by the two parties?
What strategies do theYadopt? What parts do personal reputations and expertise play? What limits are placed on employee
managers in conglomerate-owned hotels as against owner managed hotels? In what circumstances does an individual contract break down? In what circumstances are they amended?
How do contracts vary? What are the pressures towards a
merging of their terms? Are there limits to the range of
their terms?

2.

Choosing the hotel industry
In the foreword to his classic study "Human Relations

in the Restaurant

Industry", W. F. Whyte wrote:

"In the past, students of human relations in incustr~;
have concentrated their attention on the factory, anc
important advances have been made in that field. Sowever, the proportion of our population employed in t~e
service industries has been steadily increasing, so that
those who wish to understand the functicning of A~e~ica~
society must also turn their attention in t~is direct:or.".
(4)

- 5 -

0=

1here is now a growing body
~itera:~~s
with the growth of the service sec:or ~e:a:~ve
(5), Yet practically no work h~s been cone i~
sociology or industrial relations

:once~;.eG

observation of the person~l service sector, acd :~is despite the continual increase in the proportion of ~ecple
employed in services (6). Most ~esearch which has jeen
carried out centres on the non-commercial sector, notab~y
in service organizations such as schools and hosp:~als in
which access can be gained relatively easily and =~nancia:
support easily found. 3ut, by contrast, most otter service
organizations have been largely ignored by social scientists,
in particular the hotel or restaurant (7) and there are
certainly no general principles established which might enable us to compare productive and non-productive organisations.
Twenty years after Whyte, Miller and Rice made the
point that the need still exists to draw attention to this
neglected area:
"There remains a tendency, among t~eo~ists and practi tioners alike, to look upon the organization of production operations as essential and typical, and to
assume that the principles of delegation and control
that have emerged constitute general laws of organization ... We believe that examination of non-productive
organization can help us to see production organization
in a new light and to question some prevalent assumptions ... (and that) in the context of a general
theory of organization the conventional factory situation, far from being prototypical, is a special case",
(8 )

In brief, the present study aims to test empirically
the concepts and hypotheses which Mars and Mitchell h~ve
speculated are important in trying to understand the hotel
as an organization. In doing so, I also hope to follow
, :. h
•.
Miller and Rice's argument, inasmuch as the evidence wn=-::::
is likely to emerge should shed light on the various
assumptions and claims of organization theories. ~he Gata
to be discussed focuses principally on the study of five
British hotels varying in size, ownership and location. I
shall give further details of the fiVe hotels and their set:ings in Chapter 2, but here it is sufficient to note that
- 6 -

they range from the popular seaside holitay hate: to the
highly prestigious top internationa~ London esta:~ishme~:.
(See table 1 for the general characteristics of the ~otels
chosen) .
Table 1
Hotel
A
B

C
D

E

Characteristics of the hotels studiec
Location

North England
coast
North England
coast
London,
West End
London,
West End
Cardiff

No. of
Qualit:z Ratin~
Rooms (AA Classification)
600

~I 0 • of
"dai ti~g S ......... c:.

~ -~-~

...

30

300

***

15

40

*****

20

300

*****
***

40

200

~

16

Of course, there are bound to be risks in generalizing
from such a limited:sample, but an 2ttempt has been made to
cover the broadest range within the limits prescribed 30
that the enquiry would afford scope for wide~ application.
The hotels chosen need somehow to reflect the factors
responsible for the industry's changing manpower and industrial relations problems. Given that there are dramatic
changes and developments taking place in the industry as a
whole, a brief outline of the industry's origins will be
useful in trying to identify what we shall need to examine.

3.

A brief histor:z of the hotel industry

The "hotel" made its first appearance in the early part
of the nineteenth century. With the growth of the railway
and the increasing affluence of the well-to-do, the import2r.ce
of the inn began to decline and its place was taken by hotels
- predominantly of the luxury type and located in town
centres (particularly London) or in seaside resorts ~ithir.
easy coaching distance of the railway system. Among the
hotels opened during the closing years of this century are
some of the present-day most highly acclaimed London hotels

- 7 -

...

"-

- The Hotel Victoria (1887), :he Savoy (1329), :he :ar::c~
(1899), The Hotel Cecil (1896) and the new Clarijges (1898)
to name only a few. Most of the hotels bui:t in seasi~e
resorts and many railway hotels built in toe provinces :0wards the end of the nineteenth century Nere also of the
large luxury kind, and their clientele large:y confinec to
the middle and upper classes.
In the twentieth century, the enormous social and
economic changes which were taking place in society at large
gave hotelkeeping a new impetus. This is a period which
includes two modern World Wars and great technological
development in every field, a period which has seen a general rise in living standards, easier transport, better
communications, increased business and social travel, more
leisure and a growth in tourism. Both World Wars caused
considerable disruption and loss of manpower to an industry
in which personal service demands a high labour intensity
and the suitability of hotels for the accommodation of many
Civil Service staff and the Armed Forces made it inevitable
that they should be requisitioned for government use. Since
the Second World War, however, a new and rapidly expanding
hotel industry has begun to emerge. It now employs over
one million people and ranks fourth largest employer of
labour in industry and commerce - accounting for almost 3
per cent of the British working population. (9).
The new impetus can be attributed, first of all, to
general changes in patterns of consumption. Eating out and
hotel accommodation can still seem an expensive luxury
for many people. But with the appearance of the cheap
commercial restaurants, teashop, cafe, holiday camp or
hotel, designed to provide moderately priced refreshment
and accommodation, increasing numbers of people are now
using hotels and restaurants. The rapid development of
transport by car, by motorcoach and by air nas meant that
hotels now tend to be dominated by group boo~ings (conferences, tours, etc.). The increase in particular of
international tourism has created a growing demand for
accommodation and catering facilities among overseas visitors with the money spent by foreign tourists in Britain
- 8 -

now beginning to exceed that spent oy 3ritish

res~:en:s

abroad quite considerably (10).
A second crucial factor which has helped in
the hotel industry into prominence is the
government support for hotel and catering.

~ri~~i~2
~

~

increasi~g
rollowi~g

Catering Wages Act 1943 which was specifically

the

desig~ed

to

regulate remuneration and other conditions of employment
in the industry, the Catering Wages Commission and Wages
Board were set up;

and the numerous reports by the

Commission on a wide range of aspects of the industry have
in fact helped to provide a much stronger basis for the
industry's development.

In particular, it has benefited

from the establishment of such bodies as the Hotels and
Catering Economic Development Council, the Hotel and
Catering Industry Training Board and the statutory tourist
boards - all set up with the aim of improving the efficiency
and prospects of this particular industry.
Thirdly, though there are still a large number of small
independently run hotels, mostly on the coast, all the recent
development has concentrated upon large hotels in major
city centres.

There has also been a shift in ownership to-

wards conglomerate companies of which the largest 20 now
own some 15 per cent of hotel bedrooms, the two leading
companies accounting for 25,000 bedrooms or five per cent
of the total.

Nevertheless, the industry is still primarily

a fragmented one - largely dominated by small independently
owned hotels (11), with different kinds of customer demanding
different kinds of service in different places and at different times (12).

When referring to the hotel industry as a

whole, perhaps I ought therefore to say that I am not talxing of one industry but several.

However, it is in the con-

tribution of conglomerates that we find the greatest changes
that are likely to influence industrial relations in the
future, at least in the city areas in which their impact
tends to be the greatest of all.
Then there are various changes of a technological kind.
The increaseduseof pre-cut, pre-prepared and frozen foeds;
micro-wave ovens;

vending machines which can now supply

- 9 -

more and more products; and computerized systems fer
administering many of the financial control and rece~tio~
ists' tasks, etc. have largely been spearheaded oy ccnglomerate companies. All these and the sophistica~ed
"catering systems" have tended to reduce the skills required by catering staff;- particularly in the kitchens.
Moreover, with the tendency of food and drink purchases to
become centrally co-ordinated, the autonomy of kitchen
staff, particularly those who have traditionally bought
supplies, is greatly reduced. Chivers has suggested that
the progressive "deskilling" of chefs might well lead to
their unionisation (13) .If staff can no longer enjoy the
same opportunities for fiddled benefits as in the traditional
situation, this will also help to foster unionisation (14).
Fifthly, this brings us to the changing nature of the
industry's workforce and in particular to their changing
aspirations and expectations. Most hotel workers still continue to resist joining trade unions - and this despite the
very low wages in catering and attempts made by two major
unions (the G.M.W.D. and the T.G.W.D.) to represent them
over the past thirty years (15).
The reasons why unions
have not been able to make great inroads into catering are
simple enough. It is difficult to organize an industry
which is characterized by such high labour turnover (16),
and in which labour is concentrated in such small isolated
units (17) scattered over a wide area (18). However, with
the changes taking place in this industry, these difficulties
are now beginning to be balanced by factors favourable to
unionisation. As the industry's product and labour markets
become increasingly more homogeneous, one might expect to
find that the task of organizing the industry becomes easier.
As already suggested, progressive "deskilling" may create
grievances that lead to the growth of collective action.
Greater willingness by management in conglomerate companies
to accept collective. bargaining (19) and the intake in
recent years of workers from other industries who have experience of collective agreements will also increase the
prospects of organizing this industry.
In the final analysis, thougb, when discussing the
- 10 -

growth of trade unionism, it cannot be stressed too stro~g:y
how much will depend upon management and NorKers' attitu88s.
Management who fear that formal employment contracts ~il:
limit their autonomy often still prefer to negotiate wit~
staff on an individual basis. ~any workers, in particular
those I call the core workers, may still consi3er unionisatio~
as a threat to the benefits that they derive from individua~
contracts. One reason why hotel workers are still largely
non-unionized, therefore, lies in the very na~ure of the
individual contract that operates in the interests bothof
management and workers. Whilst it gives management the
opportunity to exercise considerable control over their
workforce, it also engenders in workers a belief in their
receipt of preferential treatment - a belief which in turn
encourages a greater degree of obligation towards management and militates against the growth of collectivism.

4.

Emergence of a broader model

Mars and Mitchell's original hypotheses about institutionalized hotel pilferage (20) did shed light on the
significance of hotel workers' fiddling and the idea of
core and peripheral workers helped me to examine the different careers of workers in the varied kinds of settings.
As the research developed, however, it became clear that
the limits and choices within which individual contracts
are negotiated necessarily formed part of a much wider concern. What I needed was a model that would enable ~e to
examine the idea of individual contract-making, together
with the values and understandings that underlie its
practice. And such a model too needs to take account of
the much wider cultural and structural context of which it
is a part. In short, Mars and Mitchell's hypotheses provided a useful starting point but they failed to give a
complete picture in several respects.
In the first place, I found that the idea of the total
rewards system itself needed amendment to i~clude as~ects
of reward that are non material. Some hotels, for instar.c2.
-
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particularly the more prestigious, ac: as :rainir.g 2s:ac:~s~
ments and contain a large number of per~etually rep~ace2
-_ ...... c .... \...._.::::._, ::::"'
"""
Peripheral workers whosemainrewar~_ 1.'<:: not ...:=-";1'1-,,,-"-'
~

least in the short term, but who see their employment as
providing experience which they can exploit elsewhere. S~r.ce
the nature of total reward constituents :lOW appears t;)- ir. cl'..:c.e
a subjective element, it became important, therefore, :0 o~:a~~
subjective accounts from people in the field.
Secondly, the original hypotheses focused ~rimarily on
the relationships of waiters to management and secondly :0
each other, but there is a third dimension that cannot be
ignored: that between waiters and diners. This dimension
is not isolated: it is integral to understanding relationships both with co-workers and management since it affects
the waiter's perception of his own professionalism and the
view of him held by significant others. This should not
only affect movements from periphery to core but should also
affect, therefore, access to constituents of the total rewards system. For how the restaurant manager or head waiter
manoeuvres customers onto a table marks their assessed position as potential tippers or important persons (not always
the same thing!); at the same time, it provides a way of
rating staff J giving them informal rewards, granting them
prestige and providing a potent source of manageme~t control.
about
Thirdly, as I have already said, when we talk
the hotel industry, we are not really talking about one
industry but several. What I needed was a model that would
enable us to examine the idea of individual contract making
throughout the industry, and not simply one part of it.
Though these considerations are discussed more fully later
(21), I can, however, say what I found that determines
management's acceptable level of tolerance and the proportion of the labour force that can be considered "core".
The most important variables concerned the class of hotel
and the degree to which rewards were bureaucratised.
In prestigious hotels, the emphasis in allocating reward is based on technical skill and professional expertise
and staff are graded according to these criteria.
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In a

top class hotel, for instance, there ~ight be ~c fewer
than five levels involved in serving a single c~sto~er.
It is, therefore, easy in this situation to create a sjs:ec
of ranks which are based on skill and through ',.,rhich rewarcs
can be offered. In these hotels, we find a pyramisal
structure that is broad as well as tall, with ~~e base containing the majority who are peripherals uncer training a~j
with the peaks of the pyramid containing the core. It is
the core and only the core who are granted significant
access to fiddled benefits - as much to boost differentia:s
as to retain their goodwill.
They represent a relatively
small proportion of the labour force in their hotels and
their career progressions are relatively slow.
In hotels below this top prestige level - and this
covers the majority of the industry - the position is more
complicated since a wider variety of structures exist but,
on the whole, the emphasis on ranking by skill levels is
less pronounced. Instead the emphasis is less on service
per se and more on speed of service, on the ability to cope
in critical periods, on reliability and on personal service.
Where rankings are fluid and ambiguous, staff are more concerned as entrepreneurs to maximize their return for
effort
in the short term - which means their return
from fiddles. There are often movements from these hotels
by groups of core staff who will follow a boss from one
hotel to another in order to maintain their individual contracts. Where management have tried to iron out the ambiguities
that come from a fluid ranking structure, they have typically
tightened up on fiddles and have formalized reward. They
may be said to develop a bureaucratic response to the allocation of rewards, aresponse which is often found where
hotels are part of larger groupings - a growing tendency in
this industry. Such hotels offer a ranking system but it lS
one based more on le~th of service than on function and
skill and they teed to pay increments which serve to loosen
loyalty from individual contract-makers to the employing
hotel.
Our preliminary findings, therefore, could be saic
first to emphasize variations within this industry anc
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second to underline the need to develop a broader :~raJ1e
work of analysis. The model which I propose to ~se is
based on the work of Mary Douglas whose ideas of "grij"
and "group" have proved a useful tool for tne comparat:"/e
analysis of different cultures (22). Though there are
major elements of the original hypotheses that still
exist and can be seen, they now appear smaller and are
seen within the broader context gained by the application
of an entirely new approach. The result has not been so
much to destroy the old model in order to erect a new one
in its place, but rather to take the ideas which Mars and
Mitchell initially worked out - and amend, develop and
expand them as part of the new model based on grid and
group (23).
I have only tried here to sketch in the broadest
an~_
outlines what I found but there~at least three distinct
categories of hotels, each with different proportions of
core and peripheral workers. These workers typically have
different kinds of career and for each there is an appropriate response to their work and its rewards. These
responses I shall call craft, entrepreneurial and bureaucratic. These differences have implications for the
industry's patternof industrial relations and they vitally
affect such matters as recruitment, selection, labour turnover and unionisation. They are implications, however,
that cannot be understood if we ignore variations within
this industry and the importance of the total rewards
system.
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CHAPTER TWO
FIELDWORK SEQUENCES
1.

The basis of the studz

Essentially this is a study of five British hotels.
Whilst I am aware of the dangers in generalizing from
such a limited sample, I eschewed the use of traditional
survey methodology because the sensitive nature of the
research precluded such techniques. Instead I felt it
necessary to carry out the research primarily through
participant-observation - a research method central to
social anthropology which, in this case, meant my
absorption into the industry as a full-time working
waiter
for a period of one and a half years. I did,
however, consider some of the key survey variables in the
selection of hotels: small~arge; conglomerate/ownermanaged; low/high prestige; urban/coastal/metropolitan
and I have discussed the findings with lecturers and
students involved in this industry as well as with workers
and managers outside the five hotels (1).
After a crash course from an experienced, waitress and
by posing as an ex-student with some experience as a waiter,
I succeeded in gaining entry as a bona fide waiter into each
hotel for varying periods (the shortest was one month; the
longest was three). Whilst at work, I watched out for
fiddles, participating whenever necessary but not asking too
many questions and avoiding emotionally loaded topics until
I had been there long enough. A kitchen porter, questioned
too closely shortly after I began work in the second hotel,
became suspicious asking whether I was "one of those blokes
working for the government". In the first hotel a waitress
who had found me deeply engrossed in Sutherland '.s "ihe
Professional Thief" (2), while off-iuty, knowingly remarked:
"Now I can see why you asked me all those q..uestions about
fiddling yesterday!". As the research developed, it became
apparent that after about two weeks of a discrete and
incurious presence, a sufficient degree of acceptance
could be achieved to enable relevant information to be
gathered.
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In my search for hotels, I adopted a similar procedure
throughout the investigation.

It consisted simply of tapp-

ing the widest possible sources open to anyone seeking a
job in catering:

viz. reading through the local press,

especially the Evening Standard in London, telephoning
hotels which I f~und in Yellow Pages or local directories,
making enquiries in person off the street, applying through
personal contacts which I began to develop during the investigation and going to the hotel and catering Jobcentres
in each location (3).

What this highlights is the enormous

variety of ways in which one can seek employment in this
industry.

More significant, though, the methods vary

according to the size, type and location of hotel and the
kind of worker who is seeking employment.

2.

Entry into the hotels investigated
In low level hotels, particularly those on the coast,

much will depend upon when one actually looks for a job.
In the first instance, I walked the entire length of the
promenade in a northern seaside resort making enquiries in
person off the street but without receiving a single offer
of employment.

When I finally did get a job, it was only

after I had followed up a number of posts which I have seen
in the Jobcentre and local press.

Yet when I started to

look for my second hotel along the promenade just two months
later, I had no difficulty at all because with the tourist
season now fully underway, the demand for labour had become
more acute.

Less prestigious hotels tend not to have the

resources to employ more staff than they actually need at
anyone time.

In this kind of situation, the hotel manager

often has no choice but to accept whatever staff he can get
at critical times - even if they fall below the standard
which he might normally expect to apply.
When seeking employment in the extremely prestigious
hotels of London's West End, however, a different pattern
emerges.

Here the question of seasonal variation

is not

nearly so important but what matters are the skills and
experience which one can bring to the job.
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After several

days' search through enquiries off the street, = a~p~~ec
for a job advertised in the Evening Standard at 2
mediumly high level hotel. As it turned out, because it
was only a commis' job, I had no difficulty in getti~g the
job, provided I agreed to remove my beard. But had I Jeen
seeking a higher rank or a higher level establishment,
there is little doubt that I should not have succeeded.
Indeed, when I came to seek employment later on in a more
prestigious establishment, it ~as only because I had
worked with someone who had been employed there for 15
years or so that I got the job. Again, it was only a
commis' job - and the restaurant manager gave me a close
inspection, saying that I would have to remove my moustache and have a haircut. Thus _it appears the higher
the hotel's status, the less hair the waiters can generally have. Given that chefs are permitted to wear moustaches, there is no apparent reason why the same should
not apply to waiters, although, as Orwell has suggested,
this might itself explain the practice:
" ' ... No one in the hotel wears a moustache, except
the cooks. I should have thought you would have
noticed it. Reason? There is no reason. It is the
custom' .
I saw that it was an etiquette, like not wearing a
white tie with a dinner-jacket and shaved off my
moustache. Afterwards I found out the explanation
of the custom, which is this: waiters in good hotels
do not wear moustaches, and to show their superiority,
they decree that plongeurs shall not wear them
either; and the cooks wear their moustaches to show
their contempt for the waiters." (4).
With my new found experience at both ends of the
prestige spectrum, I found little difficulty in getting a
job in a medium status conglomerate hotel near Cardiff.
I enquired off the street about a job, and the restaurant
manager asked me a number of technical questions - presumably in order to determine how much I knew about serving food. These included: "What accompaniments would
you serve with smoked salmon? ... "; "What accompan~:-:1ents
would you serve with pate? ... " In fact, the level of
expertise which staff required was not nearly so high as
- 20 -

one might have expected from such quest~ons. ~oreover,
irrespective of the different posts people ~eld, everyc~e
did much the same work - albeit varying in s~ill and paid
at different rates to do the job. In trying to respond :8
varying pressures, management found it difficult t8 cpera~e
with the bureaucratic structure which the congiomerate cocpany had sought to impose on it (5). What tended to ~appen,
therefore, was that staff were appointed at different levels
but there was not really a strict differentiation of tas~s
- so though I was employed as a chef de rang, I did the same
job as everyone else.
Finding the hotels and gaining admittance to them was
a long and arduous task. We shall more fully consider the
problems of entry and professional ethics in the next
chapter. But first a brief description of the five hotels
and their settings will be helpful to provide a background
for the analysis contained in later chapters.

3.

Description of the hotels studied

HOTEL 1:

NORTH ENGLISH COAST (JULY - AUGUST 1976)

The first hotel was a large, low tariff conglomerateowned hotel overlooking the sea on the north coast of
England. It is one of a small chain currently operating
throughout London, the Midlands, the west country and the
North of England. Its wide range of. facilities includes
an indoor heated swimming pool, hairdressing salon, sauna,
games room, sun lounge, nursery, television room, cocktail
bar and discotheque which stays open every night until 1
a.m. with live and recorded music.
It began as an independently owner-managed hotel with
a fairly good reputation for food and service but with the
increasing demand of a less affluent clientele, it went
the way of most large and inefficient hotels (6). Bankruptcy, first, in 1973 and not long afterwards the loss of
its 3-star rating led to the final decline. Its immedia~e
financial difficulties were met by a substantial local
-
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authority loan and its ownership transferrericompany which now runs it.

~~
~_

t·

~e

Permanent waiting staff currently number between 2~
and 30 but there may also be 10 to 20 casual staff e~plcjec
to serve a sin~le meal for banquets, normally for cash
in hand.
One effect of the chang~ in owners~ip has been
the beginning of trade union represen~ation which presently runs at about 50 per cent, a relatively ~igh percentage for this industry. Yet the hotel is run w~th an
odd combination of strong unionisation and not much teamspirit. A few of the staff live in, but most are people
drawn from the local area who tend to keep their work and
non-work activity quite separate. In particular, a large
proportion are women employed on a part-time or casual
basis.
Directors periodically visit each hotel in the chain.
The~e are 4 managers and 3 assistant managers~who are in
charge of the day-to-day running of the hotel. The
restaurant manager, 3 head waiters and 1 head wine waiter
have the responsibility of running the restaurant.
There
are 20 to 30 permanent fully paid waiting staff and 4
or 5 young people who are paid at a lower rate to do the
commis' job.
Kitchen staff have their own hierarchy
a head chef, a sous chef, several chefs de partis, commis
chefs, as well as dishwashers and kitchen porters. In
addition, there is a checker whose job is to total cheq~es,
make out the bills and collect money from hotel guests.
A formal organisation chart is given in Figure 1, with
letters representing the different positions and the number who fill a particular position shown in brackets next
to each letter.
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Figure 1.

Formal organisation of hotel 1
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Manager
Assistant manager
Restaurant manager
Head wine waiter
Checker/cashier
Head waiter
Station head waiter
Wine waiter
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Kitchen staff
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CR
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CW
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Bar worker
First head wine waiter
First head waiter
Second head waiter
Chef de rang
-- Demi chef
= Commis waiter
= Commis wine waiter
-- Banqueting manager
= Banqueting waiter
= Cafeteria waiter

=
=
=
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There is no a la carte menu but the table d'hote menu
offers quite a reasonable choice at the price - £2 for lunch
(A typical menu at this hotel is
or £2.50 for dinner.
given at appendix A). There is also a small restaurant
next to the discotheque which serves a few dishes - such as
scampi or minute steak for about £1 or £2. Service varies
a great deal with seasonal demand. In the peak of the
summer season, the number each waiter may have to serve is
30 - 50 people in a single sitting (7).
HOTEL 2:

NORTH ENGLISH COAST (JULY - AUGrST 1976)

My second hotel is from the same seaside resort again a large low tariff hotel, built about half-way along
the promenade. Its facilities include a coffee lounge, a
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television lounge, ballroom, several private 3U:~2S,
licensed bar, a billiards room and a cockta:~

_

origins lie in the golden era of hotelkee~i~g ~oc eu:
though it still has a 3-star rating, it can ha~dly Je cccpared to the prestigious position that it once must ia7e
enjoyed. To attract custom, it provides reasonably pricej
banqueting and conference facilities for pa r t·les ra~gl:1g
.
up to 400 and i t a Iso has l" t-~ sown reSl"d en t b an d wnlcn
,. .
plays at Saturday night dinner dances.
The hotel is owned on a shareholding basis and it is
run by directors who are amongst its largest shareholders.
Permanent waiting staff number between 10 and 15, but
casual staff (or "extra ducks" as they are called) are also
employed whenever the need arises, say, at a banquet or
conference. None of the waiting staff had joined the union,
despite the fact that they have a union representative _
a woman employed in the linen room. Nevertheless there
seemed to be a strong element of group solidarity: partly
because of the high proportion of staff who~-1i ve in (about
70 per cent);
and partly because the great majority are
young people who have left home and regard the hotel as a
place to establish new relationships.
At quarterly meetings between the directors and the
hotel manager, matters of general policy are discussed
and decided upon. There is 1 general manager and 1 assistant manager in charge of the day-to-day running of the
hotel, both men still in their early and mid-twenties.
The restaCrant is run by the restaurant manager with the
help of 2 head waiters - one providing general administrative
assistance and the other helping more in the supervision of
staff. In addition, there is 1 head wine waiter, 1 receptionist in charge of totalling bills and a ~ierarc~ of
kitchen staff which is slightly more elaborate than the
first hotel. The overall pattern of work relations is given
in Figure 2. .-
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Figure 2.

Formal organisation of hotel 2
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Though, by no means, the most exclusive eating-place
in town, nevertheless it probably ranks amongst the
top three hotels for the quality of food and service that
it provides. The table d'hote menu (see appendix A) that
it offers compares favourably with the one offered by the
first hotel at approximately the same price. In addition,
there is quite an expensive a la carte menu with a choice
of dishes which includes: Tournedos Rossini (£2.70),
Escalope Cordon Bleu (£2.30), Scampi Provencale (£2.30),
Crepes Suzette (gOp) and Scotch Woodcock (70p). The menu
at the Saturday night dinner-dance is a 5-course meal, and
at £3.50 it was fairly good value, even at 1976 prices.
Service on a Saturday night is not so good, however, because
waiters are expected to serve up to 40-50 customers each,
about twice the normal peak demand during the summer season.
HOTEL 3:

LONDON WEST END (DEC

1976 - FEB

1977)

For my third hotel I found a job as a commis waiter in
one of London's high level West End establishments - a s~all
hotel with 40 bedrooms, but better known as a high quality
restaurant providing late-night cabaret entertainment.
Originally owned and run as a small family concern by two
brothers, its heyday' was the 20's and early 30's when it became the haunt of many people in high society eager ~o enjoy
themselves in the post-war boom. Sut with the general jecline
after the second world war, the two brothers sol~ :he ~usi~ess
. to a large company which itself was taken over by a larger COr.l!=any
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again in the 50's.
clientele:

It now attracts a much wider ~an~e of

top businessmen, foreign tourists, office ;ar:~es

especially in the festive season, birthday parties a~G fac~:y
celebrations in general, as well as a few regulars who have
never stopped coming and many people who simply want a ~ig~t
out on the town.
The restaurant employs between 12 and 15 permanent staff
but in addition 2 or 3 casual staff are employed on Friday
and Saturday nights when the restaurant is partic~lar~y busy.
Perhaps it is a mark of the hotel's former prestige that its
waiting staff must still be exclusively male.

Most of them

come from Italy but some have now married and settled in the
U.K. - often with an Italian or English wife and children.
Others, on the other hand, particularly the younger ones,
have only come here to learn the language or to see what
London has to offer.

None can live in.

It is against the

company's policy to permit union representation among its
staff.

And there can hardly be an overlap between work and

non-work activity when people live so far from each other
and do not finish work until 2 a.m.
Despite its relatively small size, it has a more complex
management structure than the less prestigious northern
hotels in which I worked.

There is a general manager, a

personnel manager, 3 trainee managers, a full-time accountant,
a restaurant manager and a banqueting manager - the latter
having to organize and supervize staff at banquets, weddings,
conferences and such like.
involved in serving food:

In addition, there are five levels
the restaurant manager, a first

head waiter, a staff head waiter, 5 station head waiters
(in charge of a set of tables each) and 5 commis waiters
attached to each one of them.

There is also a carver whose

job is to carve joints of meat at lunch time;
whose job is to add up and make out the bills;
those employed to serve drinks to the customer.

'
a caS h
.. ler

as well as
Kitchen

staff similarly enjoy considerable ranking in this hotel.
A simple outline of the work organization is given in Figure

3.
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Figure 3.
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The restaurant offers a table d'hote menu at £4 (lunch)
or £7.50 (dinner) and an extremely varied a la carte menu
which has over 20 first course dishes, 9 fish course dishes,
18 main course dishes and 9 dessert dishes. Main course
dishes range from those in the classical French or haute
bourgeoise cuisine to the more traditional English dishes
such as roast beef (£4.75), mixed grill (£4.50) and T-bone
steak (£4.50); and there is an additional charge of £1.50
per person for vegetables and 45p per person for potatoes
on the a la carte menu. Including the orchestra charge of
£1.50 per person, if dinner is ordered a la carte after
8 p.m., this means that a 3-course meal may cost somethin6
in the region of £12 upwards - and this does not incluce
wine. By comparison, the table d'hote table menu (see
appendix A) is much better value - albeit limited in choice.

HOTEL 4:

LONDON WEST END (MARCH - MAY 1977)

The fourth hotel where I worked is one of the ~os~
prestigious high-class international hotels in London. Ever
since the hotel was built at the turn of the centur~r, it hcs
enjoyed the patronage of the aristocracy and royalty bu: ~2~
its clientele also includes the highest levels of the busi~ess
and financial world, politicians, show business personalities,
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leading industrialists and public f~g~res in general. S~nce
the Second World War, it has also suffered a c8nsi~erat:2
fall in demand but management has so far resisted t~e idea
of providing cheaper off-peak rates for party boo~i~gs, as
can be found in so many establishments today. Apart fro~
What it can earn from its rooms and the two restauran~s
which it runs, it also draws a substantial part of its
revenue from banquets and functions.
Of the two restaurants, the one in which = worked has
the decor of a traditional English drawing room: oak tables,
high quality table wear and a baronial coat of arms hanging
on the wall. The other modelled upon the French style has
a dance band to provide entertainment until 1 a.m. every
morning. There are between 20 and 25 permanent waiting
staff in each restaurant. Once again, they are exclusively
male, and they are drawn predominantly from various parts of
Italy or Turkey, with 4 out of 25 staff in the restaurant
where I worked being Turkish or Turkish-Cypriot and 7
Italians. None can live in because the hotel has no accommodation for staff. However, there are a relatively high proportion who are union members (about 60 per cent). This is
largely due to the fact that their union representative was
someone who took an active interest in union matters - and
had in fact succeeded in winning a number of concessions from
management through the union.
Perhaps not surprisingly, this hotel has the most
complex organization structure. There is a general manager,
an assistant manager, a personnel department, an accountants
department, a 100 strong brigade of kitchen staff, floor
service waiters, banqueting waiters, not to mention the 50
or so waiters who are employed in both restaurants. Within
each restaurant there are further distinctions. As well as
the restaurant manager, there is a first head waiter, a
second head waiter, a third head waiter, 5 station head
waiters, 5 chef de rangs and 5 commis waiters. Then there
is a head wine waiter, 2 wine waiters and 2 commis wir.e
waiters; as well as a carver, his chef de rang and perhaps 1 or 2 casual staff on a busy occasion
(see Fi;ure ~).
-
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Figure 4.
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At lunch there is a table d'hote menu which has a
number of dishes priced £3.50 to £6 - a few of Bri tish
origin, such as "Contre Filet Roti Yorkshire" and "Irish
Stew aux Legumes", as well as some from the French tradition
(see Appendix A). The a la carte menu has a much wider
range of dishes again, including about 20 first course
dishes, 10 fish course dishes, 20 main course dishes, 6
different vegetables, a large selection of salads, 7 dessert
dishes and a sweet trolley which offers even more choice.
There is an additional cover charge of 50p per person, and
this means that the total cost of an average meal without
wine is something around £12 per person on a la carte.
This works out at about the same price as for the first
London hotel but given that there is no orchestra, dancing
or cabaret entertainment, in effect one should expect the
very highest quality of food and service which money can
buy for this price.
HOTEL 5:

CARDIFF (AUG - OCT 1977)

As my fifth hotel, I took a large mediuo-tariff
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conglomerate hotel in Cardif:.

rar.ge
include a guests' sitting room, two licensed jars, ~~C
private suites for holding conferences and special ~~~c:io~s,
a cafeteria providing light snacks and cheaper ~eals a~Q a
restaurant offering a choice of a la carte and :acle d'~ote
menus. Buil t in the late 60' s, it is a relatively r.ew ::.c;tel
- primarily designed to provide a quick service for passi~g
trade, but also enjoying the patronage of tourists, jusinessmen, commercial travellers and others who need a Jase for
spending several days in Cardiff. It also has a small ilumber of regular customers who come for a meal on business or
purely social grounds.
Waiting staff number between 10 and 15 in the restaurant
and about the same again in the cafeteria. Of those who
work in the restaurant, there are only 3 women and these are
fully experienced waitresses; but in the cafeteria, the
waiting staff are all women, often young and inexperienced,
because the work is considered easier - not involving silver
service and with less complicated orders in general. Almost
all the waiting staff live locally or live in. A Social
Committee which comprises staff from every section within
the hotel meets once a month and organizes events such as
staff dances, parties, football matches, basketball practice
and excursions. In addition, the staff often get together
informally after work, usually just for a drink before going
home, but on occasion in one of the hotel's bars after normal licensing when someone leaves and holds a party. In
the early 70's, a number of staff went on strike ~o try to
gain union recognition. They did not succeed - largely
because many of the staff co-operated with management to
keep the hotel running. And though many who went on s~rike
have now been re-instated, there is still no union represe~tation.
As one might expect, given tnat the hotel is ~art
large bureaucratic structure, there is a highly stratified
work organization, with almost the same number of ~evels as
those found in the highly prestigious London hotels (see
Figure 5).

There is a general manager, an assistant
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manager, a personnel manager, a duty ~a~age~, J ~~~:~ee
managers, a kitchen staff of about 50 and 15 ~ait:~g 3ta~f
in each of the two restaurants. The res~aura~t i:3e:~ ~a3
a ranking system which consists of restaurant ~anager, fi~st
head waiter, chef de rang, demi chef and commis ~ai~e~.
As already stated, though, what position a person hol~s below
the rank of first head waiter is irrelevan~ - at :east :~S2far as everyone has to do the same work.
Figure 5.

Formal organisation of hotel 5
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There is a table d'hote menu at £3.95 (see appendix
A) and an a la carte menu with a much wider choice of
main dishes, each offering the same selection of sweets and
cheeses from the trolley. A few Welsh dishes such as "Cawl
Mamgu ll (Welsh broth) and Welsh game pie have been introduced.
However, the emphasis is upon plain English cooking and
dishes such as fillet steak (£3.95), escalope of pork (£2.75)
and chicken supreme (£2.80) are amongst the most popular
chosen on the a la carte menu. At an average cost of £5 £6 per head without wine, it cannot be compared ~ith the
less prestigious northern hotels for value. But, at t~e
same time, the higher staff-customer ratio allows for a
higher level of service (8).
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NOTES AND REFERENCES
1.
My emergent findings have been disc~ssed ~~th a nu~ber
of lecturers,and students who are involved in the ind~stry,
as well as w~th workers and managers in a wide variety of
hotels. I am particularly grateful to Peter ~itche~l, ~en
Saunders and other members of the Centre of Occupational
and Community Research, Middlesex Polytechnic.
2.

~. H. Suthe~land, "The Professional Thief", Chicago:

Phoen~x, 1937, wh~ch now ranks as something of a classic

amongst deviance studies of its kind.

3.
Hotel and catering is serviced by more than 20 s~ecial
ist Jobcentre offices spread over the country and is ~he
only industry in this privileged position. In 1973, the
Department of Employment claimed to have made 160 000
placings (70,00 in Central London) in the industr~ amounting
to about 12 per cent of the total labour force in hotels
and catering in that year. Although the role of the Department appears to vary across the country with more use being
made of its services in the South and South East than in
other areas, nevertheless it appears to make a considerable
contribution in the recruitment of labour in this industry
in general.
See "Manpower Policy in the Hotels and Restaurant
Industry", London: HMSO, 1975, p18, a report by the
National Economic Development Office, Economic Development
Committee for Hotels and Catering, for further details.
4.
G. Orwell, "Down and Out in Paris and London", Middlesex: Penguin, 1968, p62.
5.
The heterogeneity and instability of individual customers is equivalent for hotels to the relatively unstable
and uncertain environmental conditions to which Burns and
Stalker say the "organic" structure is best adapted. Yet
what we find in conglomerate owned hotels is a tendency to
move away from the organic towards the "mechanistic" model
which is, so to speak, inappropriate. We shall look more
fully into Burns and Stalker's argument in Chapter 10 when
we come to examine various assumptions and claims of
organization theories. T. Burns and G. M. Stalker, "The
Management of Innovation", London: Tavistock, 1961.
6.
The introduction of the railways in the mid-ni~eteenth
century had a profound influence on the development of seaside resorts. The railway age was directly responsible
not only for the increase in the number of reso~ts; the
new means of transport greatly influenced the Slze and
character of the resorts, making them accessible to the
masses for the first time. See S. Medlik, "Profile of t.he
Hotel and Catering Industry", London: Heinemann, 1978, pp.
36-45.
7.

Bear in mind that the figures quoted

-
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~

-

througho~t

this

chapter are for 1976-77.
8.
We shall examine more fully the sta::/cus:c~e~ r~tic
of the five hotels when we look at the cc~cep: cf service
in chapter 4.
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CHAPTER THREE
TECHNIQUES OF FIELDWORK
1.

Ethical guestions involved in covert

resea~~h

The method of research was primarily by participantobservation - a method which involved being employed 2S a
full-time waiter and exploring events, both from the ~ast
and as these arose during fieldwork. Participant-observatio~
ideally means trying to ~nderstand the ';Jhole social
life of the people being studied; and so, as the fieldwork progressed, I began to collect data on people's families,
their "off the job" social activities, their life crises and
their involvement in the crises of their "significant" others.
This meant, amongst other things, having to attend off-thejob drinking sessions, discotheques, parties and the like
with fellow workers;
joining the celebrations for someone
leaving; being present at Christmas, New Year's eve and
other festive events during the year; and, where necessary
and significant, kinship links and religious affiliations
were also explored;
as well as why, how and who leaves
a job and the effects on relationships that such career
changes have for those who are involved.
In choosing P.O. as the principal research method,
I have had to consider the problems common to anyone who
contemplates obtaining data using this method. In particular, I had to justify the need to fulfil covertly the
researcher's role while being overtly employed as a waiter.
Inasmuch as my own efforts to understand and tackle the
problems attending the P.O. role in the field merits special
consideration, I hope to put up a defence for covert methods
of research - at least in specified circumstances. If nothing else, I hope to clarify what my own reasons were for
going underground which some have argued is morally unacceptable because it represents an invasion of privacy of those
studied (1). It might help, too, however, to extend the
discussion on the ethics of covert research which curre~tly
appears to be attracting some attention in sociological
circles widely afield (2).
- 34 -

In the first place I would like to ~aKe 8ne t~ing
clear. My adoption and defence of covert methocs ~e:2te
only to their use in specific conditions and for par~~c~12r
purposes - such as those which obtained l"n my ow~ researc ...
~
Had I not believed that the reasons for taking 2 covert
P.O. stance far outweighed the serious reservations which
I held about using such clandestine methods, I would
certainly not have entertained its use here. But the sensitive nature of the subject under investigation made it
virtually impossible to enter the field as an undisguised
researcher. Not only would the declaration of research
intent have been reactive of the behaviour observed, but
in effect it would have limited my enquiry to those who had
nothing to hide or least to lose from disclosure _ namely,
peripheral workers who do not substantially benefit from
non-taxable earnings. My subsequent experience of overt
interviewing and contact with management and staff in this
industry confirmed their overall hostility to outsiders in
general and researchers in particular (3). In due course,
I shall go on to consider the practical pitfalls that generally arise with the adoption of a P.O. role, but for the
present I shall concentrate upon the moral issues involved
when P.O. is covert.
The ethical question rests on the fact that the
researcher makes a conscious decision not to tell members
his true identity. Erikson (4) argues that research of this
kind is morally unacceptable because entry into a private
setting as a disguised observer potentially causes discomfort
for members of the action scene. His argument is that in
addition to being unethical, the misrepresentation of identity involved may jeopardize the profession of sociology,
making it difficult to do similar research again. Dingwall
(5) also argues from the standpoint of an ethical-unethical
dichotomy that no respectable journal should carry pape~s
describing research of the covert variety because it is
immoral to deny the individual's right of privacy. Furttermore, he says, surreptitious investigation can only be
justified in studying extremist political or religious
groups such as the National Front where importance of
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the knowledge acquired overrides eve~ything e.se.
both have said is refutable on several grounds.
Firstly, it cannot be denied ~hat there are areas
which each of us perceives as either "public" or "~ri"late".
However, it cannot be assumed each individual loo~s at the
world from the same perspective , and t'-lis
apoll"es
;::oq'"-l
••
• - u.c. __' ..
j
to members' perception of both the "public" and "~rivate"
domains. As Denzin (6) says, if we categorically define
a social setting as private, there is a risk that we sha~l
completely ignore the perspective of those stucied and SUDplant our own definition of the situation for theirs.
Obviously there are cases, especially in deviancy research,
in which members' and researchers' definitions of the situation coincide to a large extent. In Humphrey's study of
homosexuality, for example, the researcher mibht assume the
domain to be private. What Humphreys four.d suggests that
members themselves tried to maintain the separation of this
activity from their "normal" activity, preferring to
participate in the homosexual enCDunter at a level of
impersonal involvement (7). It seems that the more an
activity is held to be discreditable in the public eye, the
more members will define the domain as private because they
have more to lose from it being made public. Before long,
however, we will require to know exactly what members see
as private and what they see as public.
This necessarily
involves the collection of data through covert means otherwise should the research identity be announced, the
effect is likely to be that private domains will be rendered
even more private and precluded from the researcher's
reach. Once such an announcement has been made, the researcher can never know how far what he finds out represents all the knowledge that members hold to be private.
What, in short, I am saying is th~t the end serves as the
justification - especially in an investigation of the present kind. How else, Polsky (8) argues, can crime be
studied than in its natural surroundings?
Secondly, the charge that covert research is a mlS- 36 -

representation of identity implies that members of ~~e
action scene would naturally reveal their identities i~
the presence of others. Clearly this is not true. ~embers
of the action scene conceal some measure of identity even
if they are not cons.ciously
~
aware of it themselves.
Humphrey's (ibid) subjects, for example, concealed 21: of
their "normal" identity. No one is going to suggest that
they too are guilty of misrepresentation of identity. Once
a role is adopted in the action area, whether it be the
role of member or researcher, it is difficult to see how
anything can be misrepresented. For the purpose of the interaction, you are your presentation of self. As Denzin (ibid)
points out, the problem is not so much whether or not to
wear a mask since all interaction inVOlves mask wearinr,.
Rather, the problem is one of which mask to wear.
There is still the moral difficulty, however, whether it
is right to conceal the research identity when the purpose is
to reveal members' identities to others. Thus as Henslin
(9) argues, it is not the covert research method itself that
is being questioned, but the results of it. This being so,
why should we suppose that covert research is any different
from other research of an overt kind? To present openly
findings deceitfully gathered, to sell to one group the
secrets of another, as Goffman (10) says, is to play the
"defrocked priest". .But, after all, whatever stance the
researcher takes, involves deception being practised to some
degree. In all research, as Ross (11) argues, there is some
degree of secrecy, if only because it is not possible to tell
the subject everything about the research as he usually does
not know himself. Also, if the moral issue were taken to
its extreme, it would mean having continually to reveal the
research purpose whenever new members enter the action scene,
as well as remind those who were already members in case they
should forget.
In P.O. especially, the researcher finds ni~
self under such pressure to become involved in the action
itself, that those he studies often forget he is there and
react to him only as a member. A splendid example of this
is Gans' study (12) of life in an American town (named
- 37 -

Levittown

to protect the identity of those studiet).

:es-

pite the fact that the city fathers al: ~new :h~ Ga~s
was there as a sociologist, they still praised hi~ in 2~b
lic for his regular attendance at Levittown's governme~~al
meetings.
Perhaps more questionable, though, are cases in which
someone has previously been a member and has since taken tte
role of researcher (13).

Douglas (14) says this amounts to

covert research, dodging the moral issue.
is no clear-cut case for saying this.

But again there

Revealing the content

of an action scene, whether one is a researcher before or
after the event, cannot itself be immoral.

If this were the

case, nothing could be taken from an action scene and reported
as public knowledge.

Rather, knowledge is non-transferable

if what is imparted constitutes a private matter and cannot
be reported without causing harm to those concerned.

Thus

it is not the moral integrity of the researcher alone which
is at issue.

Harm can come of broken confidences, whether

these are broken by a researcher or anyone else.
Finally, Dingwall's point that covert research must
always be regarded as unethical, but can sometimes be justified on the grounds

of political or moral expediency.

argues that covert infiltration
the National Front

of

He

some organizations, say,

is acceptable because the knowledge

acquired outweighs the risk of discomfort to those under
investigation.

Similar justifications have been

for the penetration of groups of Scientologists,
and the Jones' Sect.

sugges~ed
~oonies

What he is saying is that some

communities are sufficiently undesirable to warrant
surreptitious investigation, while groups which give no
cause for suspicion should be protected from such enquiry.
But why should this be seen as any less unethical simply
because it necessitates prior evaluation of the subjects'
right to privacy?

Moreover, if one had to decide

whethe~

the research one sought to undertake justified involving
damage to subjects in the field prior to every investigation, surely it would place an intolerable
the researcher?

constrai~t

What about the moral dilemma of the

-

~

-

on

researcher who is prepared to justify
subjects in the field?

i~volvi~g

What critics like Dingwall overlook is the pecul~ar
restraint that a covert researcher may exercise i~ jri~~in~
the data collected to light. Indeed, T WOU1~ ar~"e
~~~t
0\...4.
"" ... c
have done little or nothing to damage Dy subjects' i~age
or personal reputation because every effort has been made
to mitigate the ethical offence. In the first place, : haye
omitted names and changed other irrelevant facts to protect
the identity of those involved. -~ h ave a 1 so ~~a k en care ~ot
to report data covertly acquired wherever I have supposed
that publication would violate their trust in me and ca~se
discomfort. In the final analysis, those who adopt a covert
stance are often more rigorously "ethical" because they have
a greater obligation to meet considerations of this kind than
those who had declared their research intent.
...

2.

_'-I.

Problems upon entry into the field

That said, there were still a number of problems associated
with entry into the field. These ranged from the most obvious
practical difficulties facing a fieldworker without any previous experience of the job. How to turn up suddenly as a
skilled waiter? How to provide a rationale for my presence
which would be both understandable and acceptable to others
in the hotels studied? How to develop a ~ood rapport ~ith
different sections of the workforce?
Then there were problems of a theoretical nature. ~hat
particularly concerned me here was how to develop and define
the area of investigation which encompasses such widely
varying interests as social anthropology, industrial
relations theory, deviance theory, organization theory and
occupational sociology. I have settled for an approac~ ~t~:~
has greatly benefited from the collaborative support of
experts in all these fields - most notably collea~ues a~G
~~search workers at the Centre for Occupational and Cc~~~~i:y
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Research (Middlesex Polytechnic) and the 7a7~3~oC~
Institute of Human Relations. Certainly lowe a cons:~er
able debt to them. But since no general theoretical
principles have as yet been fully worked out fer OCCUp2t:c~a:
~ studies of this kind, the result was all too ofter. that I
simply had to play it by ear. There are, for instance, no
general principles for identifying different kinds of pilferage or to show how they may be related to any ordered
classification of occupations. If the hypotheses wh~ch
have emerged are correct, they should have important implications for occupational studies and industrial relations
- not only in this industry, but in other service occupations
too. But how to discover these principles and how to tackle
a subject sO sensitive to my informants that inevitably the
answers gathered from questions on fiddling are suspect?
One of my tasks has indeed been to find a way of classifying
fiddles through study of the hotel industry, the basis for
which is more fully discussed in chapters 10 and 11. Let
us now return to the question of the P.O. role itself.
One problem I had which is common to all who adopt a
P.O. role was to maintain objectivity. However much care is
taken, one will almost certainly develop a better rapport
with some than others in the field.
Polsky, for example,
in his study of an adolescent delinquent boys' hostel in
the U.S.A. (15) found himself being drawn towards the mediumstatus boys in the hostel's sub-culture. This was because
in general he preferred them as they tended to be much more
athletic, witty, verbal and less crudely aggressive than the
boys' leaders, but yet not so introverted as the low-status
boys. Another danger is that one becomes so accustomed to
the settings under investigation that one begins to take
for granted anything which the research should be trying to
explain. Whyte noted that in his classic study of Chicago
street gangs, for instance (16), everything that he saw ar.c
heard was new and strange at first, but he did not have a
sufficient
rapport or know enough to ask the right
questions. As he became more absorbed in the loca~ culture,
- 40 -

the richness of the data increased and the ~a~por:
had with those being studied improved but he fou~d
becoming blind to the very behaviour that his i~f~r~a~ts
took for granted.

What concerns us, then, is how can

overt identification be avoided;

and what safeguards are

there against growing blind spots?

There seems to be no

~

totally satisfactory solution to these difficulties and the
procedure I adopted is itself open to the same objecticns,
but less so, I hope, in each important respect.
Finally, I have only so far touched upon the ethical
problems of going underground.
implications?

But what about the practical

Entrance into the field as a disguised

observer may make it possible to gather information that
cannot easily be obtained by any other means, but posing
under some other guise usually requires more careful staging.

First, as I have already said, it is not easy to turn

up as an experienced waiter, a member of a street gang, or
in any role which requires a dramatic change from what one
is accustomed to doing in "real" life.

Not having the

excuse that one is doing research makes it all the more
difficult for other people to accept one's shortcomings.
Second, not revealing one's research identity sets limits
on the amount of questioning which one can do without
arousing suspicion.

Thus it is more difficult to get

information using covert methods.

Indeed, had I not felt

that knowledge of the research would almost certainly have
prevented the research from being done (17), I would not
have attempted to operate within the covert role:

both

out of consideration of the ethical issues that attend
its practice and because it is altogether a simpler procedure to reveal one's research identity before entry into
the field.
In later chapters, we shall examine more thoroughly
the means by which I found myself being inducted to the
hotels under investigation, the stages of induction, the
costs and benefits of induction and the degree of exclusion
- full or partial - that is practised within them.
will necessarily form part of what we shall consider
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T~is
~hen

we look at the waiter's career - an d , ~n
. !-'~articl': ~Y' -:-.>.e
processes of social control that affect progressior. frc~
the peripheral category to the Core (18) • "-ha-' 11
". '-' ~~ .;:,na
seek to do is to show how I tried to tackle so~e of :~e
practical difficulties mentioned here. In particular, I
plan to focus upon the problems which I personally
encountered and chart the effect that such contingencies
had upon the development - at least in the early stages _
of the research.
'-4

3.

-,-~.,

_

Tackling problems in the field

Deciding not to reveal my research identity in the
field meant that I had to invent some credible explanation
for my presence. Posing as a postgraduate student in
search of a job during the vacation or before looking for
more suitable employment helped to provide some rationale.
At the very outset, I lived in the home of an experienced
waitress, a friend and informant of Gerald Mars, who taught
me the rudiments of the waiter's craft and tried to help me
get my first job through her informal contacts in the
industry. However, I soon discovered that the problem
was somehow to convince a restaurant manager that I already
had some experience.
Most people who have joined the industry within the
past twenty years, as my conversations with waiters and
waitresses have borne out, either began in a large high
status establishment as a "commis" and were trained for
the job over time. Or they began as I did - they bluffed
their way into their first hotel, usually a low status
establishment by telling the restaurant manager that they
were experienced and picked up the job from others. Of
course, this is not as easy as it sounds. All the restaurant
manager had to do was to call my bluff if he wished to discover the truth. One manager asked me, for instance, to
demonstrate how I would hold four plates at the same :i~e
in one hand without using a tray.
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Needless to say, I

failed the test but went onto the next hotel
of purpose, if anything, strengthened beca~se T r:.ac:
suffered such setbacks en route. By the ti~e ..,.... . reached
the end of the promenade, I had repeated the story so
often of how I had worked
the previous season at another
hotel in town that I began to believe it myself.
:vlore over, I began to elaborate and embroider the story as
I

went on, keeping largely to the original version, but addin6
an extra twist to the tale every so often until eventually
I found myself saying that I had worked in the Ritz! There
was an element of truth in this claim because I had work~d
for 2 nights in the Ritz as a dishwasher but, as the head
waiter in my first hotel told me some ~eeks afterwards,
the great mistake which I had made was to carry the bluff
too far:
"You could at least have chosen a hotel which noone had ever heard of ... we had to take on staff at
the time, or you'd never have got the job ... " (19)
It soon became evident that differences existed betweer.
the backgrounds, rewards and relationships of staff living
in hotels and those living out. As a result, the original
four months envisaged for fieldwork in this North seaside
town was split into two, and under my own steam, I moved to
a second hotel in the same location as a resident waiter
staying for six weeks. Finding my second hotel certainly
proved much easier because I now had some experience and a
few contacts in the industry which enabled me to fall into
the labour market as a "normal" waiter. So when I eventually
moved down to London I did not have to bluff my way in but got taken on as a commis without much difficulty. So,
too, when I came to look for employment in Cardiff, though
I did not have personal contacts in the industry there, I
could exploit my new found experience to get a job in a
large conglomerate-owned hotel - especially since it belonged
to the same chain as one of the London hotels where I had
worked.
Mistakes in participant observation, compared wi t::
many other techniques, have much more dire consequences
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for the whole enquiry.

If, say, a -Pau'~y
~~
approacn, ~ere
adopted in a survey which led to a respondent's refusa: to
be interviewed, another respondent can usually be s~bs:~t~te~
without much harm to the investioyation. One fa-'se
'
_
:n 0 ve 2.::
dealing with a key person in P.O., however, can put the en:~~e
enquiry at risk. Establishing relationships gradual:y, not
trying to go too far too fast, not asking too many questions
and avoiding emotionally loaded questions until my relationship with those being studied was secure, therefore, proved
essential. On the whole, I found that it was not difficult
to achieve acceptance and establish good relations with
those studied upon entry. But since every time I tried a
slightly more direct approach too early on, they immediately
began to suspect my real motive for being there, the value
of the less direct approach was never far from my mind. I
have already mentioned how a kitchen porter whom I had
questioned too closely in the second hotel suspected that I
was a government employee. I have also mentioned how a waitress found me in the first hotel reading "The Professional
Thief". Yet perhaps the closest I carne to having my cover
completely blown was soon after I began the study when an
article appeared in the Sunday Times about the work which
Mars and Mitchell were currently doing in the field - only
days or hours after I had pressed several people for information about fiddling. Fortunately, the only person to notice
the article was a student working in the hotel during his
summer holidays and he narrowly failed to see the connection:
"It's amazing to think that we were only talking about
it last night and the next thing you know, it's allover
the Sunday papers!: .. " (20).
Time, of course, is a crucial factor determining the
approach adopted here. The period of stay varied from one
to three months in each hotel. As the research developed, it
became apparent that about two weeks of a discrete and incurious presence were sufficient before even the most suspicious and sensitive person, busy wiGh his or her job,
would tolerate being asked questions or volunteer the ~i~d of
information I was looking for. How much infor~ation ~as
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gathered also varied with different peo~le and wi:h eve~:s
arising during the fieldwork. One old-timer in tDe first
hotel, not long after my first week of being there, quite
unexpectedly on his way past me, said: "You'll :'"lot get
very far in this business if you don't learn how to make _
bit on the side! ... " Upon being questioned later on, he
explained what he had meant and freely admitted putting
money in his pocket whenever the opportunity arose. His
advice that I should do the same was accomapnied by a few
useful tips, such as how to pocket the money which customers
paid and pass them off as residents whose bills are put on
account and paid at the end of their stay. To minimize the
risk of being caught fiddling, he suggested making up the
bill to a round figure so that customers would not be so
likely to require change. Others, not quite so open about
it, would volunteer the same kind of information but had
to get to know me better first. For instance, the second
head waiter whom I had got to know in the same hotel had
previously shown no sign of wishing to talk about fiddling.
It was not until a wine waiter had been caught fiddling in
the restaurant on the table next to the manager that he began
to talk for the first time quite openly about it. As if
wanting to take me under his wing, he said:
"Everyone fiddles in this business ... but it's one
thing to fiddle, and quite another to fiddle right
in front of the manager's nose . .. "
Just as it was important to refrain from asking people
too many questions at first, it was also important not to
overidentify with the role being played in the field (21).
On the one hand it was a problem to keep myself from becoming so personally involved in the situation that I took for
granted the sort of things which I had set out to explain.
I can still remember the great disappointment that I fel~
upon not being given a station head waiter's post after
working three months in my first London hotel as a commis!
The reasons for my disappointment seem quite irrelevant
now. In retrospect, I had allowed myself to become so f~llj
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objectivity as an observer. On the other hant, the proble~
was how to avoid the effect my own feelings and beha~icur
might have upon the people and events ~n the setting = so~ght
to observe. In the second hotel, for instance, I became
so deeply involved in the events follow~ng the dismissal of
a waiter, that I found myself assuming the role of spokes~a~
when a confrontation developed between the restaurant manager
and the waiting staff. The waiter in question had been dismissed after he had asked to be paid overtime =or workin6
extra hours the week before. None of us were union members
but when someone suggested threatening to go on stri~e unless
the manager agreed to reinstate him, it was generally agreed
that we should do so. When the restaurant manager approached
us shortly afterwards to find out what we were doing, however,
no one was prepared to say anything. Then, wi thout thinking, I
suddenly broke the silence with: "We don't think your treatment of Franceso was reasonable ... " Hardly the words of
someone seeking to maintain an objective stance, and had the
result been to precipitate action which otherwise might not
have occurred, I would have only had myself to blame. As it
was, the waiter in question had already left on his own
accord - saying that he would never return; and with the main
cause of the dispute removed, it was decided to call off the
strike anyway.
To increase the accuracy of observation and maintain
objectivity, I tried several techniques. One was simply to
disengage myself from the participant role whenever possible.
Obviously the covert stance I adopted made it impossible to
record behaviour as it actually occurred but everything I
observed and was told had to be written down in private after
the event. How to remember what had been said or done was
not the main problem. At least I did not have to contend
with Ditton's dilemma of being stuck "on the line" for 12
hour shifts with nowhere to go to jOt things down in private
except the innocently provided lavatory cubicles (22). In
any case because a waiter normally works split shifts, I
did not have to keep anything that I wanted to remember in
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my head for more than a few hours. I could q~i~e eas~ly
slink off between shifts or in a slack period to scr:jble
things down - if not in the seclusion of my own room, the~
in one of the many nooks and crannies invariably to je fo~r.d
in hotels. The real danger, however, was that material
gathered~~n this way always suffers from possible selective
recall. Full recording helped me to detach myself from the
participant role and restore objectivity. As far as possible I tried to record whole parts of conversations verbatim
and waited until I had collected sufficient data to put an
interpretation on it. To protect myself against overidentification, a close regular outside contact was maintained throughout the fieldwork with Gerald Mars and others.
By making fa~rly frequent progress reports to people outside
the situation, especially at the regular monthly seminars at
the Centre for Occupation and Community Research (Middlesex
Polytechnic), I became aware of the points at which explanations were weak, the points at which explanations were needed
and not provided.
Another kind of check I tried came from people who are
or who have been employed in the industry themselves, some
of whom I took into my confidence about the research. Since
none of the names given to the characters in my study are
real, I cannot directly acknowledge the help of local informants.
Indeed, because the research was for the most
part gathered covertly without their knowledge, the part
that people played in this study is probably greater than
most of them ever realized. Needless to say, the answers
they gave to many quite innocent sounding questions that I
put to them throughout the fieldwork afforded the best possible source for cross-checking material. However, whe~ it
was a question of having to check something of a more ser.sitive nature, in some cases I felt that it was not worth the
risk of jeopardizing the whole study to ask people in the
field about it. This is not such a major problem when the
research intent is declared. What Whyte did, for example,
in gathering material for "Street Corner Society" was to
have innumerable discussions with "Doc", one of the key
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informants in the group he was studyin~, so tha~ he c~~_c
check how far he had caught the meaning the si:~atio~ ~~~
for them (23).
Being denied the chance of such a~ apprsach,
l had to rely upon key informants outside the situa~ion tc
play this kind of role - in particular, upon the ex-waitress
and friend of Gerald Mars who gave me some hel~ in findin~
my first hotel, a lady of seemingly infinite knowledge upo~
whose e~perience I have drawn a great deal to check on the
validity of my findings. In addition, I have especially
benefited from the knowledge and experience of staff and
students on H.N.D. courses in hotel management at Middlesex Polytechnic and Leeds Polytechnic whom I frequently used
as a sounding-board for- developing ideas which emerged 0uring the fieldwork.
Finally, an occupational study cannot cover everything.
Entry into the field as a full-time waiter necessarily
meant that I had greater contact with workers than management or customers, andl~articular with the waiting staff
rather than kitchen workers, chambermaids, porters or
other staff. This would seem to pose a major problem for
the research if it were thought necessary to present a
god's eye view of the wider social universe of which the
hotel waiter is a part. But fortunately there was no need
in this particular project to adopt such an approach. The
enquiry is not concerned with discovering the workplace
relationships of an industry which calls itself hotel and
catering. It is concerned with formulating a method of
understanding workplace behaviour. At the outset, I did
not expect to find necessarily any great common ground between the workplace behaviour of the hotels chosen for
investigation. On the contrary, wide variation between
them would have been welcomed for the better scope it would
afford to an exercise in method. Once the broad outlines
of what is held in common are discerned, it would be possible to produce hypotheses for predicting the kinds of
policy that are likely to be effective in different parts
of the industry. But in order to develop these hypotheses,
it is necessary first to understand the hotel as an
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That said, I did find mysel:~ be:"ng "na:'-lra::"ly" draT,..fn
into a position where I only made contact wit~ t~e ~eri~~2ra::"
workers. Just as anyone who enters a new situaticn g~avi:ates
towards a position in which his presence is ~ess ::"i~e::"j to
be obtrusive, I unwittingly fell into this tra~ and jeca~e
what Hughes would call the "marginal man" (24). .~ st~dy
which depends so much for data upon the investigator's
par cicipation in the group he is studying cannot expect t2
achieve the accuracy and completeness that his recordings
should aim for until he himself has entered the central
arena. At the same time, I was aware that it would almost
certainly influence the situation I was trying to observe
if I began to play such an active role upon entering. And
the fact that I did not possess the technical expertise
necessary for entry into the core added to the problem. J~st
how far is it possible to participate fully and not limit
the opportunities for collecting data because it keeps the
researcher from making the wide variety of contacts which he
needs? Apart from spending a whole lifetime in the industry,
there is no easy solution. What I did, therefore, was to
try and steer a middle course.

4.

A Priori Assumptions

To meet the problem of imported assumptions, I tried to
make my assumptions completely explicit at the outset. Therefore what I imported to the study is clearly visible in the
.
I knew what I was lookstructure of the research interest.
ing for. In brief, I expected to find correlations between
the value system and the pattern of social relations that
exist within the workplace. My aim was to look for regularities
that might appear between values and workplace behaviour. It
is possible that the smallness of scope may have led ~e to
imagine regularities which would have disappeared in a
welter of new facts if the research had been more extensive
or prolonged. Therefore I needed as big a gamut cf hote::"s
as could be achieved. It was an integral part of the met~cd,
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required by these assumptions, that the hotels je :hose!1 :r:
the criteria of varied ownership and location:
quality from the lower level to the top internat~Q~al :l2SS
end of the prestige spectrum.
At this point, it may be useful to spell out some of
the other assumptions which I shall make in analysing
cultural regularities. First, behaviour is assumed to je
not random. It is a prior assumption of cultural anthropolo6Y
(and one that would underline all sociological study) that
human behaviour is patterned activity. Second, it is assumed
that the tendency to fall into patterns is affected by economic and political concerns. Consequently, and thirdly, the
patterns that are sufficiently stable to be identified in
research are assumed to be adapted to an equally stable distribution of power in the social dimension. As the distribution of power changes, so will the cultural pattern
affected by it. When these assumptions which are almost too
deep to be explicit in tribal studies are brought to the fore,
and applied to the workplace, they shed an unfamiliar light
upon people and their attitudes. We assume easily enough
that within given constraints and widely agreed cultural
standards, it makes sense to speak of a social system. To
call it a social system implies that if one part varies,
other linked variations can be expected.
We find, in fact, that this assumption is perfectly
acceptable as it raises questions about the relations of
each part to the rest of the system. There is, for example,
no reason to suppose that the cut we make for analytic
purposes between people and the technology they use is not
arbitrary. Indeed, one of the earliest accounts of how an
aspect of technology may influence patterns of human behaviour is to be found in Whyte's study of the hotel ind~stry.
In his description of the role played by "the insignificant
looking spindle", what Whyte points out is that it is possible
for such a simple device to be used in regulating soci2~
relations and preventing a potentially explosive situation:
"Where we have men (unaccustomed to taking orders from
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women) behind the counter, it seems likely tha: the
spindles make a difference between a workable business and one that would blow up ... wherever the
people on the receiving end of the orders are
related to the order givers as males v. females ...
then it is important for the pantry people to have
some impersonal barrier to block the pressure from
themselves ... " (25)
The assumption that there would be a correlation between the ordering of social relations and the system of
beliefs marks the limit of the preconceptions that I" brought
to the study. Beyond it, I was ready to find everything
or nothing. I could have lit upon a hotel in which people,
say, were expected to work on their own, or upon a hotel
in which everyone regularly sought the co-operation of
each other working in unison. In some hotels, work might
have been valued for itself whilst in others it might have
been regarded as nothing more than the economic return for
effort. Nothing would have surprised me. But without some
correlation between the structure of workplace behaviour
and the value system of those who work in the same organi~ation, I would have been surprised to find a smoothly run
hotel.
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A CAREER

CHAPTER FOUR
IDEAS OF SERVICE
1.

Service and different types of hotel

Most hotels prior to WorldJWar IIwere either the
luxury kind associated with large cities (particularly
London), or they were tourist hotels in coastal areas or
service' adjuncts to the railway system (1). Now it is a
large and developing industry of considerable economic
importance - due to considerable changes occurring largely
since the late sixties. Most significant has been the
development of a wider range of facilities to meet the needs
of different markets and types of clientele. There are
still a small number of highly prestigious top international
class hotels - Claridges, The Savoy, The Ritz, The Dorchester,
and so on. But now we find the industry beginning to incorporate increasing numbers of establishments aimed at the
lower end of the market - cheap hotels, motels, holiday
camps, guest houses, boarding houses, hostels and the like.
We find, too, that the number of moderately priced eating
places has greatly increased over the past 20 years: ethnic
restaurants, snack bars, wine bars, take-away establishments,
self-service restaurants and the like now exist in vast
numbers (2).
When we now talk about the hotel industry, we are
therefore discussing an industry which encompasses widely
varying types of organizations. This begs the question:
how far can we talk about the hotel industry as a whole?
Instead of one industry, perhaps there are really severa:?
In presenting the data, I have chosen to treat the incustry
as homogeneous with different sectors having different problems. This is because I felt the variation between hotels
is less obvious than the characteristics they hold in com~or..
Parts of the industry may irr fact reflect major changes of
some kind, but such changes usually take place without :~e
essential nature of the product or service being altered.
Whatever else the hotel aims to do, it must always provi~e
service. Just what it is that peoople are supposed to be
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serving or receiving varies in d·l:rerer.t
parts of 7~e
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of the prestige spectrum was my concern.
Since many different meanings are attached ~1.,,0 t'h'lS ~er:::.,
it is necessary to choose a usage. Service in the prese~t
analysis is taken to mean something more than the basic ac~
of serving. On the other hand, it is not taken to refer
specifically to the act of serving food. Service involves
the need to supply- customer satisfaction in a variety of
ways, not all of which are explicit or can easily be defi~ed.
Seeking a definition is therefore fraught with difficulty
since it is all too often the most intangible aspects of
customer satisfaction upon which the service is judged,
especially in hotels of the highly prestigious kind. The
most satisfactory definition seems to be one which is wide
enough to be relevan~ to the whole industry, but referring
specifically'to the total set of actions and physical
features that come together to provide satisfaction. Further,
it is the satisfaction that comes from receiving something
that goes beyond the bare minimum. Thus it refers to an
action or material thing that goes beyond what one might
normally expect, at least compared with what happens i~
the domestic setting.
The more people actually pay for the service they
receive, the more discriminating the demand for better and
more individualistic service. Moving down the scale towards mass catering, people's discrimination becomes less
strong on the other hand. To what extent the service ideal
and its practical fulfilment match varies a great deal.
Broadly, though, the ideal and the norm equate at each end
of the prestige spectrum. The interesting area occurs in
the expanding middle where ambiguity prevails. Here
expectations of customers are uncertain and management are
at their weakest in dealing with the essentially erratic
nature of the demand for their product. To t~is T shall
return later, but first let us consider the concept of
service at each end of the spectrum, broadly speakinb,
"individualistic" and "mass".
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In the highest level hotels where the satisfact:~~
of customers' needs has highest priority, ene ~o~:~ ex~ec:
to find the emphasis on personal choice and quali~y. AI:
such hotels have a number of defining characte~ist:cs :n
common. These include a wide choice in both a la carte
and table d'hote menus, less emphasis on quantity, ~ore
emphasis on quality, greater scope for the custo~er :0 Set
his own pace, few restrictions on personal space (i.e. agreat
deal of elbow-room and space between tables), high qualitj
table-ware, highly skilled and specializec staff. NatJrally
the ability to provide such service hinges upon the level
of demand and other concomitant economic factors. These may
be summed up by saying that hotels of this kind depend upon
having a high staff-customer ratio, a low turnover of~
production, relatively large units of profit; slow ret~rns
on outlay and low staff turnOver rates, especially amongst
their skilled labour. Tables 1 and 2 below show how the
two high level London hotels I studied follow the pattern
broadly described here, but bear in mind that these are
1977-8 prices.

Table 1.

Conglomerate ownership, Metropolitan, 45 bedrooms,
one Restaurant with a maximum ~eating capacity
of 120 : hotel 3

No. of customers allocated to
each waiter on average Sitting

12

Average length of customers'
sitting time

1 hr. 30 mins. (lunch).
3 hrs. (dinner/cabaret)

Cost of average meal (wine
included)

£10 (lunch)
£15 (dinner)

Average gross weekly earnings
of waiter

£50 (inc:. tips)
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Table 2.

Non-conglomerate ownershi~, ~et~cpc~~~a~,
bedrooms, two Restaurants wi th a :nax" "'"'1'
capaci ty of 150 each : hotel 4
.. _ ... ",m

No. of customers allocated to
each waiter on average sitting

8

Average length of customers'
sitting time

1

Cost of average meal (wine
included)

£15

~r.

30 ml::S.

Average gross weekly earnings
of waiters

Now if we turn to the other end of the spectrum,
we find the very antithesis of everything mentioned
so far. Most forms of mass catering (industrial canteens,
self-service, take-away and such like) thrive by trying to
meet the demand for a cheaper product with only the very
thinnest layer of service. Most people have a fairly clear
idea of what features characterize such establishments:
limited choice of menu, more emphasis on quantity, less
emphasis on quality, little opportunity for the customer
to set his own pace (often sharing one's table with people
who are strangers), limited access to tables and chairs in
general, cheap plastic cups, plates, paper serviettes, etc.,
inexperienced, . semi-skilled and unskilled sta:f. Certai~ly
in the northern hotels I studied, the emphasis was on having to- reduc-e production. costs through cuts in labour and
quality of output. Here I found a low staff-customer
ratio, .a high turnover~of production, relatively small un~t
pro fit s, qui ck ret urn son 0 utI a y and high I abo u r t urn 0 '/ e r
rates at least amongst peripheral workers (see Tables 3
t

and 4).
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Table 3.

Conglomerate ownershi8 seas~~Q ~--.
one Restaurant with a"' ~ . . '-'~, '-'vI,., ::le:r:::c:-::s,
of 600 G "II R
max~num sea:~~g :~;~:i:j
,rl
oom seatin:::- =:0 (""'~~nl .... _ .
by non - res ide n t s )
hot ~ 1 ~ 1 .1.
ec
C. -

~

No. of :ustomers allocated to each
waiter on average sitting

30

Average length of customers'
sitting time

45

Cost of the average meal (wine
included)

£2.50

Average gross weekly earnings
of waiter

Table 4.

£40

-

j

'"' .:;

ml:'lS.

(incl. tips)

Non-conglomerate ownership, seaside 300 bedrooms
one Restau~ant with a maximum seati~g capacity
,
of 200, Grlll Room seating 20 (mai~ly used by
non-residents); hotel 2

No. of customers allocated to each
waiter on average sitting

25

Average length of customers' sitting
time

60

Cost of the average meal (wine
included)

£4

Average gross weekly earnings
of waiter)

£30

~ins.

(incl. tips)

Between these two extremes we have the expandi~g midd~e
area - the part of the industry that has come to be domina:ej
by big hotels in city areas, largely built since the late
sixties and belonging to a small number of conglomerate co~
panies. Some of the newly built hotels have 3 ne~ pr:::d~c:
or service such as those situated near a ~otor~ay. ethers
have much more in common with the older :raditi2r.3~ ~c~el,
essentially providing the same product or service as :;~e:-:;.
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However, the ideology and business orientatic~ o~ :~e~~
managers - derived as they are from outside the ~ntus:ry _
are very different from those of the traditional c~~ers a~d
managers of hotels and are subjected to CO~3trai~:s cf a
very different kind. Thus the danger is that ~eti~~ leve:
hotels are often judged on the same criteria as t~ose ~~C~ c
higher up the hierarchy, when, in fact, they possess ~any
of the characteristics of those much lower down: i.e.
high turnover of production, low staff-customer ratios,
relatively small unit costs and the like. The medium level
Cardiff hotel I studied suffered this fate (see Table 5).
Table

5.

Conglomerate ownership, medium urban, 200
bedrooms, one Restaurant with a maximum seating
capacity of 200, Grill Room seating 200 : hotel

5
No. of customers allocated to
each waiter on average sitting

25

Average length of customers'
sitting time

1 hr. 25 mins.

Cost of the average meal (wine
included)

£6

Average gross weekly earnings
of waiter

£45 (inc; tips)

2.

Elasticity of demand and service

Once comparison is put in han d , essen t l·ally what ~e find
are two hypotheses for predicting the kind of service th~t
is likely to be judged as good. In hotels where food ana
"
"
at the extremely prestigious e~G of ~.
serVlce
are expenslve
the market, a rl"se l"n price will not be accompanied ~y a
=n s~c~ ~ote!s,
running costs will always be high because 0 f the large
numbers of highly ski lIe d staff they need in order :0 ~eet
the demand for individualistic service. Increases in t~e
proportionate decline in sales turnover.

cost of production wl"ll fall directly upon the
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will have to pay more but as far as sa~es go,
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for this kind of service is inelastic. So 1cn6 as :hers are
people willing to pay for the very best that ~oney :a~ b~y,
there will always be a steady demand for it, hardly rss~cn
sive to price changes. Thus in the prestigious hctels I
have been studying, I foun~ that people were more incli~ec
to disregard the economic factors when choosing from the
menu. Certainly there are cases in which economic restraints
playa part in the customers' choice of food. Once, for
example, a customer who only ordered an omelettein the highest
level London hotel I studied apologized to the waiter for not
having ordered more, but explained that he had chosen the
least expensive item on the menu since all he wanted was to
be able to say that he had eaten at this luxury establishment.
But given that the demand for a more expensive and better
quality food -and service generally comes from people who are
well-tO-dO, their demand for individualistic service is
fairly steady, however high the price required to pay for
it (see Figure 1).
In mass catering, the reverse-applies. Here the ela~ticity
of demand with respect to changes in price will be high so that
any rise in price will normally be followed by a 6reater than
proportionate decline in sales turnover. Increases in the cost
of production have somehow to be met as far as possible without raising the price for the consumer. Low staffing and
poor quality food may help to keep the costs down but as
even the slightest rise in consumer prices may bring a
decline in sales output, practically nothing can be done to
maintain the balance. Greater competition at the lower enc
of the market means that, if the price is too high, people
will simply take their custom elsewhere whenever they see
the opportunity to pay less. In such hotels, increased
running costs, therefore, have to be met by whatever means
are judged likely to have the least impact upon consumer
demand (see Figure 2)._
Between these two extremes much ambiguity prevails.
High expectatious tend not to be fulfilled because low
staffing and poor quality of food militates against the
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Figure 1:

Inelastic demand for a hotel's services
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service ideal. On the other hand ,
amongst :hose
:,,:se
kind of hotel are large numbers of
people for whom q~a~::j
does not count, where demand is more for ~eepi~g dow~ ~~e
price. The danger, therefore, is that nothin c ca~ be '
o

-

::::O:1e

to reduce production costs because of the high ex~ec~at:c~s
of some customers who use the hotel, but at the sa~e :~we
price elasticity will be high (see Figure 3).

3.

Master and auxiliary status traits

In trying to arrive at a definition of the hotel industry, we have so far focused upon the concept of service
because this is the key trait that all hotels can be said
to have in common. But if we wished to take the analysis
further, we are still left with some problems of definition
and classification. The danger is that if we classify
things together because they have one dominantly common
characteristic, we assume that members of such a category*
also possess other secondary characteristics in common.
It will make our position clear at the outset, therefore,
if we accept that there are several dominant characteristics
that can be selected to form the basis of a classification
of hotels, one of which is the service they provide. Here
service is related to the defining characteristics of two
grand categories of hotel, mass versus incividualistic. In
this respect it is distinguished from a classification based
upon the hotel's status which may amount to the same thi~g
but not necessarily so.
To analyze the consequences of assuming the identity of
one or other class, let us make use of Hughes' distinction
between master and auxiliary status traits (3). Hughes
notes that most statuses have one key trait which serves
to distinguish those who belong from those who do not. It
might, for example, be the formal or legal require~er.ts
that a person must fulfil for entry into a given stat~s cr
profession. Thus, whatever else he may be, the doctor is
a person who has a certificate stating that rle has ful=~il':"ed
-
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certain requirements and is licensed to practice ~edici~e.
There might, on the other hand, be no for:nal or ~"'.:":::" ""O~"C
ment to qualify for entry but an informally ex;ecte: ~as~e~
trait that all those who belong are normal:y required to
have. For example, there might be no formal or lega: requirement for a person to call himself a suppor~er of a
-'-'0--

"0
"''--''''''_._-

political party but he would at least be informally expected
to vote in support of that party at an election. However,
as Hughes points out, in addition to having a master trait,
people often have auxiliary characteristics determining their
status relative to one another. Thus most people in our
society also expect a doctor to be middle class, heterosexual, white, male and protestant. To take the analysis
one step further, it follows that one may have the formal
qualifications for entry into a status but be. denied full
entry because of lack of the proper auxiliary traits: for
example, one may be a doctor but be female or black.
Hughes deals with this phenomenon in regard to statuses
that are well thought of, desired and desirable. But as
Becker points out, the same process occurs in the case of
statuses that are deviant or not so desirabl= (4). To be
labelled a deviant may carry a number of connotations specifying the traits associated with anyone bearing the label.
Thus a man who is known to have committed an offence is not
only labelled a criminal. He is also presumed to be likely
to commit similar kinds of offences again and, because he
has shown himself to be "without respect for the law", he
may be considered likely to commit entirely different
crimes as well. What, in short, Becker is saying is that
apprehension for one deviant act is all that is ~ecessary
for a person to be labelled as such; this is the master
trait. But because a person possesses one deviant trait,
it may be assumed that he must also possess other deviar.t
or undesirable traits; that is, the auxiliary traits allegedly associated with it.
Both Hughes and Becker were

partic~larly

analyze the statuses of individuals.
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concerr.e~

Bl1t t:--:ere would

:c

appear to be no reason why we should not 2~;~y :~e
cept to analyze the collective sta:uses associa:e~

~

- ~

.......

,'J_ ..." ....

_

workgroup or organization. As in the case o~ inti7i:~2:5,
some traits assume a certain prioritj over ot~ers in ~e
fining the status of a workgroup or organizaticn; ~~at
Hughes calls the "master trait". 1:'1 hote.::..s "Chis :-,e=~e:-,s to
the kind- of service they provide. To' treat a hc:el as
though it possesses high or low status pres~ppcses a cer~2i~
kind of service appropriate to all hotels of :~e saxe ~ind.
But it also brings to people's minds an ixage of ~~at they
expect hotels of this kind generally to be like.
How_hotels are judged then depends on theircapacicj to
match the image people have of them using other hotels that
belong to the same category as a yardstick. The fact that a ho':el
has high quality food, gouu decor or table-ware and plenty
of elbow-room will not prevent it from being regarded as
having low status - should the hotel fail to provide service
of an individualistic kind. People, on the other hand, are
surprised and find it anomalous if a hotel turns out to have
the kind of service they expect but lack some of the other
traits characteristically associated with hotels of its
kind.
Thus we might find a hotel which has individualistic
service but because the food is poor, the decor anc ':ab~e
wear are puor, etc. it fails to fill the bill as a high
level establishment. A chart summarizing the traits
associated with hotels at each end of the spectrum is given
in Table 6.
Table 6.

Status defining features of a hotel
I

~ASTER

AUXILIARY TRAITS

TRAIT

KIND OF SERVICE

TIME

FOOD

I

SPACE

"

Individualistic High quality_
Wide choice
Good presentation

Customers
able to
set their
own pace

ereat ceal or
perscr:al space.
Good decor.
Geoc ta'cle--,.jare

Low quality
Little choice
Poor presentation

Customers
have the
pace set
for the:;;

Sma:':" a;;: 0 c.:~ t cf
perscr:al space.
Poor decor.
?oor t a :; 1 e - ~~,~ are

Mass

I
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CHAPTER FIVE
RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN A HOTEL
1.

Procedural pitfalls

Research into a service occupation is normally ~am~er
ed by three procedural pitfalls. One is failure to dise~6a6e
the different ways in which customers may judge the ~ind of
service they receive. It might be assumed that customers'
judgements are based on quality alone but without some understanding of the social or budgetary constraints guidi~g thei~
choice, the results are bound to be cued by the narrow concerns of the investigator. Second, those who serve are not
disengaged from those served.
Occupational research by
nature is about employer-employee relations but in service
occupations, the proximity of the client means that there is
a triadic relationship (employer/employee/customer) with any
two of the triad providing a potential link that may be
directed against the third. Our main concern is with the
relationships of waiters to management and of waiters to
each other but since it is part of the waiter's professionalism
to meet customers' needs and supply satisfaction, we cannot
ignore the customer relationship. The third pitfall has to
do with the division of labour. Those who make or prepare
a product are not disengaged from those supplying the product to the customer direct.
However much care is taken to
distinguish them, service is a concept so open to personal
interpretation that the result is only too often a mishmash which reflects the investigator's prejudices rather
than revealing the principles upon which service is
judged by different sectors of the workforce. How far
I have gone in finding a solution to all these difficulties
is hard to say. But at least I have tried to develop
techniques of counteracting or containing the misleading
effects before these problems could develop.
In trying to meet the first difficulty I have conce~
trated upon the social uses to which food can be put rather
than the gastronomic side of dining out which has already
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been much written about in restaurant guides, cookery boo~s,
magazines and the like. This sort of thing is so t~oro~g~:y
written about that I did not presume to be able to offer a~y
thing on the subject. As far as the economic as~ec: :3
concerned, I have tried to cover as wide a gamut of hotels
and restaurants as could be achieved: from the cneap seas:de
holiday hotel to the highly prestigious top international
London hotel. If I have been successful the method will
afford some insight into the way customers use food in a
hotel or restaurant to exercise influence over one another,
accelerate the process of getting to know one another or
reinforce their relations with people they already know (1).
This limited target enabled me to deal with the other difficulties more boldly. Establishing a role as a full-time
waiter, I was able to observe people's behaviour at first
hand, making a special note of the kind of service offered in
different types of hotel and how this appeared to correlate
wi th people's notions of service wi thin each hotel - especially
those of the waiting and kitchen staff.

2.

The waiter-customer relationship

Most waiters I met in the highly prestigious hotels
where I worked said that they thought the actual qualities
that they needed in their profession were to be pleasant,
charming, polite and discrete. Others placed greater
emphasis upon the need to show respect and play a submissive role. Interestingly enough, however, I found very few
who were prepared to put technical expertise or knowledge
,
even though most would say that these
hlgher
on th'
elr l'st
l
,
.
rtant when asked. Examples of 'Aha t some
were extreme I y lmpo
people said will help to illustrate the point:
"In order to please you have to 8e charming ,
just look at me for instance ... ~~know I ~ondt
speak English very well, so when lv :~mes ~o es. .
dishes are on the menu 1 ~ nov very
crlblng what
er one will tell you I'm very goot
good ... but ev Y
"t telps me a let :0
'
on the charm .. , l
.
tt
t
a pu lng
if they're not too pleased
keep people happy, even
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~ith

the food or service otherwi
l'~
lf I'm dealing with people in a ;e ... :
~_a~s~ ::e_;::s
as having to ask them to leave b~rlCkY :~~U7t:cr. s~:~
suitably dressed ... " (statl'
h edcaus~ \.,{ley re r.ct
on ea walter, hate: 3)

"It doesn't take a good head on
a good waiter
all
your shou~~ers ~c ~e
...
you really ne d' th'
.
to get on is the abill'ty ~o
lye
~~
lS
bus:~ess
"
say
es ~1"" '.' ? ....
Three Bags Full S i r " f
-~, .~o·~lr,
it do~sn't matter so i;~glasY~~uC~~nd~c~othi~~ else,
(stat1on head waiter, hotel 4).
- P thl~ up ... "
1

'

.

Even management in top class establishmen~s may rate
a waiter highly if he lacks other skills because provided he
has the ability to sup p I Y sa t·1S f action and defuse complaints,
nothing else really matters. At least this was how the
restaurant manager in my f1'rst London hotel sa w 1
't, d escrl'b
ing a man whom he had taken on as a station head waiter the
week before:
"Blo<?dy Pole ... he doesn't know the first thing about
the Job and nearly all the time behaves like a complete idiot ... but I'll say this about him ... no
one puts more money (i.e. tips) in the box (i.e.
tronc) than him ... he's got what it takes to please
the customers, never mind his daft and silly ways ...
and however long he works here, I bet we'll never
get any complaints about him ... " (restaurant
manager, hotel 3).
Here the service is highly individua~istic and
customers' expectations can largely be met without much
difficulty. However extraordinary or awkward their requests might sometimes appear, most customers can get whatever they want - provided they pay the price for it. Take
the retired colonel, a regular customer in hotel 3, who
invariably asked for poached turbot whenever he came for
lunch but on one occasion took everyone by surprise - with
a request for "bacon, bangers and mash". This is a dish
which did not even appear on the menu, being the kind cf
dish which would not generally be served at lunch in such a
high class establishment. Though presumably a mucr. less
expensive dish to prepare than others actually on the ~enu,
the customer was charged the full price of a tat!e ~'hc:e
meal: £4 (at 1977 prices). Had it not teen for other
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aspects of the service (the personal element, 5~eate~
privacy, better decor, table-ware and so on) the
CL.stomer
migh t have gone elsewhere and had the same ~eal for :ess
than half the price. Here, then, is a good example of how
it is not the food alone which determines customer satisfaction.
Another example is the case of a customer who ordered
two bananas for dessert in hotel 4. Like all raw fruit, the
bananas were served on a silver platter with a knife ready
for the customer to peel herself: the price £1.40. Not
wishing to peel the fruit herself, the customer called for
a waiter and asked him to do it for her. As a general rule,
a waiter should not be seen to touch the food which he serves
by hand. So the waiter set about the task just as if he
were carving a joint of meat. With a carving knife in one
hand and a fork in the other, he carefully cut along both
edges of the skin until nothing but the bare inside was left
-ready for the customer to eat. Here, again, we find that the
personal element o~:service supersedes everything else.
But because the waiting staff know what is normally expected
and management generally have sufficient resources to meet
the most erratic and idiosyncratic demands on their service
(2), we do not find any great disparity between the service
ideal and its practical fulfilment.
Oddly enough, the same appears to be true of hotels
at the other end of the prestige spectrum. , Here, a large
number of customers are "passing trade" whose main concern
is to obtain cheap and quick service before they move on
to their next port of call. Or they are people seeking
cheap holiday accommodation for short periods who prefer a
reduction in cost rather than pay for better service.
So long as the hotel satisfies their basic requirements, no
one usually complains because they know they cannot expec~
--anything more -' th ey ge t what they pay .Por . Thus in the ~otels
I studied on the north coast, people's complaints dij ~2:
focus upon th e qua ll'ty of service but instead te~ded to
concern the speed of S ervice because it is assumed :~at
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(notwithstanding the price which people pay) there is no
excuse for slow service. Here the low expectations of
customers can easily be met. But should there be a gap between what people expect and the service they receive, it
is probably because management has insufficient resources to
cope with the demand for their product.
Between these two extremes is the expanding middle area
where ambiguity prevails. Here expectations of customers
are uncertain because hotels have neither the traits of one
class nor the other. On the one hand, some customers may be
disappointed because they expect the kind of service normally
associated with the less prestigious hotels. Take the
customer in our medium status conglomerate hotel in Cardiff
who complained because she preferred to serve her own coffee
out of the machine rather than be served by a waiter at her
table. Her reason for saying so was that people get to know
one another better because they begin to strike up a conversation while they wait in the queue (3). This might well
be true. But for a hotel seeking to model itself on the high
level type of establishment, it runs counter to the very notion
of service to minimize the personal element in this way.
On the other hand, some customers may be disappointed
because they do not receive the kind of service normally
associated with high level establishments. A good example
is the diner who was so dissatisfied with the service he
received in a Jewish restaurant in Jerusalem that he said
to the waiter: "It's easy to see that you've never been
a waiter at the London Ritz ... " Not wishing to let this
remark go unchecked, the waiter replied: "It's easy to
see that you've never been a guest at the London Ritz ... "
(4). The danger common to all hotels of medium status is
that customers' expectations are raised so high that they
cannot actually be achieved. Obviously there are likely
to be discrepancies between the ideal and the norm at all
points along the prestige spectrum, but nowhere is it more
marked than in the medium status hotel. Here the kind of
strategies that enable a better showing to be made are an
integral part of the performance that is put on and sustained
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by the whole organization. The most important consequence
is the drastic length to which a waiter may often 50 so t~c:
he can confirm his customer's image of him and ~aintai~
standards.
This is strikingly demonstrated by Goffman~in his study
of a family tourist hotel on the Island of Shetland. In
"Shetland Hotel" (as Goffman refers to it), the overall
impression of middle-class service was projected whenever
guests were present by the management who allocated to themselves the roles of middle-class host and hostess and to their
employees that of domestics. Whereas in terms of the local
class structure, the girls who acted as maids were of slightly
higher status than the hotel owners who employed them. When
hotel guests were absent, little nonsense about a maid/
mistress status system was allowed by the maids (5). This
teamwork ensures a good staff showing - provided, of course,
that the impression is not spoilt because the hotel guests
are privy to information which reveals the true situation to
them.

3.

Routine versus emergency

Closely connected with the capacity to fulfil the
expectations of customers is Hughes' distinction. between
routine and emergency (6). Hughes noted that in many cases
those who have need of a service perceive it'as something of
an emergency, whereas those providing a service deal wi th the
matter routinely.

He goes on to suggest that this is a

source of chronic tension.
Certainly this would appear to be the case for many
highly prestigious hotels where customers expect a strong
element of personal service. Should a waiter fail to pay
sufficient attention to their needs, they ffi2Y feel that he
is trying to belittle their importance; he is not tak~ng
the job seriously enough.
His very competence comes from
having served a thousand customers who have placed exactly
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the same order - each of whom woulj li~9
unique culinary experience is his alone. The server Knows
from long experience those who -have !)articularl'! hi;:::

.

-

standards of expectation and develops strategies for su~~~ying satisfaction and defusing their ccrr.~lai~ts as ~ar
as possible. The~station head waite~ might, for example,
play a charade of dressing down his staff in public for cte
benefit of a complaining customer. Or he may prefer to go
to the kitchen himself and place or receive an order rather
than leave it to his'commis in the case of an awkward
customer. At the most prestigious hotels I studied in
London, one station head waiter always used to go to the
kitchen himself and ask for extra chives in the vichysoisse
soup whenever he served a particular customer: "He's a
real bastard ... if he thinks there aren't enough, he's
bound to kick up a fuss ... " In the mind of those who
receive the service, then, there is resentment that something so special to them can be treated as a matter of
routine by those who provide it, even though they know perfectly well that such an attitude is necessary to competence, and though they would not tolerate it if those who
provided the service were to show any sign of not being
competent. To sum up: his emergency is my routine, as it
were, and the art of service is creating the impression
that there is something of a struggle involved in supplying
satisfaction.
By contrast, in less prestigious hotels, the very
opposite is often the case. Here those who serve may have
to develop emergency tactics so as to give the impression
that everything is going according to plan. In this kine
of situation, the social drama of work takes on a different
meaning. The chronic source of tension that arises here
is largely due to the server having to attend to large
numbers of people at the same time. Here the prcble~ is
not so much that the server may belittle the importance of
those whom he serves. It is more a question of trying not
to fall short of certain minimum standards that c~sto~ers
would normally expect. Here again, the experienced server
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seeking to supply satisfaction and defuse cCEplai~~s ~ay
develop all sorts of strategies in order to deal ~i~~ :~e
customer and anticipate the problems that so often arise.
But the impression that he hopes to gi'le has less :0 do
with engendering in those served the belief that his re:ationship to them has something special or u~ique about i~.
Instead the impression he hopes to give is tha~ t'nere 1S
.
nothing extraordinary about the routine ~hat he lS :rev

sently performing. But if something about the performance
of his routine were to suggest that he is having to struggle
to maintain control, then he must somehow show that this is
not part of his normal routine and that it should simply be
regarded as the best he can do in the circumstances. In
brief, he will seek to give the impression of having everything under control When, in fact, he is having quite a
struggle to cope with the situation: his routine is my
emergency, so to speak, and service depends upon having to
tackle the unanticipated crises that arise and not show any
signs of excitement or panic.

4.

Discrepancies in the service ideal

Summing up, however specialized or unique the routine,
in a servic.e encounter when a person serving presents himself before his client, his performance will tend to claiu
facts that offer an idealized view of the situation. By
the same token, he will try to conceal or underplay those
activities, facts and motives which are incompatible with
the impression being fostered. To the degree that his
performance will incorporate and exemplify whatever he
believes~will conform to other people's expectations highlighting whatever has come to be accepted as right or
proper - we may look upon what he does as being a ritual.
That is, he attempts to put on a show which is socialized,
moulded and modified to fit into the understanding and
expectations of those before whom it is presented. It 1S
important to note that this applies equally at Whichever
end of the prestige spectrum one cares to look at. 3ut
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nowhere, as I have already said, is :he tendency to ~ai~ta~~
front and put on a better showing than is actually the case
more marked than in medium status hotels _ more so '~ P=rt
,

J.. _

'- ..... ,

than in highly prestigious ones where appearance is not so
removed from reality. Some illustrations taken from ~y own
experience may help to show the subterfuge involved i~ trying to foster the right impression (7).
First of all, however much time and effort is usually
required before the server can provide those he serves wi~h
food, he will only show them the end product, and they will
be led into judging him on the basis of something that has
been prepared, cooked and served. In some cases, if very
little effort was actually required to prepare the food,
this fact will be concealed. Such practices as the use of
frozen foods, the introduction of micro-wave ovens and
sophisticated "catering systems" have all reduced the time
and effort required and "deskilled" certain occupations _
particularly within the kitchen (8). Here if those who
serve in the restaurant are to maintain the ~i~pression
of high quality, they must conceal what the kitchen staff
really do and try to sustain the customers' image of them
still having to engage in feverish activity to prepare
the food they are served. In other cases, it will be the
considerable effort that will be hidden. For example, the
nonchalant air affected by many waiters and waitresses in
--the
restaurant can be compared with the anger and frustrations they so often display in their queues for the food.
One solution is for waiting staff to work in pairs but in
the lower level hotels (where this discrepancy most frequently occurs) people often prefer to work on their own
- and a system of placing trays to mark one's position in the
queue may develop instead. This allows those serving to
take orders or serve hors d'oeuvres, sweets and coffee
rather than waste the time waiting for a main course.
Another source of irritation that the wai~e~ ~ay
to conceal from customers is the chronic shortage of
materials (china, cutlery, etc.) that so often exists.
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~ave

i
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surprisingly high proportion of all the arguments a~d
fights that take place between staff have some~~i~6 :0 ~~
with the struggle that everyone experiences in get:~~~
enough china and cutlery to lay their tables. Some ou: -~
despair may resort to taking things from others ~he~ :hey
are not looking and pretend not to know any thin 6 about it
if asked. Accusations abound and ill feelings run very
deep, especially if supplies in the k~tchen run short jus:
as waiters are beginning to relay their tables for more
customers in the same sitting. Nor does it necessarily
help to have large supplies of cutlery and china, stored l!1
places of safekeeping, ready for use when required, because
the ~ffect of hoarding is to reduce the total stock and make
it harder still to find supplies. Nevertheless, those
able to provide the fastest service generally prove to
be those who have spent the greater time and effort in
hoarding materials and finding private storage place
spaces to conceal them from others. In her study of
Manchester restaurants, Bowey noted that waitresses would
hoard materials in a little cupboard called a "dumb waiter"
from which they served their tables (9). In fact, what T
found was that those who did best at hoarding materials
were those that did best at concealing the places in which
they were stored. Apart from the dumb waiter and cupboards,
I found a wide variety of private storage places: such as
on the floor below the side-tables, behind the curta~ns
next to the window, beneath a piano on the stage, in the
staff cloakroom, in shopping bags, cardboard boxes, coat
pockets, and so on. Some even took home whatever they had
ordered for safekeeping. Others kept their materials fir~~y
under lock and key (10).
Then there is the fact that those serving tend to
conceal from their customers any evidence of tasks ~tich
embody Hughes' notion of "dirty work" (11). in Hughes'
terms , we find that dirty work of some kind is presen: in
all occupations whether those doing the job like it or not.
Dirty work may involve tasks which are physically unclean,
semi-illegal, cruel or degrading in various ways. but ttese
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disturbing facts are seldom expressed or fully declarec
unless it is an intimate part of the very activity w~ich
gives the occupation its charisma. In the case 0: a
physician whose hands are "dirty" with having to hand::"e :::e
human body, this part of his work is somehow integrated
into the very role that he is playing, for example. The
waiter,. however, is more like the janitor whose job is
to handle other people's rubbish. Dirty work for a waiter
involves having to lay tables, fetching and carrying food,
clearing away dirty dishes, throwing away half ea~en food,
and carrying dirty dishes back to the kitchen. For hi~ the
most satisfying and prestige-giving part of the job - and
the activity on which he is mainly judged by significant
others - is serving the food. Dirty work, therefore, is
not knit into some satisfying and prestige-giving
definition of his role but seems somehow to be something
wil fully put upon him which he tries to brush aside or
let others handle if possible.
In the highly prestigious hotels, the different ranks
have something to do with the relative cleanliness of
functions performed. Those who have risen to the higher
rank of station head waiter can delegate the more lowly of
their traditional tasks to others. To draw an analogy
wi th the medical pro fession, those at the top of the hierarchl/
have something of the physician's status. They are the
ones who perform the miracle and they are more than absolved
from any potential uncleanliness through the delegation of
their dirty work to o~ers. By contrast, those who perfor~
the lowly task (i.e. nursing staff in the first case, or
"chef de rang" or "commis" waiters in the second) generally
fare badly in the prestige ratings, not being amongst tne
miracle-workers and only able to operate at the margins.
In the lower level hotels, the division of labour is not so
marked, however, and the theme of uncleanliness has little
to do with the ranking as such. Here it is the waiter's
role to perform both the prestige-bearing and the less
satisfying part of the job himself because ~one of the cirty
work can be delegated, or where possible only to a li~ited
<-i
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extent. Here, then, the waiter frequently nas to e~gage
in activities that are beneath his perso~al dignity _ :olng
the physically disgusting part of the job ~hi:t in a ~ore
prestigious establishment would be done Jy someone else.
No wonder his professional status is so low when ne has :0
conceal so much of what he actually does from those ~e
serves (12).
Closely connected with the notion of dirty work is a
fourth discrepancy between the appearance and actual activity
of those providing the service. Assuming that a ~otion of
service embodies several ideal standards, if a good showing is to be made, it is likely that some of these standards
will only be sustained in public by the private sacrifice
of some of the others. What tends to happen is that, if
there are standards whose loss can always be concealed to
some extent, those serving will make this sacrifice in
order to maintain the standards whose loss cannot be so
easily concealed. Thus if service is judged on the basis of
speed and quality, quality will fall before speed because
on the whole poor quality can be concealed, but slow service
cannot. Whenever we ran shDrt of real coffee in hotel 3,
for example, we would serve instant coffee instead because
in the restaurant manager's words: "By the time they're
ready for coffee, they're usually too pissed to notice
the difference ... " Similarly, whenever we had to make a
lot of coffee in hotel 5, a waitress taught me how to save
time by making two pots of coffee out of one: "Just make a
normal pot to begin with, pour half of it into a second pot,
and then add boiling water to both of them ... they won't
mind, they don't like it too strong ... " Another trick of
the trade which I picked up in hotel 3 was to mix the
mustard together whenever supplies ran short of one particular brand. Though, of course, French "Dijon" ar.d Englisr.
mustard each have a distinctive flavour of their own, jc:h
have a similar yellowish-brown colour and when mixed in
equal quantities cannot easily be distir.guisned freD cne
another - either in terms of colour or taste.
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So, too, if those serving fi~d it dif~i:~l: t: ;rc~ide
quick service and maintain standards o f 'nygiene, ~oo~
hygiene can be concealed, not slow servi:e. ~a~y exa~~les
of this are to be found - for instance, serving used dishes
again, using spittle to clean cutlery, wiping c~ina a~d
cutlery with a serving cloth that is dirty through ove~~se,
handling the food to test how hot it is, nibbling bits of
food from the plates and so on (13).
Finally, when the discrepancy between actual activity
and the impression that the server is seeking to foster becomes so great that he can no longer keep up the pretence
and maintain front, there is nothing he can do but play
the last card up his sleeve. I am thinking here of occasions when standards fall so low that nothing he can do
will retrieve the situation because the discrepancy is too
great for concealment. For example, in one of the northern
hotels I studied where an acute shortage of ~ilk jugs frequently posed a problem for waiting staff, it was common
practice for milk to be served in tea pots, coffee pots,
water jugs, beer mugs and a wide variety of other such
vessels, ready to hand and adapted for the purpose.
Similarly I know of a high class hotel located in a remote
part of Yorkshire in which those serving have the constantly
recurrin~ problem of water shortages (14).
In both cases,
it is simply not possible to practice concealment because
nothing can be done to hide the fact from those being served
that there is something wrong. As a last resort, those
serving may try to pass it off as something unusual. tor
if all else fails, they have little choice but to appeal to
the customer'sgoodwill and persuade him that these difficulties have arisen due to circumstances beyond their co~
trol; that it is a unique situation and would not happen
again. Obviously this kind of strategy can only be
effective in dealing with passing trade who ~now nothing
about the real situation (15); but in any case, it should
be seen as a last-ditch measure, a step only to be taken i:
nothing else can be done.
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The waiter-chef relationship

5.

Until now in this chapter, we have taken the server's
performance as the basic point of refere~ce and have bee~
concerning ourselves with two levels of fact _ the server
and his performance on the one hand and those whom he
serves and the interaction between them on the other. For
any study of a service occupation this might seem sufficient.
It is the people who provide the service and those being
served who regularly come into crucial contact. Often,
however, the co-operative activity of those inVOlved in
providing the service is just as crucial. For however different their individual performance is, if they fit together
into a whole, the overall impression which arises can conveniently be treated as a fact in its own right - as a
third level of fact located between the group of consumers
on the one hand and the total interaction of participants
on the other (15). In the case of the hotel industry, it
is this dimension that can make all the difference between
good and bad service. When we talk about service in this
industry, we cannot ignore the vital link in the chain between waiter and chef.

,

It is the chef who is most crucially concerned with
supplying the basic needs of those whom the waiter serves.
Part of the social-psychological problem of the waiter's
job is having to depend upon the chef for the basic materials
of his craft. Though in fact service tends to be judged in
terms of the total satisfaction that those serving are able
to provide, in many cases they are judged simply in terms
of the quality of food they serve - even though they may
have taken no part in the actual preparation or cooking.
Much of the tension that arises between waiter and chef
stems from this. In applying pressure on the kitcher. staff
(largely through shouting abuse and insults) those serving
hope to establish some control over the situation, over the
quality or the speed of service, and over the disposition
of their routine and the performance they put on ir. front
of their customers.
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Often whatever the reason given for CUs:o~ers'
satisfaction, though, it is not so much the quality of
food as other aspects of the service that reallj ~at~er to
them. These are: speed, technical waiter Skills, a~~ ~~~a~
skills which customers have come to expect and yet are ~c~
so easy to define. So when they claim that something is
wrong with the food, this should not deceive us into thi~~
ing that food is necessarily their main cause for concern.
It might simply be the way they have chosen to say what they
feel about the service because it is easier to express thei~
dissatisfaction in these terms. In effect what happens ~s
that blame is passed on to someone outside the service
encounter. Indeed rather than complain about those who are
most intimately and crucially concerned with supplying their
needs, customers may prefer not to criticize the waiting
staff but instead to go outside the service relationship.
Here we have then a good case for saying that the division
of labour is more than a technical phenomenon; that there
are infinite social-psychological nuanc~s in it (17). Thus
the chef-waiter conflict is not just an expression of the
status inconsistencies between them; but arises largely
from t0e more fundamental differences in their objectives
and will~normally be triggered off whenever the waiter
.'
finds himself being held to blame for the poor craftsmanship of the chef; or whenever the chef is held to blame
for the incompetence of the waiter.
In explaining the conflict which so frequently arises
between those who prepare and cook and those who serve,
William Foote Whyte suggested that waiting staff had no
other way of "letting off steam" and so diverted the pressure they felt upon them onto the only available target.
He also suggested that when the kitchen staff are men and
the waiting staff are women, the potential conflict is
more intense than when both are female because men find it
more difficult if women initiate action for them (18).
Bowey has developed a different interpretation of the
situation. But though she departs from Whyte in saying
chefs come into conflict with waiters just as orten as
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they do with waitresses, she too dwel:s ~~on the S:6~:::
cance of male-female relationships. Her arguDent goes
like this:
"Since men in the restaurant industry

: :;

'Y1

'"

c~reer-orientated than women ... i~ foii~w;r~h;~r~hev

W~~l b 7 more strongly motivated towards achieving
.
obJect~ves related to their careers than will women ..•

One.of these career-related objectivies is the
ach~evem7nt of ~igh qual~ty in the food they prepare .. S~n?e th~s obJect~ve brings the chef into
conf~~ct Wlth.the waiting staff, we would expect
to f~n~ confl~ct between chefs and waitresses
occurr~ng more i~tensively and more frequently than
between female k~tchen staff and waitresses
"
(19)

...

Whilst it is true that an unpleasant encounter with
a customer may sometimes cause those who serve him to snap
unreasonably at the next person they contact -usually someone amongst the kitchen staff - my research suggests that
this is not the main cause. Like Bowey, I found that very
intense conflict can arise between chefs and waiters just
as it can between chefs and waitresses. On the other hand,
if Bowey's interpretation is correct, we might expect to
find that the more waiters or waitresses have to depend
upon career-orientated chefs for the food, the more likely
they will come into conflict with them. From my own
experience of working in two of the most prestigious hotels
in London, this certainly was not the case. Rather the rows
were more frequent and more dramatic in the less prestigious
northern hotels·lstudied where those who prepared the meals
were men but not so strongly career-orientated as those in
London. This leads me to think that if there is one element in the situation that matters more than anything else,
it is the class of hotel - not the sex or career motivaticn
of those involved. In most hotels at the lower end of the
spectrum, we would expect to find a conflict of interests
between those who prepare and cook and those who serve the chef's concern ~ith quality runs co~r.ter to the
waiter's concern with speed. But as we move higher up the
hierarchy we would not expect to find such a conflict c:
interests. Here again the chef's concern with quality is
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crucial but he is not put under press~re frc~ :~e ~a~:e~
for faster service because the wai~er's C8ncer~ is ~~:~
quality too.
Typically, then, as the following ~wo extrac~s s~cw,
notions about service vary with waiters amongst ciffere~:
prestige hotels. In prestigious hotels, the emphasis ~s or.
technical skill as a waiter; in lower level hotels, ~he
emphasis is on speed of service. Starting first with a
high level hotel, one station head waiter in hotel 4, seeing himself as a service specialist, put it like ttis:
"A restaurant is just like a doctor's waiting room
... when you go to the doctor, you've got to sit
in the waiting room until you're told you can see
him ... it's just the same with customers .. they
can't just sit down and expect to get served straight
away - they've got to wait until its their turn ... "
Alternatively, in lower level hotels, waiting staff
pride themselves on their ability to provide fast service.
One waitress in hotel 1, with great glee, told me:
You won't get anywhere in this business unless you've
got the speed ... Jock (her husband) and I are
considered the best because we're the fastest here
... so we get the best customers and serve on the
best tables ... poor old Ernie who's worked here for
14 years will never get one of the best stations ...
why? Because he's too bloody slow ... "
So, too, with customers, the same variation can be
found amongst different prestige hotels. Diners ir. prestigious hotels look for quality, those in lower level
hotels prefer fast service. In the latter case, jokes are
frequently made to drive home the point such as one which
I came across_quite

recently~

"Diner:
'Are you the waiter I gave :1y ~r~er :o?
I expected an older man" (Gloucester Clt~zen)
Finally, I have suggested that rows bet~een ~a~::~;
staff and chefs occur less frequently in presti;ic~s hotels
because there is not such a great conflict of interests

-

x3 -

'-'

as in low level hotels. But another reason nas ~o do ~~:t
the waiters' system of ranking in different pres:~ge r.o~e:s.
In the high level hotel those who serve the ~ooj ~~~k ~~gh
est 0 fall - and the y del ega t e the i r "d i r t y ',"; 0 r k " to: ~ e
chefs de rang or commis wai ters who wo r k un d er ....
T'~lS
.
~ne~.
rigid division of labour means that chefs ar.c
staff avoid one another at the higher levels. Only the
commis normally comes into direct contact with the ki:cten
staff - and in dealing with, say, the chef or the sous
chef, he must always be ready to show as much deference ~s
befits someone of higher rank in the kitchen. The danger
is that if he should fail to do so, he might upset the
delicate balance which operates here. Soon after I began
work as a commis in hotel 4, for example, I came dangerously close to this. The sous chef, half jokingly and half
seriously told me off because I had not addressed him in
the proper manner:
"What, just a commis, and you've got the cheek to
call me Nobby? ... you'll have to learn a few
manners before you give me the next order, boy
my name, as far as you're concerned, is Mr. Nobby! ... "
By contrast, in the lower level hotel, such delegation is possible only to a limited extent because rigidly
defined roles and ranks do not exist as a rule. Here it
is not possible to insulate those who prepare and cook
from those who serve. There is no one of lower rank to
delegate the task of going to the kitchen to fetch and
carry food. Every waiter or waitress must come into direct
contact across the serving counter with the kitche~ staff.
And yet, in the low level hotel, we find that kitchen and
waiting staff are more subject to customers' complaints
because of the other's errors over which they have no control. Thus they are at the very source of each other's
problems, but have nothing to fend one off from the other.
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CHAPTER SIX
THE WAITER'S CAREER

1.

Two types of career pattern

All occupations invoke rules prescribing 2n
individual's behaviour at a particular stage.
Once
the individual has demonstrated sufficient ability 2nd
willingness to learn, in the normal course of events
he will then pass from one status to another (1).
All
the stages in this development will vary in terms of
the actions, attributes and underlying values that are
involved.
They may also vary in their length of
duration.
Some stages are essentially preparatory but
might require a long time and this notwithstanding the
individual's ability or the number of openings available
for him in the next stage.
In other stages where the
length is more flexible and depends largely upon the
actual rate of learning, it is often a brief passage
from one status to the next.
So, too, important
differences might emerge in the degree of formality
that marks the transition from one stage to another.
In occupations where there is a strong element of
bureaucratic control, one would expect to find standard procedures for advancement and the passage of
individuals marked through every stage by a clearly
defined office or status position.
In less structured
occupations, the individual has more latitude for
creating his own position or choosing from the existing ones but he has less certainty of achieving any
given position.
In order to understand the type of career that is
normally open to waiting staff in the hotel industry,
it is suggested that we take Hughes' definition of the
term:
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"A career lS
' t he moving perspective i!1 "h~ ~'.: . . ....,,,,,
person s~es his life as a whole ar.d i:-lt~r;;~- ~ .. thed meanlng
- t' l",,;;;,
':::
th th of his various at"'r~'.:u~""I."
-...I
~'-';;;"
-c
an
.e .ings which happen to him. T~is ~e;-'
spec~lve l~ not,absolutely fixed either as' ~c =cin:s

of vlew, dlrectlon or destination
.1 _ .. ,.~,. :.,_~
care~rs .. ~. may be expected to reveal ~he nat~r~
an~ worklng consti tution' of a societ',-.
I~s':,':' tutl~ns are but the forms in which t::~ cJllect':ve
actlon of people go on.
In the ccurse of a
career the person finds his place within ~hese
forms, carries on his active life with reference
to ot~er people, and interprets the meaning of the
one llfe he has to live." (2)
.......

~l,.,-..J.lJ.j

v

What, then, emerges are two types of career structure in this industry.
One is clearly associated with
hotels in which the workgroup is highly stratified and
workroles defined according to formal criteria of ranking.
Good examples are the highly prestigious hotels The Dorchester, The Savoy, The Ritz, Claridges and so on.
We also find it in the large conglomerate hotels which
have a high degree of bureaucratization and model themselves on the highly prestigious type.
The second is
more likely to be associated with hotels whose workgroups
are relatively undifferentiated and in which jobs have
little formal or precise definition. These are the small
traditional independently run hotels - most of which are
found lower down the hierarthical scale and which still
dominate the industry despite the growth of large conglomerate hotels (3).
Starting with the first type, many waiters move
through a series of job changes in which each new job represents a higher ranked position than the previous one. Quite
often a young man will begin his career as a "commis" or
trainee waiter at a highly prestigious establish~ent so that
he can acquire the repertoire of skills and attributes ~~ic~
he needs to achieve higher rank elsewhere. Because such
~
little importance is attached to formal qualificatio~s in
this industry, the best way to achieve prc~o:ion is t~r:~~~
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using contacts and previous experience as bargaining
counters.
There are some hotels, particularly
the more prestigious ones, which act as training establishments and contain a large number of perpetually replaced
peripheral workers who see their employment as providing
experience which they can exploit later on. Just as
Sandhurst represents the Army training school par excellence
and Oxford and Cambridge the apex of the university system
and academic career structure, there are a small number of
highly prestigious hotels which fulfil a similar function
in providing seed-bed institutions and a training-groGnd
for the hotel industry. Indeed, when I began work as a
commis in hotel 4, I can recall being told:
"This is no ordinary hotel ... it's like a teaching
hospi trl.l where people come to learn the trade ...
and you'd better try to forget anything you might
have picked up ... it's better if you start again at
the very beginning" (station head waiter, hotel 4).
Many people who work in the more prestigiOUS hotels
regard their limited stay as an apprenticeship that defers
greater rewards until later. Indeed they are often low
paid but they regard the immediate financial return as
less important than the better training and experience which
can only be had in such establishments. Their economic
loss is something which must be borne in the short term so
they can obtain higher paid jobs later on (4). As one
Italian who had just left a better paid job to work in hotel
4 put it:
"I was getting more money at the last place ... but
then I don't really mind because I'm only working
here for the reference ... and when I go home it'll
help me to get a much better job" (commis, hotel 4).
The passage through the ranks can be a long protracted
process in a high level hotel. Not so long ago a commis
might work 10 years in the same establishment before he
could expect promotion to the next rank. Even today, a
waiter might work for 5 years as a commis until eventuallj
he is offered a station head waiter's post. This is partly
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because higher positions are always in short supply anc
attract far more people than the number of vacancies aval~.
.f
r~taurc::!nr
able. At the same t lme, l a~manager himself is new,
he tends to introduce people from outside the organization
whom he knows he can trust - "strategic replacements" as
Gouldner' would say (5) - rather than promote or transfer
people ~ithin it. So what normally happens is that higher
rank is achieved through the informal network that exists
amongst waiters themselves. Management in high level hotels
rarely turn to the advertising agencies or Department of
Employment Jobcentres to fill these higher posts (6) and if they do, as one head waiter in hotel 3 told me:
"You know that it can't be very good!
"
As one might expect, a great deal of dissatisfaction
can be caused by the introduction of newcomers over the
heads of present employees. And because the hopes and
aspirations of some individuals in the organization will
necessarily be frustrated by the newly appointed staff,
they may in turn try to find jobs through their friends.
So it is a self-perpetu~ting process;
staff will
change jobs just as frequently as they have the opportunity
to find a better job elsewhere (7). It is not until they
reach a position in which pay and conditions appear to be
satisfactory that staff will begin to settle down - and
then they tend to stay for several years because at this
point they realize that they cannot expect any more. Moreover, any lingering doubts which they might have will
largely be dissolved as they move over time into the core.
As already stated (8), core workers derive a substantial proportion of their income from non-taxed rewards,
and so the prospect of a higher basic wage is unlikely to
lure them into changing jobs unless they are also guaranteed
the same level of informal rewards. This means that there
is often a very high rate of mobility during the early part
of a waiter's career; once he has been in the industry
several years a more stable pattern begins to emerge (9).
Mario, for instance, the son of Italian parents but
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English by birth, who now works as the first head waiter
in hotel 3, described his own career as follows:
nPerhaps you'll think I changed jobs a lot in between ... but I began working as a commis in the
same place as I am working today 30 years ago .. .
I left to take a job as a wine waiter's commis .. .
then I got a job somewhere else as a wine waiter .. .
then I worked for a little while at the Royal
Garden Hotel as the head wine waiter ... in fact
it was while I was there that Andrjez offered me
the job here ... we had worked together as commis
waiters in this hotel many years ago and had
remained good friends ... Andrjez had become the
restaurant manager at 25 - the youngest man in
Britain to hold this position at the time - and
he needed a new first head waiter ... he knew how
well we had worked together and so he offered me
the job ... I took it because I knew he'd let me
do things my own way and not complain ... that
was 28 years ago and I've been here ever since"(lO).
Thus we find that waiters embark upon a second type
of career. What concerns us here are "the regular sequence
of changes that career entails in the person's self and in
his framework of imagery for judging himself and others";
what, in other words, Goffman defines as the "moral"
aspects of a career (11). By "moral" I do not mean anything to do with morality, but rather the informal side of
an occupation and the effect upon the practitioner as he
becomes party to it. Learning to fiddle is a moral career
because those who practice it undergo the identity crisis
of status passage, just as Becker put it in discussions of
the changes in self involved in becoming a marihuana user
(13). For the neophyte waiter, the typical career pattern
develops along both these lines: the occupational career
which acts as tactical cover and public legitimation for
the moral career as fiddler.
The terms "core" and "peripheral" when applied to
waiters refer to the different stages of their moral career.
It is mainly those whose informal rewards appear quite e~tensive who justify the description "core". "Peripheral"
workers, though apparently paid at the same rate, do not
substantially benefit from fiddled reward. The access to
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such rewards reveals a different distribution of the core
and peripheral categories amongst different prestige hotels.
There can be five levels involved in servicing a customer
in the prestigious hotels and it is easy therefore to
create a bureaucratic structure for the offering of rewards.
Rewards are accordingly allocated through a system of bureaucratic promotions. These levels do not exist in lower level
hotels, however, and here rewards - no less necessary to distinguish the skilled from the unskilled - are essentially
found to be offered through informal means alone, that is
through fiddles. Workers can normally expect to start as
peripherals and then move, over time, to become core workers
- even though in less prestigious establishments, they might
well occupy the same formal position within the organization.
Of course this way of allocating real rewards allows
the socially stigmatized such as blacks or women to be
discriminated against without any legitimate complaint.
Little resentment is expressed over the core having the
prior claim on informal rewards, however, presumably because'
it is accepted as part of the perceived system of privileges
that those with special skills or long service should be
rewarded in this way (14). One waiter who had worked for
26 years in hotel 2, for example, was paid the same basic
wage of £16 per week (plus service) as everyone else. But
because he was always allocated those known to tip well,
the long-stay residents and regulars, his total rewards
were substantially higher than other staff. No one
appeared to mind, as a waitress pointed out:
"Stephan gets all the good customers ... but you
can't really grumble about it ... when a bloke has
been working in the same place for 26 years, he
deserves a little bit extra ... "
So long as management is characterized by a close
dependence upon the availability and expertise of its core
staff, one finds ~ considerable scope for
individual contract making. The net result is that workers,
particularly those who fall into the core category,
develop a strong personal obligation towards the manager
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because he affords them access to fiddled benefits. It ::'s
hardly surprising, therefore, that a high labour t~rnover
should follow a change in management. Because he k~ows sc
little about his newly met staff and their individual bargaining power, a new manager may try to apply general rulings
which cut across the individual weightings of the informsl
reward system. Many core workers whose total rewards fall
far more drastically under a new regime than anyone else's
frequently "vote with their feet" i they tend to follow
their old boss to his new situation or use their contacts
to gain entry into the core elsewhere. This can sometimes
bring a spectacular rise to power. Amongst the staff in
hotel 1, for example, it was well known that the last
restaurant manager who had worked there left because he had
been caught fiddling but now had a job in a larger hotel
further along the coast as the general manager. Someone
descibed what had happened as follows:
"Everyone knew that the restaurant manger, head
waiter, assistant general manager and a receptionist
were all on the fiddle ... the new general manager
put a stop to it and the restaurant manager left to
take a job as first head waiter at The Grand ...
not long after he'd started, the general manager and
the restaurant manager got the sack for fiddling
no one suspected him because he'd been there for such
a short time - and in fact they appointed him as the
new general manager ... what's more, the head waiter,
the assistant general manager and receptionist have
all joined him at The Grand ... and are doing very
well, thank you, so I believe" (waitress, hotel 1).

2.

Rites of passage

Van Gennep described the patterning that governs
initiation rites by noting that rites fall into three parts:
a beginning, a middle and an end. The beginning and the
end mark the birth and rebirth of those who pass from one
status to another. The middle is an intermediate state
in which the initiates who have first been separated from
society - and who will eventually be reintegrated into it
- live for a short time in a state of in-between (15).
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A travesty of what Van Gennep said, it is tempting to ma~e
the comparison between rites and the structure of a car8er
which incorporate the three separate stages: recruitmer.~,
learning and practice (16). In the preliminary stages,
those embarking upon a new career are typically apprehensive of what lies ahead; the crucial intermediate stage
involves learning the skill and expertise required for past
performance; and the full entry of a person into his new
status position denotes the final stage.
For the neophyte waiter, the typical situation is
that the division between all three stages can hardly be
discerned because the status change is a slow and subtle
process of transformation. Ordinarily, though, a successful recrui t begins as a commis ,wai ter and becomes, in
sequence: a demi-chef; a chef de rang; a second head
waiter; a first head waiter; and a restaurant manager.
Obviously how the change in status is achieved - or as
Strauss puts it, "How a person becomes something other
than what he once was" (17) - is of crucial importance.
.'4<'t
What we especially need to know, therefore, are the arrangements that are involved at the intermediate stage for
status passage to be effective.
The intermediate state commonly has three essential
characteristics. One is that new recruits are normally
expected to learn the rudiments of the waiter's craft on
the job. In effect, this means that he is taken through a
particular set of tasks by an experienced hand until he is
judged sufficiently competent to work on his own. The
danger, of course, is that novices might easily be attached
to a worker who is ill-equipped to train them. But because
their work involves direct contact with those they serve,
the "sitting next to Nellie" approach must always play an
important part in the learning process. Moreover, the
strategies waiters use for dealing with and manipulating
customers are, in effect, professional or trade secrets.
If teachers and pupils are not numerically in a one-toone relationship, it is likely that facts previously concealec
from the public eye will be promulgated beyon~ hotel staff
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and the illusion of providing good service might thus be
destroyed (18).
Secondly, status differences must be marked by
the guise in which an individual appears before others.
Once admitted into the hotel's service, the novi~e ~s
normally stripped of his or her usual identity, in particular the clothing, jewellery and personal paraphernalia
by which he or she maintains it, thereby causing him or
her a personal defacement. The insti tutional issue permi tted
as a substitute for what has been taken away is typically
a uniform of some kind, often unflattering, associated with
one rank in particular, and the same for all those holding
the same office (19). It is crucial if others are to interpret correctly the actions of the new recruit that his
learner status should thus be proclaimed. Such an outward display will greatly ease the neophyte's learning
path because it will absolve him from liability for many
otherwise discreditable mistakes which he commits during
the "make believe" or "not., for keeps" (20) honeymoon
period so expressed. Once he abandons the learner's
badge of office and passes perceptibly to a position of
full status, his temporary licence expires because he can
no longer claim immunity when he enters a non-marginal
state (21).
Thirdly, status passage must be accomplished through
a change in the recruit's relationships with others. Many
ethnographic accounts have recorded how the strains and
tensions involved in this change are carefully handled
within a ceremonial context. Before admission to a new
status is fully recognized, a novice may be required to
pass through a series of initiation tests which serve to
separate literally the end of one and the beginning of the
next stage. Whilst there are no real passing out ceremonies for hotel waiters, the sudden acquisition of one's
own set of tables (i.e. "station") and the absence of a
chaperoning supervisor is significant enough to be recognized as a status change by co-workers.
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Finally, perhaps it is worth noting that some of
these processes may be so subtle as to escape the notice
of the undiscerning diner. Amongst people outside the
industry, for instance, it is not commonly known that the
progression from one station to another within the same
establishment significantly alters the waiter's status.
Nor that this happens to be true because waiters ordinarily
will be assigned the more highly valued stations, in
sequence, and relative to their age, skill and length of
service. What, then, we are talking about is a kind of
secret society to which only the staff and perhaps a small
number of the more regular clientele are admitted. How
waiters, therefore, learn to negotiate a path between the
pitfalls and the dangers that confront them will be particularly interesting in view of the fact that there is so
little publicly known.
The next section of this chapter describes (via
amalgams of several cases) the various stages of status
passage. The data presented principally concerns the five
hotels studied but I have tried to incorporate other material whenever possible. So, too, I have tried to concentrate upon what the hotels .had in common rather than the
differences between them. It is, in short, what Rock describes as the "basic career" (22) of the learner:
recruitment, selection, learning the ropes and secondary
adjustments.

3.

Recruitment and the selection process

In recent years, the government has made a considerable increase in the resources and efforts that it has
devoted to the hotel industry_ As a result the industry
holds a unique position as being the only one that is
serviced by its own specialist Department of Employment
Jobcentres, with more than 20 such offices presently
spread over the country. Managers can also recruit t~rougt
private employment agencies, advertising posts in the
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trade press, national and local newspapers, illagazines a~d
the like. In fact, as I have already said, managers
typically do not depend upon agencies or advertising media,
preferring their own grapevine and informal channels to
recruit staff. Indeed, N.E.D.O. figures show that large
numbers of people find their way into jobs through infor~al
channels, such as a relative or friend already in employment there or speculative enquiries about the possibility
of a job (23).
The essential feature of this industry is its strong
element of personal service - it is perhaps the archetypal
personal service industry. By tradition managers have had
to make rapid and instant responses to changing patterns of
customer demand.
Because of the endemically erratic nature
of the demand for their product, they must be able to adapt
immediately to any problems which threaten to limit their
provision of service. But because problems so often arise
in hotels that cannot easily be planned for, it is impossible
to maintain high standards of service through the more strategic, controlled and regular managerial responses found in
manufacturing industry. Instead, adaptation by management
tends to take the form of a series of short~rm tactical
or "ad hoc" responses to satisfy customer demand (24).
Typically the hotel manager is able to cope precisely because he is able to mobilize large bodies of staff at a
moment's notice to meet a sudden need. Accordingly most
managers rely upon having a large pool of casual labour
which they can draw upon at all times and eschew collective
agreements - preferring instead to negotiate individually
with each employee.
In brief the tradition and extent of individual
contract making is important in providing the flexibility
that is required to meet the erratic demand on a hotel's
services. It is management's control over 2nd ability to
manipulate the less visible and accountable aspects of
the total reward system which has in the past been a major
factor in establishing the flexibility required. By
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contrast, formal contracts of employme~t and ~ell established personnel procedures normally reduce their ability
to cope with the frequent and essentially una~ticipated
crises which are so characteristic of hotels and restaurants. Many managers in conglomerate hotels, in fact,
resent the increasing interference by senior management
which they see as limiting the provision of good service.
As the restaurant manager in hotel 3 put it, after he had
seen several changes in management following the hotel's
acquisition by a large conglomerate:
"You'd hardly know it was the same place ... nowadays, managers think they know everything and the
man on the ground hardly has any say ... tonight
the general manager had the cheek to tell me that
I couldn't employ 2 extras for example ... he said
we had enough staff as it was and we didn't need
any more ... I don't know, they expect us to win
the war but they won't give us the guns to fight it

"
Few managers in fact are prepared to take on inexperienced staff unless no other option is open to them.
This means that most people entering the industry have
to bluff their way into their first job and then pick up
the waiter's trade once they are employed through observing
others. But because of the severe labour shortages in this
industry, managers find that they often have no choice but
to take the first person who comes along, only to dispense
with his services if he later proves unacceptable. The
probationary or trial period then becomes a means of rectifying mistakes in selection and weeding out the unsatisfactory
recruit. Only management in high level hotels can rely
upon a steady stream of labour at all times. Here the
and operates
process of selection is tightly structured
through routine bureaucratic procedures on the whole (25).

4.

Learning the ropes

Until the new recruit has acquired the ~nowledge and
skills he requires for the job, he will be expected to
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behave strictly according to the rules governing past
performance. It is only when the neophyte waiter has
mastered how to perform his tasks strictly to the letter
that those in supervision will permit him to step outside
the prescribed role and develop strategies for cor~er
cutting and performing his tasks otherwise. Closely connected with Goffman's notion of "role distance" (26),
there is a ritual prescription that the novice must demonstrate "competence, sincerity, and awareness of his
place" before he can depart from the strict-rule role
that he- is officially required to play. One manager in
hotel 5 astutely likened the process to that of a person
learning to drive a car:
"It's no good pretending that you know how to drive
... you've got to be taught the proper way to do
things at first ... once you've passed the test,
you can begin to bend the rules a little ... but
you've got to know when things have to be done
properly, and when they don't ... there are times
when you've always got to do things the proper
way, and there are times when it doesn't matter ... "
Typically, then, a waiter's career will begin with
an overemphasis on the prescriptive element of his job.
Novices are normally taught at first to treat all the rules
as the same. It is not until he becomes more fully socialized
that he will find out for himself which are the ~eneral rules,
always applicable, and regulating the main part of his job;
and which are the discretionary rules, not applicable in every
case, but situation-specific and associated with particular
aspects of the job. In short the course upon which he embarks becomes,over time, progressively infused with the
"moral" aspects of his career (27). Though in fact the progression generally involves a gradual awakening to the moral
aspect of his role, analytically there appeared to be two
different frameworks; and it is convenient to talk about
them separately as if independent of each other.
First, then, there are the general rules or "house
rules" (28) - the formal prescriptions which spell out
the main requirements of occupational conduct, say, to do
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with the allocation of specialist tasks amongst staff;
workers' personal appearance; their use of the hote: a~c
its facilities. Upon entry the recruit finds himse::
stripped of his past life and provided with a new set of
prerogatives which house rules assign him. Essentially
this is the organization's way of preparing him for the
subservient image of himself that the service relationship
necessarily implies. But as the nature and extent of these
prescriptions vary considerably according to rank, it is
clear that it has a secondary purpose which we cannot
ignore: that of reinforcing the internal authority
structure. Let us therefore start with the question of
work allocation.
Between hotels the number of workroles that are precisely defined varies quite considerably. In the low level
northern hotels studied, only four clearly emerged: the
general manager, the restaurant manager, the head waiter
and the waiter. Hardly anythingnow remains of the system
of ranking which once existed in both hotels - each having
3 or 4 ranks below the level of the present-day waiter at
one time. Interestingly enough, both hotels have retained
the rank of "commis" though it would appear to be no more
than a device to employ people at lower rates to do the
same job as the waiter. Both the commis and the waiter
have the same uniform, and though initially the commis'
duties are limited, say, to serving children (ohildren's
lunch or tea) where plate service rather than silver service is required, or to helping the waiter serve - a job
known as "vegging" because he serves the vegetables but
not the meat, it is not long before he has his own station
to serve. Often the only difference is that a commis does
not have quite so many tables to serve. As one 17 year
old, a commis in hotel 2, put it:
"When you're asked to serve a station yourself
for the very first time, it's a bit frightening
I remember feeling a little proud of myself, but
you soon realize that there's nothing to it
really ... and after a you've done the job for a
little while, you begin to think:
'Why don't I
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get paid the same wage?'
if you ask me, it's
slave labour - and it really pisses me off tha:
others are getting paid more to do the same job ... "
By contrast, in the high level London hotels studied,
there are a large number of status differences and specia~is~
tasks. Workers in these hotels are strongly stratified;
their roles interdependent, highly specialized, well publicized through dress and subject to a strong element of
supervisory control. A general decline in trade over the
past two decades has led to a reduction in the number of
staff and some changes in the system of ranking. Now
instead of 4 or 5 waiters per station, the number in both
hotels has dropped to 2 or 3. Much of the old tradition
still remains, however, at least compared with the vast
majority of hotels which have suffered over the same period.
Both hotels have retained the rank of commis - and those
employed in this position really do have a separate function:
viz. to prepare the "mise en place", fetch and carry food
from the kitchen, clear away dirty dishes, clean down the
tables, throwaway food left and carry dirty dishes into
the kitchen for the plate-wash~ Essentially the chef de
rang and the station head waiter's job is to lay the tables,
re-heat the hot dishes, prepare salads and cold dishes,
actually serve the food and generally administer the customers'
needs. In addition the station head waiter normally takes
the customers' orders, answers their queries about the menu,
supervises the work of his staff, assists with their training, handles all the awkward customers and deals with any
complaints that arise.
This brings us to the question of personal appearance
and the signs announcing a person's status within hotels.
The individual ordinarily expects to exert some control
over the guise in which he appears before others. But for
those who work within or otherwise belong to a "total
institution" (29); the degree of control that the individual
is likely to be permitted over his usual appearance will be
greatly circumscribed. Not all hotels, though, invoke
the same controls. The more prestigious the hotel, tne
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more we find the restrictions that deny people f~ll i~di'l
idual autonomy; the more so, apparently, when :he distance
between those serving and the served is great.
In many hotels, a restaurant manager used to carry O~t
a regular tour of inspection - with all his staff lined up
outside the restaurant door, their hands held out for him
to examine - and anyone not having a tidy appearance or
clean finger-nails faced instant dismissal. So, too, a
waiter or waitress used to be denied all forms of personal
adornment - such as rings, bracelets, fancy cuff-links and
wrist watches - because nothing was supposed to distinguish
them except-the plain uniform in which they stood. Nowadays
the rules that prescribe waiters' appearance are not so
strict but in the most prestigious hotels the tradition can
still be found to some extent. Before entry into the highest
level hotel studied, a prospective recruit is scrutinized
by the restaurant manager to find out if he possesses any
disqualifying physical features: long or dirty fingernails, long hair, hunched shoulders, poor posture, general
untidiness and the like. One chef de rang complained:
"Three years ago, I came from Turkey to work here ...
I left to join the Turkish army and now I'm back
again doing the same job as I did before ... I didn't
want the same job but this was all that I could find
... not that I'd mind so much if I wasn't told what
to do all the time ... it's worse than the Turkish
army for discipline ... "
In this hotel, the military model was commonly used
by waiters to describe the way in which the strict-rule
role was imposed. Thus, someone else, the second head wir.e
waiter, who had served in the British Army, explained to me
how I was expected to behave using the same analogy:
"As a waiter, you're not paid to ask questions
it's just like the army ... I'll never forget that
phrase we used to hear all the time I was doing
military service:
'If it moves - salute it; if
i t doe s n 't - Pa i n t i t ' ... it' s the sam e her e ...
if you get too big for your boots, they'll soon
bring you down a peg ... "
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Finally, a word about the uniform worn. ~any ~~~crm
ants helped me to reconstruct the traditional ~orm J~ dress
worn in the past. Piecing everything together, I foune ~he
commis' uniform to consist of a black jacxe~, 3. blacx ~aist
coat, black trousers, a white shirt, a white bow tie and 3.
white apron affectionately known as a "bum f:--eezer" bec3.L:se
it only covered him at the front. A chef de rang also had
a black waist-coat, black trousers, a white shirt and a
white bow tie but instead of the white apron, he wore a
black jacket with tails. A station head waiter wore
exactly the same as him but instead of the white bow tie,
he had a black one. The first head waiter wore exactly the
same as the station head waiter except that in the evening
he put on a white waist-coast. Finally the restaurant
manager wore a black morning suit, a white shirt and a white
and grey striped tie during the day. He, too, wore exactly
the same as the first head waiter in the evening but
stead of the black bow tie, he had a white one (see appendix
B) •

Although it had now almost entirely disappeared
everywhere else, the traditional dress was still being worn
in the highest level London hotel studied - but even in
this case, at the time of my study, a new uniform was
shortly to be introduced because the staff were no longer
prepared to buy, clean and maintain their own uniform which
has now become very expensive. Oddly enough, the commis
waiter in hotel 3 still wore the white apron or "bum
freezer". Otherwise the dress worn at the other hotels
I studied was essentially the same.
All the waiters wore
a black bow tie, black trousers, a white shirt and a
jacket - and only the first head waiter whose jacket was
a different colour and the restaurant manager who wore a
black morning suit could be clearly distinguished (see
appendix C).

5.

Secondary adjustments
However much the social barrier between servant and
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master appears to have been lifted, we

fi~d,

in

2ct~a~

fact, that those offering the service are never ex~ected
to enter freely into transactions. Typically the ~aiter
is someone who is present but whom others trea~ 2S if he
were really not there - a "non-person" as Goffman woul':
put it (30). Admission procedures and house rules =>~enerally prepare the newcomer for the non-person role.
Taken to the extreme, this means that a waiter must not
be seen doing such things as eating, drinking, smoking,
si t ting, - talking, burping, farting - or anything else
which signifies being human. In our highest level London
hotel, the austere round of life hardly permits the waiter
to take anything for granted. As the carver in hotel ~
nicely put it: "We're only allowed to breathe on our day
off
"
Against this stark background, though, we must not
underestimate the importance of a small number of privileges that are held out in exchange for personal loyalty
towards management, professional expertise, length of
service, dependability, experience and other qualities.
Many of these potential gratifications offer little more
than the right to obtain something that people outside
the organization ordinarily take for granted. On the outside, a person probably decides unthinkingly when he wants
to sit down, whether he should eat, whether to light a
cigarette, or when to talk; on the inside such matters
are problematic for staff. Very commonly their need to
conceal from the customers anything which serves to contradict the impression of having to play a non-person role
ism e t t h r 0 ugh a s imp 1 e ex p e die n t - a IT b a c k reg ion" c r II b a c k
stage" in which aspects of their performance which might
discredit the impression may make an appearance (31).
Most hotels have clearly defined areas, often located at
the side of the place where the customers sit, cut off from
their view by a partition or guarded passageway and providing
a refuge where a waiter can step outside his prescribed
role. It is here that the waiter can relax; he can drop
his front;
he can do things in private that he is publicly
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denied;

he can masquerade momentarily as a

f~:l

person.

It is here that illusion and impressions are openly
shattered;

the waiter can sit and chat with co-workers;

he can even engage in the illicit practice of taxing fcoe
intended for the guests' consumption.
It was interesting to watch the sudden

transfor~ation,

for instance, as soon as the time came round for the
cabaret show in hotel 3.

Every night service had to be

temporarily suspended during the show.

First head waiters,

wine waiters, station head waiters and commis waiters
would all rush to the various corners of the hotel in which
food had been stored for safe-keeping.

Then they would

return with a prawn cocktail, smoked salmon, Palma ham,
cold chicken, a wide range of sweets, salads, cheeses and
so on;

sit on a

chai~_~r

empty upturned-wine crate in a

back room or just outside the wine waiter's office;

and

calmly munch their way through a whole meal made up of
their illicit takings.
practice so

lon~-as

No one seemed to object to this

it was done discreetly and no tell-

tale signs were left.

In the words of the restaurant

manager:
"Just take whatever you want ... provided I don't see
you taking it, I don't really care ... but once
you've finished, don't forget to pick up the crumbs
and clear away the dirty dishes ... we'll all be
in trouble if Mr. Brown (general manager) sees the
mess ... "
Obviously if a good impression is to be presented
at all times, it is of vital importance to keep the passage that leads to the back region closed to those served.
Little wonder, then, that the occasional customer who
wanders in, absent-mindedly, or perhaps defiantly to make
a complaint, is hastily removed before he is able to see
anything which he might take amiss.

For a description of

the sheer squalor that may sometimes be found hidden
behind the green beige door, it is hard to match the one
provided by Orwell:
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"It was amusing to look round the filthy little
scullery and think that only a double door was between us and the dining-room.
There sat the
customers in all their splendour - spotless table~lothes, bO~ls of flowers, mirrors and gilt cornlces and palnted cherubim;
and here, just a few
feet away, we in our disgusting filth.
For it
really was cisgusting filth.
There was no time to
sweep a floor till evening, and we slithered abo~t
in a compound, of dirty water, lettuce-leaves,
torn paper and trampled food.
A dozen waiters witG
their coats off, showing their sweaty armpits,
sat at the table mixing salads and sticking their
thumbs into the cream pots.
The room had a dirty
mixed smell of food and sweat. Everywhere in the
cupboard, behind the piles of crockery, were squalid
stores of food that the waiters had stolen.
There
were only two sinks, and no washing basins, and it
was nothing unusual for a waiter to wash his face in
the water in which clean crockery was rinsing.
But
the customers saw nothing of this.
There were a
coconut mat and a mirror outside the dining-room
door and the waiters used to clean themselves up and
go in looking the picture of cleanliness"
(32).
In most hotels people's access to the building from
outside is also governed by the same principle.

On close

inspection, the front of the hotel buildip-g looks relatively
well decorated, well repaired and tidy;
tively unprepossessing.

the rear is rela-

It is not uncommon,

for example,

to find oneself being assailed there by the sight and smell
of rotting garbage, dirty linen, delivery vans, cleaning
equipment, unfinished brickwork and similar unpleasant or
offensive things.

Correspondingly, the customers enter

through the front and the socially stigmitized or incomplete - .chambermaids,

chefs, waiters, porters, delivery

men and the like - enter through the rear.
We may all be familiar
here.

with the line that is drawn

Territorial arrangements, however, are not always so

easy to define.

New staff, particularly in medium status

hotels, must learn which areas are open to hotel guests
and staff;

and which areas are always strictly out of bounds

to staff except on duty.

Often it is not entirely clear

whether staff can enter or not.

Nor frequently is it

brought to their attention until after the rule has been
broken that they are not permitted use of this area after
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work.

Perhaps on the first occasion of

penalty is nothing more than a friendly warning from t~e
restaurant manager. On the second occasion, stronger
action will normally be taken because ~anage~ent fear tr.e
threat of insubordination.
To take my own experience, I was warned by the
restaurant manager in hotel 1 after I had been there for
one week:
"Mr. Hamil ton (duties manager) saw you si t ting
in the sun lounge this afternoon ... please see that it
doesn't happen again Nicod ... " Then I was severely
reprimanded because by sitting in the television room between shifts - though no one else had been present at the
time - I had unwittingly broken the house rules for the
second time running in my first two weeks of being there.
Had I not implored the duties manager to let me stay, he
nlQ.
would have dismissedjthere and then. Instead he let me off
saying:
"I'll tell you what you've done wrong ... it's your
general attitude ... if you want to get anywhere in
this business,my lad, you'll have to stop acting
like a bloody toff... a wai tel" isn't expected to
act like a lord ... he's nothing more than a serf ... "
While the process of socialization goes on, the
recruit continues to receive formal and informal instruction
in the "dos" and "don'ts" of his profession. At first it
must always appear to the new recruit that the prescriptions
that limit his autonomy are much greater than those permitting him to enjoy rights or privileges. Upon admiSSion,
.
the neophyte's attachment to hi~ usual self JS severely
shaken. All that he can initially achieve are a small
number of minor gratifications carved out of the rigid
regime. But as soon as he begins to learn the skills of
the trade, and he is judged by others to be competent at
his job, he is gradually drawn into the hotel's "underlife"
(32) and offered a wide range of favours, "lpri vileges, forbidden satisfactions, illicit indulgences and many other
varying forms of gratification that he would not otherwise
obtain. As we have seen, and will see further, the extent
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and character of the co-operation that makes :~is poss:::e
will normally be concealed and kept secret. Ne shou:d
expect, therefore, the novice to pass through tne ~rocess
of occupational rebirth in some furtiveness before he ca~
begin to fully participate.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
HIDDEN SATISFACTIONS AT WORK
1.

The informal rewards system
Research currently being carried out at the Centre

for Occupational and Community Research at Middlesex
Polytechnic

suggests that there is a wide divergence

between the informal benefits and the recognized rewards
from work in many different industries.

And all the evi-

dence suggests that nowhere is there quite such a marked
divergence as in hotels and catering - an industry noted
for its long tradition of payment by the "fiddle".

Yet

as the research has progressed, I have found that an initial
interest in fiddled benefits has led to an increased understanding of a whole range of variables affecting behaviour
- not only in this industry, but in other service occupations too.
Information about the low wages in hotels and catering
is continually being pressed upon us by the media and by
trade unions, pressure groups, legislation, official reports
and academic literature.

Although concern about low pay in

this industry is well meant, and is certainly valid for some
workers,

~~

research suggests that the formal aspects of

pay represents only one part of the total income which
other workers actually expect to earn.

This is because

whilst some workers benefit substantially from informal and
sometimes illegal rewards, others certainly do not.

In my

experience, those who do benefit, however, do so with the
full collusion of management and this kind of reward can be
considered to be institutionalized.
The popular press and TV news editors have been as
guilty as anyone of misleading us on this matter - i~
particular in their coverage of disputes in the industry
to do with union recognition and unfair dismissals.

My

research shows that these are often to do with perceived
injustices in the allocation of informal rewards rather
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than with what they are projected as being about.
In spite of its notoriously low basic pay, ~he effor~s
made over the past thirty years by :he major trade unions
to organize this industry have besn largely unsuccessful.
According to a government report, no more than 13 per ce~t
of those working in hotels and catering are unionized (1).
There have been various explanations for this surprising low
unionism and as Mars and Mitchell have argued elsewhere (2),
the single most important reason is that union activists
have been primarily concerned to appeal to the more

perm-

anent members of the workforce and to do so by aiming to
raise their basic pay.

In doing this the unions have failed

to take into account the nature and extent of informal
rewards which mainly benefit these key workers and which
will be at risk if rewards were to be collectively set.
Like the unions, pressure groups such as the Low Pay
Unit (3), established to highlight the plight of low paid
workers in general, only emphasize the formal aspect of
people's income in industries like hotels and catering.
And whilst there may be several reasons why the Wages
Council has failed-to determine minimum wage levels in
this industry and to achieve effective collective bargaining (4), it seems fair to say that its failure is one of
understanding.

As with the trade unions and the Low Pay

Unit, this too can be attributed to its being all too often
insensitive to local labour and product

markets and again

unaware of the levels of hidden reward paid to catering
workers.

Ironically, by stressing the general low level

0f wages in the industry, each of these' bodies do a singular
aisservice to those who are really at the bottom of the heap,
who genuinely lack the opportunity to gain informal rewards,
but whose fate is obscured by a misdirected emphasis on
formal pay.
Government reports have consistently stressed both the
high labour turnover rates in hotels and the low wages
which the industry pays its labour (5) without paying much
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attention to the value of hidden

fri~ge

ber.efi:s

.. ~ l ,. .

~
"'.~-,-",,,

underlie and obscure an understanding of jotL':. :i . =: •J.:.
has estimated, for instance, that of hotel and c2:er~~g
workers, 49 per cent of full-time adult ~en ar.c 88 ~er
cent of full-time adult women are paid below the leve:s
which can reasonably be said to consti tute lO'd pa.y (6).
But these figures are bound to be distorted beca.use :~ej
ignore such things as free subsidized food, accommodation,
tips, fiddles and, most particularly, other perks ~h~ch
unofficially accrue to the hotel worker. ~~hen it comes ~o
analyzing and interpreting the amount of rewards which
people actually take home, official statistics hardly
tell us anything.
Nor do we find those who have done research in the
industry a great source of enlightenment. For example,
although William Foote Whyte's classic study of the
restaurant industry in Chicago during the forties did not
entirely overlook the importance of "tips", "service
charge", ..;."bonuses" and other remunerations including
pilferage, he seems to have concentrated largely upon
the psychological satisfactions these practices offer,
without considering their influence on patterns of workplace behaviour. IndQ~d he makes no reference at all to
the system of competitive privileges whereby one waitress
is permitted more substantial benefits from tipping than
another (7).
Bowey (8), on the other hand, in her study of the
British restaurant industry, took the analysis further by
trying to show the relationship between the seasonal
variation in tips and the level of labour turnover. She
found that the fall in tips arising from seasor.al fluctuations often resulted in staff moving from one restaurant
to another in which they had friends who were able to
find jobs for them. And Philip Nailon's (9) review of
the practice of tipping which he sees in terms of its
value as a motivator, both for the recipient and the
customer, is the most useful analysis that is to be foun~
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to date.
What both Bowey and Nailon have written, however,
needs to be taken still further if the analysis is to
include those informal aspects of hotel workers' inca~es
which do not appear to be quite legitimate.

I~ spite of

the important implications they have for the pattern of
workplace relations, almost all published comments on the
hotel industry have coyly neglected giving data on pilferage and theft, the numbers who benefit by its practice,
the range and different types of fiddled benefits and the
values and attitudes which tend to be associated with this
practice.

Even in the kind of study involving in-depth

participant-observation

where knowledge of its practice

could hardly be ignored, no mention is made of the subject
at all (10);

or if mentioned it is discussed in the most

condemnatory way as something which "with sufficient supervision ... will be detected in the long run" (11).
This neglect is now giving way to a growth of interest in this branch of occupational studies, though this
has yet to be pulled together in any really systematic
manner.

One of the first accounts of the practice of coll-

uding in occupational theft was based on ethnographic
experience as a hotel waiter in Blackpool (12).

Other

occupations which have also received attention in this
connection include bread salesmen (13);
dockworkers (15);
(17).

shopworkers (16);

milkmen (14);

and factory workers

But despite this recent interest, the area still

remains largely undeveloped.

To find a way of classifying

fiddles and show how they might be related to different
types of organizations was one of the major tasks in this
study of the hotel industry.

2.

The context of hotel pilferage
All organizations invoke controls which deny people

full individual autonomy.

As noted earlier, no waiting

staff are permitted to sit, eat, smoke, shout, swear or
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engage in any activity considered inappropriate in ~he
customers' presence. Thus whatever the intivitua~'s
attachment to his everyday self, any :or~a~ arrangement
whereby he must always observe such rules necessitates a
curtailment of the self from which done
~o
. er.~lre
~.
I y
lS
exempt. It is only when he begins to·-take part in the
co-operatively required activity of the organiza~ion
without feeling alienated that he is trans:or~ed - tha:
he begins to accept that self-curtailment is a "::.ormal" ,
"standard" and "built-in" part of the job. This, in
Goffman's terms, is the stage at which i: is possible to
speak of the individual having a "primary adjustment"
to the organization - the point at which "he is officially
asked to be no more and no less than he is prepared to be,
and obliged to dwell in a world that is in fact congenial
to him" (18).
One way which management use to help their staff pass
through this stage is to hold parties for special festive
events when staff (perhaps once or twice a year) are able
to engage freely in all the activities they are normally
denied. For example, at the staff Christmas dinner,
workers and management mix in a relatively relaxed and
informal manner - eating and drinking together, playing
party games, and talking to one another as if social equals.
Normally such is the importance attached to maintaining
social distance that workers are not allowed to mingle with
guests - even when staff are off duty and out of uniform.
Therefore if a waiter wishes to eat out or celebrate a
festive or life-cycle event, say, a wedding, christening
or 21st birthday party, he must go outside the hotel in
which he works. Imagine, then, the difficulties that
this must inevitably raise for management when they try
to stage a staff party.In the larger hotel a cackroom or
banqueting hall can be set aside for such pur~oses.
Alternatively, hotels frequently bave reciprocal arrangements with one another so staff can be traDsferret to
an entirely different setting whenever parties are held.
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In form the annual staff party is an ~~sti:~~~cna:ized get-together characterized by a rel:ef ..~ rOD t h e
formalities and the task orientation . . ha- ''''o'....,'""~''
- .ferns
c.;".l.y ~o
staff-guest contacts and the usual chain of commar-c (~9).
Given the usual role, these activities :'epresent "role
releases"(20). It is at such times that workers ~ill have
the licence to "take liberties" and generally act above
their station, possibily imagining for a few h ours 'C:-:a
"t
the whole world lies at their feet. In particular ttey
are likely to cut across the system of ranking by certain
standard devices.
I",

I",

, •••••

First, to the degree that staff are normally defined
as non-persons by the dress 1hey are obliged to wear, it
elevates their status to be granted the privilege not to
wear uniforms. As I prepared to join the staff Christmas
party in hotel 3, I can recall the restaurant manager saying to me:
"Don't forget to change ... you want to look
like a human being don't you? ... " and I found that staff
generally obtained satisfaction from the feeling, however,
illusionary, that, if they put on a three-piece suit,
they would suddenly acquire the same status as the general
manager.
Second, in some cases, the staff-management line
might be crossed through ritual role reversal. Essentially
this means that management wait on tables for staff and
perform other menial services for them (2:). 3ut as if
to emphasize the fact that he wished to cemean himself
and suffer a greater loss of self-respect again, in the
highest level London hotel I studied, the first head waiter
stood on his chair at the staff Christmas dinner and then
declared, in broken Italian, a language unfamiliar to hi~,
that he was an ugly stupid old fool.
A third way in which status differences may be
eliminated is for staff to take advantage of the mora~or
ium that exists to say things that would not ordinarily
be permitted in order to make management feel uncoofortable. There will always be a few people who ~il1 seize
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the opportunity of role release to abuse , ric.icu.=...e,
embarrass, humiliate or otherwise 8ehave
ment in an offensive manne~.
The annua 1 ge t -together is
~
such an occasion because it allows people the freedom to
vent their feelings of anger, resentment or disrespect
without the fear of retribution. In effect, it provides
a kind of safety-valve because potentially explosive situations can thus be averted before there is a risk of major
consequences. In hotel 3 I found a commis chef, for
example, who boldly went up to the general manager in the
staff Christmas party and publicly declared: "Mr.
Brown, I think you're a fucking snob! ... " No penalty
followed because the manager was quite powerless to do
anything; it is generally regarded as outside the manager's
jurisdiction to punish anyone for taking advantage of the
situation.
This brings us to what Goffman has called "secondary adjustments" - practices that do not directly challenge
management but allow staff "to obtain forbidden satisfactions
or to obtain permitted ones by forbidden means" (22). Such
practices enable the individual to stand apart from his
official role, not simply on those occasions during the
year such as the staff Christmas party, when everyone is
permitted to act out of character, but whenever opportunities
arise for self expression. For a relative newcomer to the
job, secondary adjustments might consist of nothing more
than a relief from the more trivial aspects of. prescribed
conduct. On one occasion I was reprimanded in hotel 4
because I had been seen smiling in the restaurant. Although this did not really infringe any hard a~d fast
rule, because I was newly employed as a commis, it was
considered necessary for rules prescribing minor acts of
physical self-involvement to be applied at all times - at
least until I was just sufficiently competent to know when
rule-breaking of this kind ~ permitted. I became
accustomed to receiving instrucitons like: "You must
never pick your nose, never scratch your hair, never
stroke your chin, never touch or put your hands anywhere
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near your face ... and you must always ~~J :0 sta~~ s:rai€~t
like Prince Charles". It was not so much in~ended to ~~t
me in my place, but rather to make me fully aware cf :he
minor deprivations which I would not ord!narily je expec:et
to sustain later on.
There are other secondary adjustments, however, suc~
as a waiter's practice of satisfying his family's needs
for food from that which he helps serve. These become so
much an accepted part of the workings of an organizatio~
that they take on the character of perquisites, indulggences, 'knock-off' or 'fiddles'. Some of these practices
must always remain unofficial and cannot become a legitimate part of work activity because, as Melville Dalton
bas pointed out, a special capacity of the work will often
have to be underwritten with unofficial rewards that are
given specifically for effort or merit beyond the normal
call of duty. In fact what the worker may regard as a
bonus or perk is often deliberately allowed - often as
an ad hoc 'one off' indulgence by management who turn a
blind eye for the sake of the organization's overall
efficiency (23).
A great deal of conflict and hostility between
management and staff-is concerned with the habitual tacit
understanding _of-what--hoth-would expect, but neither ~ould
in-most cases want to frame, even unofficially; namely,
where, between the- two extremes, ~he line is to be drawn
separating the officially ac~epted level of tolerance
from the intolerable.- Much of the ambiguity concer~ing
management's derinition-of-'an acceptable level' tas to
do with the variationswh~ch are permitted according to
the class of hotel-and-the waiterts-.position ~ithin it.
But before. we go on to discuss this matter further, it
would-be better first to consider some of the techniques
involved. Having done this the extent, c08plexity ane
implications of fiddling in the hotel and catering
industry can be more fully appreciated.
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3.

Techniques and types of

fidd~ing

One of the most common forms of hotel
often simply known as 'knock-off' - ate rm 'Ii hi. c h
hotel workers refers to illicitly obtaining foed or ~:e~S
such as soap, toilet paper, serviettes or tablec:oths
that are intended for customers' use. A~most all hote:
waiting staff are permitted to indulge in this type of
fiddle, but with the access to these rewards having a
different distribution depending on the class of hotel,
the techniques used and the type of worker using the~.
Peripheral workers mostly take only the relatively i~ex
pensive items such as soup, sweets, and hors d'oeuvres
which are left unguarded in the kitchen. Core workers, on
the other hand, are likely to take more valuable items of
food through an informal arrangement with kitchen staff in exchange for a drink, a lift home, money, gifts, or a
favour of one kind or another. Their greater degree of
involvement at work allows the development of relationships
and in many respects the goods which flow along these
lines of relationship are secondary to the relationships
themselves (24).
In most cases what is taken as knock-off is nothing
more than the food which hotel staff actually consume at
work. But the provision of free food for staff in canteens
reduces management's acceptable level of tolerance, even
to the point where in our second high class London hotel
it was common practice for anyone caught taking food fro~
the kitchen to be charged the same amount as a customer.
One waiter for example, was charged £2 for helping himself
to strawberries and cream. Some, however, try to turn their
quasi-legitimate rights in knock-off to greater advanta6e
by also taking home what can be 'knocked-off' to satisfy
their families' needs - in particular supplying them with
staple foods such as bread, butter, sugar, jam, cheese,
cream, tea-bags, or breakfast cereals because these can
usually be taken unnoticed and transported easily. Fir:2.1::,",
a few go still further and make a profession out of se~1~~6
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the proceeds of such involvements:

QUYl'n
.
g, say, s~ea~
fillets for 50p each from a 'bent' chef and re-sell~ng
them at a profit to the cafe down the road. To avoid
detection they would strap, say, a side of smoked sa:~c~
or fillet steaks to their legs and hidden benea~h their
trousers. One waiter in the'" first high quality Londor.
hotel helped to run two restaurants of his own part:y on
the supplies which he managed to obtain in this way.
Such characters, however, are exceptional since they
run the risk that anyone caught fiddling on such a scale
can often find himself being prosecuted. In the same
London hotel a kitchen worker was arrested during my fieldwork period and later prosecuted for taking a 5-gallon
tin of cooking oil worth about £5. But as the pastry chef
pointed out, it was not so much because he had taken something which did not really belong to him, but the fact that
he had exceeded long established limits without seeking
social approval that accounted for him having to pay theconsequences:
"Everyone fiddles a little in this business
in
fact you wouldn't be considered any good as a
waiter if you weren't able to make a little on the
side ... It's something we all do from time to time,
only some are not so good at it as others. A few
don't know how far you should go ... One thing you've
got to learn is that you shouldn't be too greedy
... No one is going to mind much if you take just
the small things ... but when you start to nick
quite expensive stuff on a regular basis, as this
man was you can't expect the head chef or sous
chef (who get paid a percentage of the profits)
to stand still while you walk off with half their
earnings."
'Money fiddles' is a term I use to refer to a
distinct class of fiddle - often involving similar tectniques to those used to obtain food illicitly but quite
different from the practice of knock-off in that it
provides staff with a direct cash benefit. In the typical
lounge or dining room the majority of money fidjles are
practised at the hotel's expense leaving the customers
unaffected and unaware. Basically these fiddles involve,
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first,getting food and drink past a checker or contrcl
clerk and, second, serving exactly what the customer has
ordered, and then pocketing the payment fer it. Since a
waiter must eventually account for every cheque he prese~ts
to the kitchen or stillroom,his problem is to obtain food
and beverages without a cheque. ~One solution is to in~rc
duce items which he has purchased outside the hotel so
that a profit can be made when they are sold at the hotel's
higher prices. This type of fiddle is most often practised by wine waiters. At the second northern hotel I
studied one such waiter who regularly filled the boot of
his car with £150 worth of wine, beer, and spirits so that
he could sell them to customers. Another way round the
problem is to charge customers for food or drink obtained
as knock-off. An example of this is a lounge waiter who had
worked several years in the same hotel and who developed
the practice of removing a gateau from the dining-room
every Sunday, and cutting pieces from it which were then
sold to the innocently unsuspecting guests in the lounge.
Again this is a fiddle commonly ~ractised by wine waiters
who, for instance, pour the left-over wine from people's
bottles into a carafe which they then sell as 'house-wine'.
Perhaps the most common type of fiddle, is for waiting staff to form an alliance with either kitchen staff,
the restaurant manager, or a control clerk to provide
the access and support which they need for practising undetected pilferage. As already mentioned, the kitchen
staff may be bought off, granted favours, or otherwise
persuaded to provide access to food for a waiter's knockoff. This food can then be sold to hotel guests who
are charged the normal price for it and the waiter pockets
the full amount. More often the chef or kitchen staff who
collude with waiting staff in this way receive a percentage of the illicit takings - usually sharing on a 50/50
basis anything that ~hey earn from pilferage.
Even though their awareness of much of what goes
on helps to institutionalize its practice, higher management is normally outside this fiddle system. On the other
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hand the more lucrative dining-room f~ddles ~o ~~v8Ive
one or more waiters in some ki~d of alliance ~i~~ t~e
restaurant manager or head waiters. He ca~ ~rovi~e jc:~
the services to facilitate pilferage and t~e ~rotection
against higher management if anything goes wrong (25).
A practice which I found occurring frequently, :o~
instance, was one in which a restaurant ~anager encouragej
some of his casual staff to give false names and addresses
in order to evade tax. A similar fiddle is the prac~ice
of hiring less casual staff than the number ~hich is
actually put down on the account books and giving false
names and addresses to prevent detection. The restaurant
manager and the head waiter, who both have some responsibility for hiring and firing staff, can then pocket
the amount which should really have gone to the extra
staff they did not employ.
By and large, dining-room money fiddles primarily
involve taking the cash paid by customers for the food and
service they receive. But as Nailon (26) has pointed
out in the context of a discussion of tipping, the manager's
allocation of customers to stations (i.e. sets of tables)
may be crucial. By manoeuvering those customers seen as
potentially high tippers on to a particular station, a
head waiter is able to benefit a particular waiter. And
it is similarly so in the case of fiddles. By manoeuvering non-residents to a particular station, a head ~aiter
is able to channel fiddled benefits to the waiter of his
choice. Whereas residents usually pay for their meals by
cheque at the end of their stay and are therefore not
good for fiddles, most non-residents pay cash to the waiter
serving them. Such non-resident customers who are good
for fiddling are known as 'chance'.
Sets of tables which chance customers are most li~ely
to find attractive, such as those near a window with a
view, or those away from the clatter and smell of t~e
kitchen are therefore desirable to a waiter intent on
maximizing fiddles. Thus allocating these to waiters
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might become a matter for favourt ism by tne restauran:
manager whose strategy is basically to provide nis core
workers wi th the best stations.
'Best" lD. t"n:...s sense means
best both for tips and for fiddles.
In return for 'xickbacks', the head waiter or restaurant manager is then expected to service his chosen stations in such a way that
the- waiters' earnings can be maximized to their mutual
benefit.
Perhaps, though, the greatest opportunities for money
fiddles are those practised by bar staff and wine waiters.
As well as the more simple forms of pilferage, such as
over-charging and short-changing, there is a wide range
of fiddles of an increasingly complex and lucrative nature
in which bar staff and wine waiters are able to engage.
Unlike the lounge and dining-room fiddles which have been
described, these fiddles are not usually at the expense of
the hotel, but at the expense of customers. Most involve
trying to short measure or to pass off less expensive beer,
wine, or spirits as the more expensive kind ordered by the
customer, and then charging the full amount so that the
waiter can pocket the difference in price. A waiter, for
instance, who receives an order for bottled beer, say, a
Double Diamond, can usually get away with serving an ordinary draught beer which costs 4p less. Similarly he can pour
cheap wine into a bottle bearing the label of a more expensive one, and,then again can pocket the difference in price.
Or if he receives an order for an orange juice, he can
easily get it from the supply kept on tap in the ki tchen
but charge the customer the full price of a more expensive
bottle of,_say, Britvic orange.
A large number of bar fiddles are based upon short
measures or watering down, but perhaps the best known and
most frequently practised fiddles are at banquets. Should,
for example, a table order 12 bottles of wine, only 11
t
bottles may in fact be served. The larger the numbers
involved, the greater the ambiguity and the greater the
likelihood of fiddles. Another commonly practised fiddle
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in bars is to dilute the bottles of spirits fro~ whic~
people are served so that each bottle can then be uset :0
serve more than the number for which tr.e hotel ex~ec:s to
receive payment. Alternatively if a waiter receives an
order for, say, two gin and tonics, he can pour a single
measure into two glasses, and then conceal the fac: by
adding more tonic than usual.
Finally, the night porter has his own brand of
fiddles. The night porter's duties include servlng
.
~
sanuwiches and drinks in the lounge; booking in the guests who
have arrived late; locking up; keeping a watchful eye
on the building. He can, of course, engage in the lounge
fiddles already described. Indeed because he holds keys
providing access to all the food or drinks in the hotel
and no other staff are normally present when he is on duty,
the problem of getting past the control system hardly
applies. On top of this, a night porter can engage in
other kinds of fiddles related to room-letting. One
example is the way night porters can provide male guests
with a woman for the night in return for a 50 per cent
commission on the business brought to her. Another is to
"sub-let" rooms for the night to couples who need a place
in which to indulge secretly in affairs. He gives them
his own or an empty room for the night if they promise to
leave the hotel before 7.00 am when staff begin to arrive
for work. Finally, in one case described to me, the night
porter had a homosexual partner who was employed in the
stillroom and lived in. Everyone knew that they were
"working the system" (27) - the night porter acted as pimp
and his mate the role of male prostitute. But management
made no attempt to prevent this going on because it did not
involve a drain on the hotel's resources - nor was it a
direct challenge to them.
The enormous range of fiddles which I found have c
common feature:
they are acts of dishonesty which the people
involved do not consider to be dishonest. What underlies
this notion is an unwritten code, not very easy to ciscern,
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in which the limits beyond which it is considered i~a~pr8p
riate for a particular person in a particular situaticn :0
benefit from fiddling are set out. This is why taci: ~~der
standings and double dealings between management and s~a:f
are often necessarily so complex. As a wine waiter in an
extremely prestigious hotel put it when questioned by the
restaurant manager about the loss of a bottle of wine and
a corkscrew belonging to a party of V.I.P. customers:
"Well you know that I nick things ... I know
know that I nick things ... but I don't nick
when it's someone important ... or, if I do,
bloody sure that no one knows that something
nicked! ... "

4.

that you
things
I make
has been

Learning to fiddle

Once the recruit has realized the stage when he is
judged sufficiently competent to cope with the technical
side of the job, it is not long before he can begin the preliminary stages of fiddler training. New recruits, first of
all, may be put through a series of initiation tests, first
of all, to ensure successful fiddler transformation. The
aim is to find out whether they are sufficiently able and
willing to practise the fiddle before actually getting involved
themselves. Moral training generally hinges upon a whole
gauntlet of Hiawathan trials. Polski, for instance, admits
that, in his study of an American adolescent delinquent
boys' home, he only began to be tolerated as a six ft. six
in. participant-observing adult after a long period of
testing in which, among other things, he was forcibly
obliged to smoke marihuana (28). So, too, prospective
entry into the deviant sub-culture of hotels tends to
start in this way.
Managerial hand-outs, usually consisting of a small
sum, say, 50p are given to selected members of staff in private. This may alternatively be seen as "hush money" or
"conscience money". For example, not long after the restaurant manager in hotel 2 received a £20 tip which he was
asked to share wi th the pastry chef, he gave ;:1 each to the :wo
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waiters who had been standing nearby at the ::me ~e rece:'lec
the money. This was designed first to appease the two waiters
who might have resented not getting some reward themse~ves;
and second to draw them into a position of sharing the su~lt
for keeping the pastry chef's share of the money. ~:-:us 'dr.a t
Cressey calls a "non-shareable problem" (29) emerges beca'.1se'
in effect it seals everyone's lips and ~revent3 the injustice
coming to light.
During the initial stages the neophyte is left largely
to pick up the fiddling techniques for himself. Information
about fiddling tends to be transmitted unintentionally, often
imperceptibly and through a gradual process of absorption
starting from the moment of the recruit's moral awareness.
However, if judged to have the special skills or qualities
required for tutelage, the recruit may suddenly find that the
trials become demonstrations in which he is expected to learn
something through formal instruction. Judgement of a recruit's
character and ability is made along the lines of Sutherland's
study - ideally he should have "an adequate equipment of wit,
front, talking ability,
... reliability, nerve and determination" (30). Self-interest or opportunism normally determine the actual occasion on which tutelage begins; a head
waiter may require the collaboration of his commis to obtain
knock-off, provide alibis, prevent him getting caught, or
give him assistance of some kind.
At first, the pupil will receive instruction in minor
fiddles or quasi-legitimate perks. Once waiters are confident
that a recruit has the right predisposition, they may test
him out with an offer or request for something small, say,
an hors d' oeuvre or soup. In his study of bakers' roundsmen,
Ditton observed that this often took the form of a particularly loaded question - the "alerting phrase" as he puts it:
"Classically between sales and bakery staff, the 'alertins
phrase' for 'those in the know', is the demand for, or offer
of, 'extra bread'''. He notes that this appears in the form
of a question; "Is there any bread about?" (31). Similarly Henry found that illicit trading began with what members describe as either a "test line" or a "probe line",
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requesting or offering "cheap goods", "cheap 6 ear " J : '
"cheap stuff" (32).
It is not until he has shown that he has ~o ~ora~
qualms but can carry out the most trivial acts of c~s
honesty satisfactorily that he may begin to en6age i~ :~e
more lucrative forms of illicit activity.
opportunities for the fiddle in this way has two advantages. In the first place, anyone who does not accept ~he
fiddle poses something of a threat to those who ~rac~isE
it. By making sure that the moral career is taught in
stages, it should be possible to find out the whistleblowers before they have the chance to report a major fiddle.
At the same time, the gradual progression helps to insulate
the novice against the psychological shock when full disclosure is eventually made. Obviously the socialization
process involves some identity crisis, some self-reevaluation. But presumably the idea of having to engage in activity hitherto regarded as taboo can more easily be absorbed
in stages. Thus, before he knows what has really happened,
a novice undergoes a complete "transformation" (33).
It may help to take my own experience in hotel 3 as
an example. One night the station head waiter approached
me and asked if I would like to invite two friends for a
free meal. His proposition was that if they shared the
price of a table d'hote meal (£7.50) between them, both
could order whatever they wished from the a la carte menu.
In order to avoid detection a cheque for the table d'hote
meal would be placed with the chef. If questioned about the
second person at the table, the waiter would simply claim
that he/she had been taken ill and had consumed nothing at
all. To obtain the second person's meal, another cheque
with a different table number would be placed on order saying, if asked, that it had been necessary to serve someone a second meal because he/she had complained about the
first. Usually no strict control applied to the hors d'
oeuvres or sweets: only a few words in the ear of t[}e col:::
larder or pastry chef were needed - and any thin 6 on the menG
could be obtained. Once I had accepted this propositic~,
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it was not long before I was gl'ven the opportuni:y to :ry
it out. Having demonstrated that I was a capa~le accomp~ice
and not averse to the fiddle, I began to get dra~~ i~to :~e
fiddle system before the significance of the situation Decame really clear to me.
The non-spectacular way in which people become involved
in deviant activity has a number of functions. One is to
provide the kind of training required without fear of arousing management's suspicion.
Thus teaching recruits the
rudiments of the fiddler's craft in stages has a purely
practical function. It paves the way for entry into the fiddle system without exposing the recruit to unnecessary risks.
Secondly, as already suggested, it helps to soften the
emotional blow that a sudden awakening to his fiddler role
might bring. No identity crisis or "psyching out" (34) is
experienced until after the novice has learnt the techniques
and practiced their use. By this stage, the learner has become a fully fledged fiddler. Thus he turns into someone
who can be trusted because he is "one of us" - being no longer
a "marginal man" (35) but someone as strongly committed as
we are. Hence a third function is that direct involvement
in deviant activity amounts to a permanent transformation _
it is a kind of virginity test. Once the novice begins to
practice the art of fiddling himself, there can be no retur~
to his previous state of innocence. However insignificant
this might appear, the act is irreversible and labels people
for ever. Once a fiddler, always a fiddler you might say.
It is useful in this connection to comment upon the
experience of a commis chef whom I know. Within the secone
day of his arrival, he found himself being "dragged" into
deviant activity at the hotel where he worked. Regardless
of whether he liked them or not, he simply had no choice but
to take the After Eights which they offered him:
"They keep these chocolates in a cupboard off the cinin 6 room and one of the assistant chefs just shoved these
two boxes of After Eights at me on my second day ...
I Here
you are', he said, 'They're yours' ... when I
said I didn't want them, didn't even like the taste,
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he got qui te firm and insisted ... 'In any case they
can't be put back', he said, 'because the cUPbo~rd
is locked and the record has already been altered'
then one of the other chaps came round and got his
share and it's suggested that I couldn't really keep
out of it - not without dropping some others in it ...
so I said 'Thank you' and took them ... after you have
become involved like this your're trusted ... "
At first, then, involvement in the fiddle converts
the newcomer whose mbral at~it~des- are unknown and therefore
"dangerous" into a participant; at the same time providing
a means to demonstrate and to reaffirm the shared culture
of pilferage and social function which it serves. Then as
the novice begins to practice the fiddle himself, he will
rely more upon the advice meted out to him by other more experienced hands; he will obtain greater returns, build up
greater trust with his immediate superiors and develop the
strategies required to assure success and prevent getting
caught. For instance, after two or three weeks' careful
tutelage, I can recall being advised by my station head
waiter in hotel 3 on what types of knock-off to take home:
"Food can be taken without much risk because as soon
as you get home you can eat the bloody stuff ...
but never take china, table-cloths, napkins or
cutlery - especially if the name of the hotel is
printed on them ... you never know when they might
catch up with you ... "
Sooner or later, somewhere along this chaperoned
route, fiddle occasions begin to lose their mystery and
become defined as ordinary. So, too, when the waiter's
training is morally concluded, his commitment to the wider
organization begins to fade. Instead he developes a strong
attachment towards his immediate superior upon whom he has
come to depend for access to customers and goods. But because the nature and extent of his fiddled benefits is nQrmally determined by the position he holds within the group,
no one worker can act individually. If he should dQ so, he
may find himself quickly earning the scorn and contempt of
co-workers; he may even risk being reported to the police
as happened in the cooking-oil case mentioned earlier. Only
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core workers can step outside the limits and not risk group
sanctions being applied against them.

This is why, despite

his reputation for stealing things, the greatest fiddler
in hotel 2, not only escaped punishment~
become the night manager;

but went on to

though still only 18, he had

worked in every department from the age of 14 and was
easily the most experienced member of staff - and someone
who could always be relied upon in the case of an emergency.
Our analysis in this chapter has focused primarily
upon the relationship of waiters to management and secondly
to each other because in order to understand the fiddle
system, it is crucial that we consider the ordinary daily
life of these people.

Thus we have looked at what conditions

apply to different categories of worker, itemised the
limits, discussed the different types and techniques of
rule breaking, and examined the process of transition by
which workers are allowed access to various fiddled benefi ts.

However, there is- a third dimension that cannot be

ignored:

c

that between waiters and diners.

is not isolated:

This dimension

it is integral to understanding relation-

ships both with co-workers and management since it affects
the waiter's perception of his own professionalism and the
view of him held by significant others.

This should not

only affect movements from periphery to core but should
also affect, irrturn, access to constituents of the total
rewards system.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
RULES OF COMMENSALITY

1.

Commensality in the hotel industry

A hotel restaurant is a stage for playing a variety
of roles. Obviously it is a place where people come ~o
eat and drink but it is also a place where they can meet
and talk to one another. Some, because they prefer to
keep their relationships formal and specific, see the
hotel restaurant as a substitute for normal domestic dining. By dining "out" they can get close but avoid getting
too close - they can meet and talk but it does not impinge
too much upon their private world. Others, however, want
to draw a line between themselves and those they know more
intimately: for them the anonymity of the hotel or restaurant can provide a welcome refuge from those with whom
they share their personal trials, worries and everyday
secrets (1). Then. there are some who use the hotel as 2
This kind of customer tries to build intimsecond home·~
acy into the occupational relationship itself - to incorporate those who serve him as quasi-family members, to call
them by their first names, to buy them drinks, give them
presents ~n their birthdays or at Christmas or other celebratory events and even on occasion to leave them money in
their wills. What clues do these differences offer us?
How far can they help us to develop a body of rules which
has wider application - which can contribute to a framework, a theory about hotel customers and their interactior.
with those whose job it is to serve them?
Anthropologists paying attention to the importance of
food and drink in other societies have long noted how
kinship ties and informal networks are maintained and reinforced through the frequent festive occasions at whic~
people eat and drink together. Charles Frake, for example,
who studied the Subanun of the Phillipine Islands (2)
discovered that social encounters beyond the f~~ily frequently occurred during festivals that ~lways included
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"beer" drinking. By way of preparation the Suoanun ~L.;t
fermented mash into a single, large C0P.1mu~2.1 dr~n~ing ~a~.
When water is poured over the mash, each person in turn
then sucks the air from the bottom of the jar using a lons
bamboo stalk. As the water passes through the mash, it is
transformed into a potent alcoholic beverage. There 2.re
elaborate rules for those who participate in these drinking
sessions that govern activities such as competitive drinking,
drinking with opposite-sexed partners and games that depend
upon collective drinking. But what we find is that rules
about drinking among the Subanun are part of a set of rules
which govern Subanun society generally and that their drinking is secondary to talking:
"The Subanun expression for drinking talk ... 'talk
from the straw', suggests an image of the drinking
straw as a channel not only of the drink but also
of drinking talk. The two activities, drinking and
talking, are closely interrelated in that how one
talks bears on how much one drinks and the converse
is, quite obviously, also true ... " (3)
Amongst anthropologists, it has long been accepted
that food and drink have a capacity to mark social relations
and to celebrate big and small occasions. But practically
no work has been done and certainly no general principles
established to develop this insight for comparative purposes. What we have in fact are two extremes. Starting
with Claude Levi-Strauss where we find universal meanings
attached to food and drink that are applicable to all
humanity (4). And at the other extreme where we find
ethnographic thoroughness but little systematic analysis,
say, in Mayer or Dumont's studies of the role of commensality
in the Indian caste system (5). What we actually need, then,
to open this neglected area is a clearer understanding of
the rules governing food and drink in a particular social
system. With this we can hope to develop a method capable
of more general application (6). This was the aim of a piece
of research which Nicod carried out with Douglas on British
working-class families and the food they ate (7). An extraordinary feature of the dietary system they discovered was
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that it possessed a cyclical. pattern that was
and quickly repeated.

~req~e~t:j

They also found that food preferences

were important as a basis for transactions within

~he

fam-

ily and that there were plenty of concessions on likes

2n~

dislikes which were the subject of constant negotiation.
Thus the domestic menu itself was shown to be integrally
linked to the social structure of the family - not only to
reflect it and the power relations of its members but also
to contribute to its form and to provide the basis for
transactions between them.
By contrast, the menu in a restaurant or those in mag~
azines or cookery books describing classical French or
haute bourgeoise cuisine are menus which have to be independent of local social structuring and its pressures (though
they are orientated to the more standardized demands of
their own clientele).

It is tempting to make a comparison

between the domestic food system and what can be called the
national food system such as is found in restaurants and
hotels.

Such comparison, though it cannot be taken too far,

tells us something about the importance of transactions that
are associated with commensality in both systems.
In a national system, the reason for variations in a
menu can be fully explained, not by reference to local social
structuring, but to the food system itself and its budget.
For example, the reason why a particular dish might not
appear on a table d'hote menu on a given day could merely
be that it has appeared on the day or the meal before;

while

a good reason for producing it on a different day might
simply be that it had not appeared for some time in the slot
in which it was available as a choice.
In the domestic menu, however, the presence of items
are a product of localized transactions whilst the form
that a meal takes is a reflection of the local social structure.

Thus, for instance, whether it is chicken, leg of lamb,

turkey or round of beef that appears before a family, if it
appears at the high point of the week, Sunday dinner, the
meat is invariably produced as ~ unitary piece which
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symbolizes the unity of the participants. It is also
garnished with more than one vegetable and extra trl~ml~ss
and accompanied by a glass of beer or lemonade instead 0:
plain water, all of which emphasize its place at the pinnacle of the domestic food week. This kind of eating and
drinking is then quite different from eating out in a restaurant where theoretically it is possible to order a Sunday
dinner every~day of the week. In short, the restauran~ menu
lies outside the ordinary daily round of food-taking and ~t
must not be confused with menus from the family food system.
But if we leave the food and the differences between
the two menus, and concentrate on the negotiations and transactions that occur between the parties who are involved, we
begin to understand their significance. The main difference
between the two is that transactions taking place in a restaurant between those serving and those served are altogether
much more elaborate than anything likely to be found in the
home. Indeed they are so pronounced that they can serve as
a marker in classifying different types of customer. Take
the regular customer in my first high level London hotel who
was always served coffee in a large cup rather than a small
one without his having to ask for it. Or the couple in the
Cardiff chain hotel who, whenever they came to their Sunday
lunch, always expected to find a bottle of wine waiting for
them inan ice-bucket, with a wine waiter, corkscrew in hand,
hovering ready to open it. One regular customer in my
second high level London hotel even expected to find his
bottle standing upside down in the ice bucket - literally
a case of inverted snobbery! (8).
Many more examples might be cited to illustrate the
point that food and drink transactions are elaborate and
varied, that they_are a vital dimension of service and
that, though service is individually negotiable, it operates
within set parameters that are socially determined. But
despite strong popular interest in anecdotes about service,
the charting of these parameters still remains largely
undeveloped. No general principles have emerged for
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identifying the way in which host and guest use the jete:
meal and the drinks that go with it to manipulate soci21
relationships - nor indeed to show how the waiter is involved
in a variety of strategies aimed at categorizing his customers, supplying satisfaction and defusing complair.ts.

2.

Open and closed transactions

Early in my research I became aware of the importance
of the role of commensality and its effect upon relationships, both among customers and between customers and waiters.
At first it was thought useful to create a typology of
customers based on the different terms which waiters themselves use to describe different kinds of people. With this
in mind I tried to arrange all the terms into a single folk
taxonomy, much like an anthropologist might do for a set of
kinship terms. This procedure led to a long list of terms,
including the following:
resident
chance
regular
perm.·
person off the street
banquet
party
couple
businessman
management

bastard
bitch
pig
Mr. Smith
nice man
punter
prostitute
stiff
peasant
snob

V.I.P.
As I checked out the various terms it became clear
that waiters operate with several different sets of categories. Some refer to the customers' length of stay (e.g.
"resident", "perm", or "chance"). Others indicate the size
of company assembled (e.g. "banquet", "party" or "couple").
Whilst others can only be understand ir. terms of the specific
d
con text in which they are use:
e. g. "V .I .P. " may be a
person who has an important position in public life, the
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host (ess) to a banquet or large party, a person stayir..g ~~
the best suite, someone known to be a good punter, or even
a particularly awkward customer in some cases. All cus~
omers are known as "punters" - presumably because the waite!"
depends upon their potential for tipping. Then there are
some terms which have a regional character: for instance,
"good for a drop", which in parts of northern England and
in Scotland refers to a regular customer who is ~nown as a
good tipper. Awkward customers are variously described as
"bastard", "bi tch", etc . "Prostitute" is a term applied to
women whose appearance suggests that they have been hired
from an escort agency. "Peasants" are people whose conduct
and appearance give the impression that they are not
accustomed to dining out (9). A "snob" is someone who
knows (or thinks he knows) how to behave but tries to
draw attention to the fact whenever he can. A "pig" is
simply a person who eats a lot and anyone who leaves without tipping is said to have "stiffed" the waiter.
~ow~r important it might appear to waiters to make such

distinctions between types of customers, I soon found myself having to abandon this approach because it proved too
delicate in its necessary discriminations, too cumbersome
in its yield of rules, too weak in predictive power and too
dependent on the verbal and packaging criteria of items.
Certainly waiters often learn names and individual identities, arrange people in terms of these specific social categories and develop strategies for performing their role accordingly. But I did not find them sufficient to understand
the complexities of social interaction between waiters and
their customers. Nor indeed is it necessary for waiters
to know them, even though they may have literally dozens of
criteria for organizing people into different categories.
In any case, the criteria used for labelling might be irrelevant. There might be some categories for which native
terms do not exist, or. of which people in the situation are
not fully aware themselves (10).
What every waiter must know, however, is the kind
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0:

transactions which customers prefer to enter UpOD frem tne
beginning of their first encounter. Transac:ion in :~~s case
means anything which typically constitutes C02 regular casis
for social interaction. More specifically it is related to
the defining characteristics of two distinct types of exchange between waiter and customers - hereafter referred to
as "boundary open" and "boundary closed". The boundary
open kind includes the waiter in the transaction at the
table; the boundary closed kind essentially excludes him,

2.1.

Boundary-open transactions

These transactions, as the term implies, offer an open
boundary for all those within their ambit. It is not exclusive and can include a relatively wide circle of people.
There is little emphasis upon internal divisions in boundary
open transactions and relationships can encompass the host's
family, close friends, business associates, distant relatives
or any mixture .of acquaintances. Most importantly it also
includes the waiter himself.
In prestigious hotels, those entering into transactions
of this kind tend to be customers who use the hotel as a
second home. It was well known, for instance, that Victoria
Sackville-West always used to be "at home" at the Dorchester
on the first Thursday of every month. Anyone who wished to
see her on her trip from Cissinghurst Castle would therefore always find her - if, of course, they were prepared to
pay for themselves (11). A businessman I served at my highest level London hotel told me: "Rather than keep a flat in
Europe
London, I always try to stay here on my way to
from Brazil ... "
One customer, a resident in the same high
level London hotel for over 25 years, died at the age of 97
and left two thousand pounds each to the two brothers, now
first and second head waiters, who had served her so faithfully over that period.
It is this kind of user who tends to build

inti~acy,

to incorporate waiters as quasi-family members and ask the~
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questions about their families. They are lixelj tc of:~~
reciprocal hospitality, "If you should ever find yourse:l.f
in Argentina ... ", as well as to leave :hern money in their
wills. Staff often develop strong feelings of personal
attachment towards them too. Thus, for instance, sta:f
would often receive the news of a customer's death 2S thoug~
it were a personal loss to them, "as part of a conv~rsa:i:n
in hotel 4 whfch I overheard clearly illustrates:
"RESTAURANT MANAGER (solemnly): You'll be sorry to
hear, Manuel, that your old friend, Mr. NesbittSmith, has died ...
STATION HEAD WAITER: Oh dear, all the old customers
I've known for years are dying off."
Oddly enough I found the same kind of transactions
taking place in the lower level hotels I studied. Here it
is not simply the surrogate home user, though, but almost
all hotel guests who try to build intimacy into the service
relationship and to incorporate the waiter within their
social circle .. This might involve some form of physical
contact. One customer in my first northern hotel, for
instance, asked if I would pose for a photograph with my
hand on his wife's shoulder, "Just so we'll be able to show
the folk back home wha t a wonderful time we I ve had ... II J o~t ng
relationships of the kind observed in many societies around
the world (12) also frequently develop here between waiters
and customers. Take the American tourist at the same hotel
on a golfing holiday who asked me whether I would like the
autograph of a famous American athlete. When I cleared
away the dishes from the table he had just left, I found his
signature, written in black ink, and in letters an inch
high on the table-cloth. In addition, I found that the
waiter might become more closely involved in interaction
through the diner's use of familiar language ("~:um h"ill
have the plaice, please ... If), as a result of asking tn<2
waiter's advice ("What wine would lOU recommend? .. ") cr
sometimes sharing a joke or piece of personal news wi:h
him ("We'll have champagne; Harry's pa.ssed his exa:7ls").
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2.2.

Boundary-closed transactions

By contrast boundary-closed transactions
around the participants and are more concerned wi:h excl~s
ion. Business diners, for the most part, prefer bou~dary
closed transactions and they use the hotel meal to Qui:j
and develop intimacy between host and guest withi~ :he
boundary. At the same time, such a host will "freeze" and
formalize relationships across the boundary. These excl~d
ing strategies are designed both to impress the guest and
to reduce the waiter to obvious subordination. It is as i:
the emphasis on ranking and protocol that occurs across the
boundary encourages and enhances an equality and a common
fellowship among those within it.
In this kind of transaction, hJsts appear eager to
stand on ceremony. They prefer behaviour that follows a
format and interaction that does not intrude. These kind
of formalities apply to both sides of the boundary. So long
as the line between a host and his guest matters, then
boundary closure between waiters and customers will be maintained and it will be maintained by an emphasis on ritualized
formality.
Boundary-closed transactions, therefore, make the
waiter particularly vulnerable to criticism and complaints,
especially about failures to observe social etiquette or
ritual in service "protocol". Take the customer who complained at being given an ordinary knife and not a fish
knife when he ordered plaice and chips in one of the low
level hotels I studied. I can also recall being rebuked
by a customer for serving him first, and not the lady whom
I had not noticed sitting at the other end of the table:
"Have you no manners, boy?

. . ."

Nowhere is this more pronounced that in the multiplicity of "rules" and the protocol which surrounds the
serving of drink affecting everythl"ng to do with the ~ay it
is poured, the temperature at which it must be stared,
the length of time it has to be aired, the order in which it
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is served to guests, and the appropriate f80d that it
"goes" with. In particular, the ritual surroundin~ the
host's sampling of a wine before it is poured hi6hli€hts
point - and is shown in extremis where the host insists 8n
sampling a carafe or a bottle of cheap wine in the same
as if it were a more expensive wine.

3.

Protocol and social etiquette

Of course, in talking about transactions as being
boundary-open or boundary-closed, we should not overlook the
fact that a number of standard procedures must always be
observed in the service encounter. There are rules for giving and receiving service that pertain to the service relationship, which do not vary according to the time and place,
being a sign of respect (or disrespect) for those involved.
These include the rules for initiating an encounter and bringing it to an end; standard forms of response to ~he words and
actions that particular others may emit; the rules for taking and terminating a turn at being served; and the obligation to re-f.rain from certain activities in the presence of
others (13).
It is useful in this connection to give a few examples.
These can be stated, in brief, as follows:
(i)

Always serve a guest before you serve the
host(ess). This rule takes precedence over
everytn.Lug else, and should always be obser'rec
whether it runs counter to other rules or not.

(ii)

Always serve a woman before you serve a man.
The problem, of course, is that a woman is very
often the hostess in which case she must be
served last.

(iii) Always serve an older person before you serve
a younger one. Here, again, older people actin 5
as the host must be served last. Broadly speaking, sex always takes precedence over age so
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that if a woman accompanies an older man, sr.e
.
would normally be served first.
(iv)

.
Alwa s address a customer b ,:11:::
er sur :-:ar.:e,
..., 0'"
or as "sir" or "madam". Obviously this
n'

address demonstrates toe jeference of those
serving towards those served. In addition, :~ :s
an essential part of the waiter's professicnalism that he should try not to put customers
in a compromising position whenever poss~ble.
However much the people he is serving appear to
be married, he should therefore avoid the terms
"husband" and "wife" in case they are not. Similarly, it might be more appropriate to address
someone as "sir" and not by his surname, say,
if the customer wishes to conceal the fact that
he has previously been there with other women
when he takes his wife out for dinner.
(v)

Always serve from the left but clear the dirty
Although apparently not
dishes from the right.
a matter of great importance, there is a real
need for some such convention if waiters are to
avoid colliding into one another. It is particularly important, say, for waiters moving in
a crowded banquet holding large service trays
in one hand and serving with the other that
some formal understanding should be provided sc
that they are better able to manoeuvre. A heavily loaded tray decreases the carrier's capacity
to turn or to stop quickly and yet the nature o~
the waiter's job itself puts pressure on ni~ to
move quickly and without interruption. In these
circumstances, it would be difficult to imcgine
how a waiter might steer clear of a co:lisicn course without some such convention to regulate
movements (14).

It might be assumed that a customer can very easil;
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enter the kind of transaction which he wants by te:l~~g ~~e
waiter to follow a particular line when it comes to gene~~l
rules of this kind. Theoretically this might be true if
the purpose of these rules was simply to maintain front or
put on a good show. In fact, the need to create 3. good
impression is not so important as the need to ~aintain
certain minimum standards. Obviously a diner can, and of~e~
does, tell the waiter that he does not mind being served
out of sequence or from the right because he believes tha~
this may help to build intimacy into the service relationship. But in this kind of situation, boundary closure is
not likely to be affected because these are rules which have
been made not to be broken. Each of these rules has a
specific function to fulfil and anyone who actively seeks
or at least condones deviation from or non-compliance with
them will unwittingly be seen as trying to undermine the
whole system.
Put briefly, in both kinds of transaction, formal
understandings normally appear central, comprising what
might be termed a dining etiquette which must always be
obeyed. In terms of collision contingencies, such rules
are to hotel staff somewhat as the highw~y code is to the
motorist. Sanctions will not necessarily be used against
those who fail to comply
bu t should this happen, there is
always a risk that they will be brought to justice or
penalised in some way_

4.

Cues and signals

In everyday life, it is generally true that a person
provides a reading of himself when he is in the presence
of others. If unacquainted with the individual, others
can glean clues from his conduct or appearance about what ~e
will expect from them, what they may expect from him, arid
how best they should act to avoid conflict or ~aintai~ g02~
will (15). So, too, the waiter must learn the mean~ngs
attached to the cues or signals which people give of~ :0
that he can distinguish the different types of di~er. a~d
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develop an appropriate set of responses.

~.:1 e
1- n~

case c:~ t ;;. e
regular or long-stay resident who is well-known from tr~;.sactions that have previously taken place, the pr~b~2~, c:
course, does not arise. Learning how to classify a~d deal
with the unknown diner, however, poses a major ~rcble8.
With experience, the waiter can distinguish the di~:erent
types of diner according to the kinds of transacticn that
his relationship with them would probably involve. Like
learning a language, the ability to interpret the cues and
signals has to be learned over time. Having dealt with a
long succession of customers similar to the one presently
before them, 'wai ters must rely upon their previous experience for assumptions about how to stereotype him.
The way in which the diner and those with whom he
dines are classified appears to involve two distinctly
different kinds of sign activity. One is the impression
that a person conveys of himself that, more or less, is
sustained by him everywhere, whatever he happens to be doing:
an impression that is not specific to the social setting in
which he finds himself and that remains constant over
appreciable periods of time. Gender, age, class, state
of health, ethnicity will all be conveyed, in the main unwittingly, as the part of a customer's make-up that can be
thought of,- and hereafter I shall refer to - as the "primary
traits" of a diner's appearance. Ordinarily we would expect that this relatively fixed form of display, because it
is mostly visual and easy to discern, provides the waiter
with sufficient evidence to enable him to respond without
much difficulty. The problem, however, is that some customers fall outside this classification, whether because they
have primary traits which belong to different categories, or
they have guests whose primary traits belong to another category, or they lack well defined primary traits.
Secondly, then, in cases where people are not very
easy to classify, it might be necessary for waiters to
obtain more conclusive information by mak~n6 fi~er dist~nct
ions about the type of diner. Many crucial facts abcLt the
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customer's identity can only be ascertained ~t c 1 ose:, :"nspection or through more direc~~ co mmunlca
. t'lon ~nan t~at
required for the purposes of identifying pr:"~ary tr~its.
Evidence, for example, of such expressions as the dine:,'s
manner of dress, speech, gesture, posture and jodily ~ove
ment might enable a more accurate reading to be taken.
These forms of display are by nature a response to something
specific and relatively flexible. Whilst it ~ight be sustained at least for the duration of the social occasion,
more often the evidence, say, a word or a gesture conveys
an immediate reaction about events which are rapidly changing. These I shall call the "secondary traits" of a diner's
appearance and by this I do not simply mean the self-conscious gesticulation or "body gloss" to which Goffman has
referred (16), but also those less transient forms of expression which an individual can easily alter.such as clothes,
jewellery, cosmetics and the like.
So far, I have suggested that the customer possesses
certain characteristics and that the standard reading that
can be derived from them will prove useful for a waiter,
particularly in his dealings with the unknown diner. I have
also suggested that the waiter acquires the ability to interpret these cues and signals over time. To elucidate th2
significance that his reading of the situation mig~t produce,
it is now proposed that we should concentrate upon his
interpretation of the customer's primary traits. In particular, I propose to look at the relationship which exists
between the primary traits of the customer and those cf toe
waiter serving him. In such matters as age, sex, place of
origin and dialect, it appears that there is a special set
of rules which applies to maintain congruency between the
server and those served. These may simply be presented, :..~
brief, as follows
Rule 1.

When a waiter and a diner are approxi~2tely

the same age, their transactions will tend to be
boundary-open and not boundary-closed; Nhereas if
they are not, the converse is true.
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Rule 2.

When a waiter and a dine~ come =~Cffi ~he
same country or place of origin, their transac:iODs
will again tend to be boundary-open and not bo~ndary
closed; whereas if they do not, the converse is :~~2.
The same principle applies at a regional leve: _
especially in respect ofrlanguage which can crea:e _
social barrier, for instance, if one person has a
strong regional dialect and the other speaks stancarc
English.
Rule 3.

By contrast, when a waiter and a diner are
not the same sex, their transactions will tend to be
boundary-open and not boundary-closed; whereas if
they are, the converse holds. There are several reasons
why this should be so. On the one hand, a male
customer is more likely to build intimacy into the
service relationship if a waitress serves him rather
than a waiter. A single man, for instance, may want
to set the stage for further interaction and many
girls do in fact get taken out by men staying at hotels.
A man who is accompanied by other men may want to
demonstrate his prowess with women in front of others.
Then there are some men who simply want to talk but
choose a waitress because they fear that their motives
might be misinterpreted if they were to approach a
waiter in the same way. On the other hand, a female
customer may prefer to be served by a man because she
is likely to be treated with greater respect ar.c
cordiality than if she were served by a woman (17).
As suggested earlier, though, the particular readi~g
of a situation that primary traits provide depends a great
deal for its accuracy upon customers being what they signify
they are. Difficulties arise, however, if the customer ~hc
enters a restaurant for the first time does not exactly f:t
any of the known stereotypes waiters use for purposes of
classification. Similarly, if ever.ts occur. curir.b ~~e :n~er
action which contradict, discredit, or otherwise tr.~ow
.
doubt upon the initial interpretation of the c~es or sl;~a_s
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that customers transmit, then the interaction ::1ay cc:r.:e
to a confused and embarrassed halt.
Customers often oscillate oetween
two
type extremes, for instance, in re 1 a t·lon to the ~l·_~fe~~n
_ _ __ .. ~
types of company they keep. A man who entertai~s a group
of businessmen might not ordinarily drop his f~ont before
those who serve him but when it comes to taki~g his wife
out for dinner feels that he can be more open i~ his dealings with the waiter. By normal standards any.middle ag2d
couple who dine together for the first time in a restaurant
would be"expected to build intimacy into their relationship
with the waiter. But for the couple who are in fact discussing business over dinner, the very opposite may be true.
To reduce the distance dividing those who serve from those
served is to destroy the impression that most people in
business particularly seek to foster.
.v

The waiter's main source of defining cues comes from
the host rather than from other guests at the table. But
ambiguity can arise over who is the host when - as increasingly is the case - women engage in business negotiations
that involve them in hosting the entertainment of males.
Such ambiguity is further increased when women who act as
hosts to men offer them drink - a traditionally male
prerogative since it is a dangerous product - affecting consciousness as it does and being a common source of sexual
conquest by males. Such incongruity is most pronouncec
when it is a young woman who - as host - offers drinks to
an older man. Many waiters cannot accommodate to such role
reversal and the dissonence it crea tes for them. In these si "-'-lations, they often attempt to manipulate the service so that
it is the male guest who handles the drinks.
In such cases where ambiguity surrounds the classification of customers, the waiter will generally try to fiD~
the conclusive proof that he is looking for in their seco~d
ary traits. Of these, perhaps the most important is the forr.:
of dress in which people appear be f ore 0 t 'n ers · Certain~·J··
it helps to define a customer's position because in most
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hotels he can choose exactly what he wants to w
ear. His
freedom of choice in this matter hedges him off from those
who serve and provides a greater Scope for individual expression. For men, the full range extends from jeans plus
an open-necked shirt to a 3~piece suit or even a dinner
jacket, white shirt and black tie. For women it extends from
jeans to a full length evening dress. Somewhere along this
continuum, it should be possible to draw a line between those
situations that express formality and those that are clearly
informal. Admittedly it can only offer a rough and ready
guide but at least it helps to place people on the social map;
enabling the waiter thus to clarify the exact nature and
extent of what it is the diner is about.
Unfortunately, it is not so clear, however, what interpretation can be put upon dress in extremely prestigious
hotels. Here, by tradition, there is a rule against not
wearing a jacket or a tie that applies to all men at dinner
- though apparently the rule does not apply at lunch.
Any man who is not so attired for dinner will be offered the
loan of a tie, if it is simply this that is absent, or be
denied entry if he has no jacket.
One exception to this
rule is the man who is wearing ethnic dress of some kind but
the diner generally has no choice but to wear the prescribed
clothing, no matter who he is, or whatever company he keeps
(18).
In cases where a clear understanding still does not
emerge, the ambiguity that remains is seen as a potential
threat by those who serve because the situation appears to
have no predictable outcome (19). So rather than permit a
customer to remain unclassified, the skilled waiter has to
try to steer him towards a position in which he has a less
ambigious status - preferably from the waiter's viewpoint into
the two boundary type extremes. The capacity to seize end
hold the initiative then depends upon who can sway the'
balance - the customer whose claim to the special services
that money can buy gives him an advantage over those who
serve, or the waiter whose skill in manipulating those wr.c
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serve is largely a matter of guiding them ~~:o a pcs~:~cr.
where he can control their behaviour , defu~.... e ~~Q.
~
"H,-,lr ,-,omplaints and hopefully supply satisfaction. :::ssentia=-=-y,
this is what William Foote lrJhyte has called "C'e~t~n;:;
-',-,.=:
=>
.J.J.::::
jump" (20) - a theme which" we shall more fully explore in
the next chapter.
\J

VJ.~_
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CHAPTER NINE
WHO GETS THE JUMP?
1.

The spatial dimension

No discussion of the structuring of social relationships can be complete without considering the spat:al
dimension in which it takes place. Al though the particular
significance of spatial cues often lies outside awareness,
it is a common feature of all cultures that people tend to
stake claims on space and attach meanings to them (1).
Claims on space vary, of course, according to the social
setting. In the home, for instance, territorial rights
include access to beds and privacy. Who gets the best seating spaces near or far from the window, the door, the
kitchen, the television? Whose early bed similarly needs
to be respected by hush in the rest of the house? In a
large organization, territorial rights are crucial to
understanding different people's functions. Who is given
preference over others as regards having an office of his
own? Who gets the key to the executive loo? Wherever
people live, work, or play, space must be divided up and
allocated according to preconceived notions - often developed
through a process of indirect bargaining and direct appeals
to physical needs in the domestic setting (e.g. "Babies
need sleep" or "The bread-winner needs rest"); or due to
the exercise of authority or out of respect for certain
attributes such as age, skills, experience, length of
service and dependability in the occupational milieu.
The concept of territoriality involves two distinct:y
different kinds of claims. Those which I shall call a
"fixed" claim, being staked out and attached to one claimar.t
wi th permanent tenure over time. The claims exist for as
long as the claimant holds the title deed or a particu~ar
office, and it cannot be acquired except througn 2 dire:t
.
transfer from the present incumbent or :~o~ ~nc~ever 1S
held responsible for administering the preserve or estate.
~.
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Obvious examples are fields, yards, houses. Yet it can also
apply to whatever area within a fixed territory is
clearly demarcated as belonging to one individual and not
another, say, the tables assigned to a waiter in a restaurant. The second shall be referred to as a llsituat2.0nal"
claim, being part of the fixed equipment in a setting and
yet capable of providing temporary tenancy for a large number of different claimants. Unlike a fixed claim, it exists
only for as long as the claimant remains in possession, and
then only with the support of diffuse sanctions, (i.e.
gossip, scandal, public scorn), informally exerted and
to do with territorial boundaries that often are not clearcut. Park benches and hotel rooms are good examples. (2).
This twofold distinction is, of course, only valid
in degrees. A hotel room is a situational claim, yet it can
function much like a house, a fixed territory, especially
for those who regard the hotel as a second home. On the
other hand, it might be argued that the only person who
holds a fixed claim to restaurant tables is the proprietor;
the restaurant manager, the waiter and the customer having
nothing more than a situational claim, albeit with varying
degrees of permanency_ But for the present purposes of
analysis, it is useful to take only the customer's claim
as situational, and the restaurant manager and the waiters'
claims as fixed. Starting, then, with the latter, we shall
move by stages to focus on the former - showing the process
by which peoples' claims begin and when they terminate.
Given that people seldom isolate spatial cues but
largely take them for granted, it follows that the hidden
dimension of space often only- comes to light througb close
observation of people's use of it. But if we take the tables
in a restaurant, it might seem that they are distributed
amongst waiters at random, or at least without waiters being
aware themselves why the restaurant should be divided up
in a particular way; nonetheless, in fact, the tables are
arranged in a particular way, being graded according to
informal criteria of ranking. Of paramount importance is
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the fact that the station (i.e. set of tables) ranked the
highest should be the one mo~t highly valued by c~stomers,
especially those who appear likely or are known to tip well.
All other stations may, then, be graded accordingly because
the system of ranking revolves around the question of money
- this being an essential part of the total_ r3war~system.
In hotels where a waiter is permitted to keep his own tips,
the difference between stations might have a direct influence
in increasing or decreasing the workers' earning capacity,
and the manager therefore creates a greater obligation of
personal loyalty towards him by handing out the more lucrative
stations onan individual basis. In other hotels, particularly
the more prestigious ones, where tips are first pooled and
then redistributed on a points system, preferential treatment involves a strong element of bureaucratic control, with
those who serve the most important stations being awarded the
highest number of points. Even so, being allocated a station
provides some external proof of the waiter's status and, if
he should be assigned one of the higher ranked stations, the
effect is the same: he will receive higher informal rewards
because his points will be higher.
At the same time, because the higher ranked stations
are assigned to core workers, this means that those served
are given the very highest possible standard of service.
This is important because there is a particular type of diner,
for example, the regular customer, the resident staying in
the most expensive suite, or a person giving a large banquet
who would ordinarily expect to receive, if not as part of
an explicit prior agreement, then in appreciation for past
emoluments or in anticipation of future payments a service
of the highest possible quality. By being given one of the
best tables, he will also have one of the best waiters
automatically assigned to him:
the overall result being
a mutually beneficial social arrangement between those serving and those served.
Although, of course, the precise nature of the spatial
arrangement is largely determined by the physical properties
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that are peculiar to a particular restaurant, the ~aJ i~
which space is organized was basically similar in the :ive
hotels studied, (3). In anal~zing the patterns of spatial
arrangement., we may therefore start with assumptions ajcut
the nature of space which are widely held in all hotels.
First, a premium is placed upon preservi~g privacy. Sverywhere space.is both a spatial matter and part of the physica2.
background against which other more immediate events and
activities can take place. But because in a public place
the opportunity for engaging others in any form of interaction, undisturbed, is so limited, privacy has a special
value. The restaurant tables that are normally most highly
valued, therefore, are those that are in a position near to
or against the rear wall, well beyond the range of other
people's voices or earshot, away from the noise of the band
playing, and as far from the sight and sound of the platewash or kitchen as possible (4).
Another consideration, of course, is the decor and
personal comfort. Again, a scarce resource will often be
involved such as a table with comfortable chairs, a table
with a view, a table within easy reach of the dance-floor,
a table with greater space between seats, a table decorated
with flowers, and so on. We might also include here the
tendency for a regular customer to lay claim to one particular table because he feels "more at home" with a table that
he can call his own. In gentlemen's clubs, mental hospitals,
old people's homes, and domestic living rooms, the same
phenomenon can be found:
proprietary claims tend to grow
up around chairs and other property so that, though
apparently available on a first-come basis for anyone's
continuous period of use, the claim actually takes on the
character of a fixed territory possessed by one individual
whether or not he is present to claim by use. Obviously
many different individuals may have the same proprietary
claim upon a restaurant table. But because of the relatively
infrequent use made of it, the same table can be left
temporarily while different people sustain a proprietary
claim upon it (5).
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Finally, those who have tables near to ~he entra~ce
area tend to receive the restaurant manager's ~ersona~
attention. This is because the restaurant manager has t~e
task of greeting customers upon their arrival, his range of
mobility limited,for the most part, to an area i~mediately
adjoining the entrance and those tables in close proxioi:y
to it. Those served within this zone can therefore expect
to receive better service, partly because the restaurant
manager is able to lavish his personal attention ~pon them,
and partly because the waiter himself is apt to do his best
for them - knowing that his work is always under the close
scrutiny of the management.

2.

Initial interaction

Once a customer enters the area or "post" (6) where
his presence functions as a summons, the restaurant manager
or head waiter will normally provide a greeting and conduct
him to an appropriate seat. If he is a regular or long-stay
resident; he will be taken to his usual place - more often
than not, one of the "best" tables because he knows the layout and can sit wherever he chooses. But if he is a "chance"
customer (7) or short-stay resident, he will not usually be
permitted to choose his own table but must sit wherever the
restaurant manager guides him. Knowing how to allocate the
unknown diner to a particular table often involves~a complex
set of criteria, not all of which apply in a given case, but
some of which appear more important than others. Some
examples will help to make this clear.
Amongst diners who are not well known, perhaps the
most important principle in table allocation is "first come,
first served", establishing the claim of an individual to
be served at a better table than the person who comes behi~d
him. Upon fuller consideration, however, it appears that
the viability of this rule is often dependent on a number
of associated rules covering a wide range of contingencies.
For example, when crowding is such that this allocation
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would leave some individuals standing~ then this :actor
will increasingly articulate and take priority over t~e
first-come claim, sometimes enabling the party behind to 6 0
ahead because those in front are too many or too few ~eop:e
to sit round the tables available. Other factors include
the customer's own preferance if stated, how pleasant he
appears before the restaurant manager, the potential tipp~ng
of a customer - the latter being estimated according to
various criteria which we shall consider later.
Normally, as I have said, the unknown diner is not
permitted to choose where he sits in a restaurant; and
even a regular may be obliged to sit where he is told in a
crowded setting. In some cases, however, an unknown diner
may state his preference for a particular table and in fact
be permitted the use of it. Indeed this is a good example
of how a customer may seize the initiative and take control
of the situation, thereby gaining a turn above those ahead
of him and "getting the jump" on the waiter (8). Until
events develop which provide the restaurant manager or head
waiter w~th the conclusive evidence they need to classify
the customer, his presence will take on a promissory character. They must accept the diner on face value, offering him a
better place than he has any right to expect because the true
value of anything offered in exchange will not be established
until after he has paid the bill (9).
r

Closely related to this problem is the fact that there
does not appear to be a common consensus amongst waiters as
to what are the best clues for predicting customers' potential tipping. Some assumptions in table allocation, however, are made about tipping which suggests that it can be
assessed within broad limits. The "tip", of course, has
various possible meanings attached to it, but we shall
follow Nailon's definition of the term: being "a gratuity
voluntarily paid by customers directly to staff in an
hotel or restaurant~ over and above the price, whether a
service charge is included or not, for the service provic.ed"
(10). In trying to assess tipping, some of the ~ajor assu~pt
ions which the restaurant manager makes may be set out as
_

1h

~

_

follows:
(i)

On average. men are considere~ to ~e be~~er
tippers than women. With his greater experience
of dining out, the male customer is assumed
to know the basic ground rules of the service
relationship, especially concerning the
appropriate tip to give.

(ii)

On average, a man who is accompanied by a
woman is considered to be better than two men
for tips. This is because a man feels that he
is under a greater obligation to display
generosity when his guest is a woman.

(iii)

On average, the older person is considered to
be a better tipper than the younger one.
Again
the older customer is more likely to know through
experience what is the appropriate amount to tip.
In addition he can generally afford to tip more
because he has more money.

(iv)

On average, customers with children are considered
to be poor tippers.
People rarely tip in
accordance with the effort and time which serving
children involves.

(v)

People on package tours are considered low tippers.
These customers are often inexperienced, budget
conscious, and always ready to take advantage of
cheaper rates; this only too often extends to
reduced rates of tipping.

(vi)

Large parties are also notorious for low tipping.
With the smaller bills, the tipping ratio is
relatively high; but with the higher cost of the
meal, a distinct fall-off occurs and those served
in a large group rarely tip in the same proportion
to the bills they receive (11).
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As suggested earlier, where tips are xept by i~div
idual workers, the allocation of stations is a ~at:er, not
only of personal pride, but often of real economic importance.

The customers whom the manager manoeuvres onto the

"best" stations are those perceived as potentic.lly high
tippers.

Thus, the approximate additions to income from

tipping represents, not simply "what the customer thinks of
them"

(12), but how the manager actually rates his staff too.

And the possibility of moving staff away from stations thereby incurring SUbstantial losses in tip earnings provides management with a potent source of control over
its labour.

This may happen if a worker's performance is

particularly unsatisfactory, say, in respect of persistent
lateness,slow service, untidy appearance, drunkenness,
swearing in front of customers, or picking quarrels with
other staff (13).
Oddly enough, where a "tronc" is in operation (i.e.
where tips are pooled and redistributed according to points),
the effect upon management-employee relations is essentially
the same.

Those given the higher ranked stations can expect

the "tip averages" to be higher because of the higher pOints
awarded to them.

Conversely those whose stations are not so

highly valued receive less from tips since they are generally awarded fewer points.

And anyone whose performance is

not regarded as satisfactory can be punished by having points
deducted from his usual score, thus reducing his tip averages
in much the same way (14).

3.

Setting the stage
Much initially will depond on how the restaurant man-

ager takes charge of the situation as to whether customers
will be comfortable in an unfamiliar setting.

When enter-

ing a restaurant for the first time, there can be litt:e
doubt that all customers have feelings of uncertainty.
Inexperienced diners may fear the full threat of exposure:
improper

attire and posture, inability to understand
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the menu, not using the cutlery correctly. But even ~cr
the experienced diner whose knowledge of the conventional
rules gives him some degree of confidence, uncertainty ~ay
still arise over the extent to which he can encroacD upon
another person's preserve. As anyone who enters a territory to which he has no prior claim must be aware, he may
be making demands upon a wider sphere than others feel is
his due (15). Entering the scene for the first time, toe
diner is uniquely equipped to step into a vast filigree
of trip wires unless he is guided by those who know the
restaurant well. Thus, it is safer to gravitate towards
and sit at any table that the restaurant manager cares to
give him. Only when he has patronized the establishment
a few times will it be possible for him to demand a particular table without fear of encroachment (16).
In his dealings with the customer, it is therefore
imperative that the restaurant manager should alleviate
these anxieties and any deep-seated suspicion ~bat is felt
in the preliminary stages. In fact there are various methods
of greeting diners, seating them at a table, handing menus
to them, and taking orders that the restaurant manager can
employ to put them at ease (e.g. "I've got just the right
table for you, sir •.• ") But as to which particular form
of greeting, seating, etc. is appropriate, much will depend
upon what type of customer the restaurant manager is dealing
with: whether he is the boundary-open or the boundaryclosed type (referred to in the last chapter).
In the boundary-open case, perhaps a joke or a lighthearted remark will help to put him at ease. Take the head
waiter in my Cardiff hotel who upon showing customers to
their table always asked if the lady would like a view of
the sea, then pointed to a painting of the sea on the wall.
Or if a customer asked for steak, "well done", he would sa.y:
"I'll have it cremated immediately, sir ... ".
By contrast, when the situation is boundary-closed,
it is better if the waiter subordinates himself to the non- 166 -

person role. To alleviate the custcmer's a~x~e:~es, ~e ~us:
visibly act within the prescribed ~i=i:s of ~is ~ffi:ia~
role, making sure "that the customer is always right". ~ake
the procedure of seating people at the table: first, :~e
customers will be led to their table; then the restaura~t
manager will draw out the chairs and, with the fla: ~f ~is
hand, strike the top of them to get rid of any dust; then
he will beckon the customers to sit down; and finally, once
they are all seated, he will unfold their serviettes and ~lace
them on their laps. I~ fact, the first movemant is the only
one that can be said to be indispensible. ~very succeedir.g
move is not essential but helps to complete the full expansion of the performance. Some parts of the performance are,
of course, omitted when those charged with the responsibility
consider it unnecessary to observe the ritual
The point
about the rules for opening and closing encounters is that
protocol is strictly observed and elaborated upon when the
need arises. Boundary-openness brings a decline in ritual
activity, boundary-closure supports it.
o
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Getting the jump

Initial transactions and dealings between the restaurant manager and the customer, whatever else they are supposed
to do (eog welcome guests, arrange seating, take orders),
set the scene for further interaction.
5y the
time the customer is brought into contact with the ~aiter,
if he did not hold a strongly entrenched position before
entry, then he would at least have been already influenced
by the restaurant manager or head waiter before the waiter
himself has had an opportunity to meet the customer. Thus,
the waiter is normally expected to take over the customer
relationship wherever the restaurant manager or head waiter
o

has left off.
It might be assumed that a waiter ca~~ot very easily
expect a choice as to what line of treatment to receive from
or direct to those whom he serves. CertainlJ' it might be
thought difficult to see how a waiter can sig~ificantly
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influence the situation when he is of lower s:a:us :~a~ ~~s
client. But there is some evidence tha~ wai:e~s sa~ seize
and hold the initiative ~y
service relation achieved through suttle a5greSS~?e~ess
on their part. 2ssentia:ly that 1."s w'r~+';~'C~~~
a..."
t~
c. .. ~.. ~'"'
_...., 0 . . , e " ."n-~
y
.It. ..

referred to in his classic study of the
in Chicago during the forties as
customer":

_

...... _ _

res:aura~:

-

··: ....

v

':::;

~~~us:ry

"The first question to ask T,...]hen we look a"C. the cus:orr:e~
relationship is 'does the waitress get the JU~P on
the customer, or does the customer get the jump on
the waitress?' The skilled waitress tackles the
customer with confidence and without hesitation. The
relationship is handled politely but firmly, and
there is. never any question as to who is in charge
• • • IT

(16).

In Goffman's terms, whenever the interaction at the
beginning of an encounter is itself merely the init~al
interaction in an extended series that involves the same
participants, there is a clear understanding that first
impressions are important (17). Thus I found that one
experienced waiter in my Cardiff hotel took the following
view:
"In this game, you've always got :0 be one step
ahead ..• if you let the customer get the upper hane,
before you know where you are, he'll be treading all
over you ... and then it'll be teo late to do anything
about it ••. " (18).

5.

The customer tries to get the jump

5.1

Tips

Before entering into a discussion of what the waiter
does to get the jump, however, we must first examine the
customer's position because clearly he has t~e advantage
in the preliminary stages. Perhaps the single most ixportant factor that gives him an advantage is the practise of
tipping. Undoubtedly there are some people who will never
tip (19) but it is the very element of unce~tain:y surrounding the whole transaction that puts
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especially the unknown diner whose tipping potential car-not
easily be assessed. Prospectively ~igh tipp~ng ~2y even
provide the basis for outright bribery.
Many variations within hotel folklore ~lay on ~his
theme. HOw, for instance, the customer who enters a restaurant for the first time, tears a ten pound note into ~wo
halves, offers one half to the waiter and then promises to
give him the second half if he is satisfied at the end of
the meal. In the first hotel I studied, I can recall that
someone, on the first day of his stay, gave ~5 to
the restaurant manager, £5- to the chef and ~5 to
the waitress before being served his first meal.
It was
clear from his actions that a further payment of the
same kind might be expected at the end of his stay if he
was pleased with the service. I can also recall people in
the same hotel saying: "Give us as much of everything as
you can, my lad, and we'll see that you're all right ... "
An exchange of desirables in effect therefore emerges
but because the relationship is not equalitarian, the
balance is often easily upset. Too much and too little can
easily disturb the equilibrium. Over-tipping, on the one
hand, may have the effect of reinforcing the customer's
position of socio-economic superiority. Take the customer
who in my first high level London hotel gave me a ~2
tip for doing no more than serving him vegetables, a normal
part of the commis' job. Many more cases, though, may be
cited where the opposite is true. Customers very often
give an inadequate reward for the service they receive.
Sometimes they leave nothing at all. Just how much- this
upsets those who serve indicates that non-monetary factors
are involved. In describing how some customers will sit at
another table on their last day so that they can avoid whoever has served them during their stay, a waitress in the
first hotel I studied said: "It's not that I really mind
whether someone gives me a drop or not ... it hurts, though,
when someone is so mean that he won't even say 'Thank you' .•. "
For many waiters or waitresses, the greatest insult
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however, is to receive such a small tip tha~ they fee:
degraded, embarrassed, non-plussed, or otherwise upset 2:
having to accept it. Some thought, for instar.ce :hat ~:
was better to receive nothing at all than be given an a~ount
which was totally unrepresentative of the servi:e they ~ro
vided. One waitress in the first hotel I studied said that,
if she had served a large family with children for one or
two weeks, and then she was given a lOp piece, she would
give the money back to them, saying, "It's all right,
thank you, I've got enough change for my JUS fare ~ome
j

. . ."

Others were glad of the service charge which meant
they did not have to depend so much on what they earned from
tips. Take the waiter in my first high level London hotel
who, ever since he had worked there, could recall being asked
by a customer to fetch a box of matches for him whenever he
came to lunch:
tfHe used to give me a.shilling and in the old days it
seemed quite a lot •.• but now when he comes here
and gives me a 5p piece, he still expects me to be
grateful ... well I mean to say, we wouldn't last
long if we had to rely on people like that ... " (20)
Wha t, then, emerges is a two-way exchang-e~, one indi vi dual
providing goods or services, the other providing a sign of
his appreciation. Like a gift, the tips received for service ordinarily may be expected, but not demanded, and are
meant to measure appreciation of a relationship, not exchange
value of work done. Something given must typically be
returned with something of equi valent value, wha t ~!auss
would call the "counter-prestation", but it need only be
returned if the relationship calls for it - it cannot be
pressed in jural-economic terms (21). Analytically spea~
ing, therefore, it is quite different from a frankly
commercial exchange. Agreement in advance about what is
to be exchanged is characteristic of an economic exchange,
but might be compromising when it is a purely social
transaction, for what can be frank purpose in one ~ust
merely be incidental consequence in another. In econoci:
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Special requests

Obviously the money waiters ordinarily receive lS
an economic payment; this is the money which ~anage~en~
pays its staff for certain services that they must al~ays
provide. However, service may also be rewarded on a ~urely
personal basis. The direct dependence on the customer for
additional payment in tips is more accurately construed,
not as a reasonable mark of payment, but rather as a marx
of appreciation for providing some additional service that
might not normally be expected. So, too, customers may
sometimes not only tip for a service the waiter renders of
his own accord but also ask him to do something as a special
favour, thus exerting a claim for something which they have
no right to demand, but which they may come to expect in
return for tipping.
Take the customer in my first high level London hotel
who asked for his cheese to be accompanied by a spring onion.
In general, of course, spring onions are not available during winter but the waiter went to the kitchen to find out
what they had to offer and returned, saying, "~lay I bring
you a finely chopped Spanish onion instead, sir? ... " Or
the regular customer in the same hotel who invariably
ordered poached turbot whenever he came for lunch But on
one occasion asked for bacon, sausages and 5ashed ~ota:oes
_ a dish which is not even on the menu. In fact the ~ai:er
was able to meet this request and treated the matter ~s
if it were of no special concern. Then there was t~e c~st
omer who, whenever he came for lunch in the same hote:,
always used to order a watercress and onion salac - 2~aln
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something which was not on the ~enu,
without even having to ask for it.
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he

recei~ed

Thus, for the custcmer who always wants :0 je a step
ahead, he may make a special request simp~y so as :0 e~a:~e
him to seize control of the situation. It is a ~i~c of ga~e
in which the customer pits himself agai~st the wai~er's
wits and scores points very easily. Many waiters feel tha:
they have no choice but to accept any claims which c~sto~ers
may wish to exert, as part of the service relationsni~. ~~
some cases, the waiter may even antici~ate what the cus~omer
wants and grants him a favour without being asked. Though
presumably this might help him to retain some control, the
waiter is always vulnerable because the customer can change
his mind very easily. On one occasion, the customer who
always had the watercress and onion salad, for instance,
rebuked the waiter for bringing him it, saying, "I don't
remember ordering this," as if he had never ordered it before
in his life. Characteristically, then, the waiter has very
little manoeuvring power open to him but must simply accept
that his subordinate status is part of the "primary adjustment" required of him (23). In short, we would therefore
presume that customers always have a greater capacity to
seize control and take advantage of the situation.

5.3

Complaints

I have suggested that tips and gratuities, and the
degree of customer satisfaction these economic activities
imply, provide a positive measure of how a waiter's performance is judged by significant others. Conversely, it
might also be possible to measure the waiter's performance
in negative terms, by looking at the number and frequency
of complaints he receives, both in relation to the r.umber
and frequency other staff receive, a~d the r.umber of c~st
omers they each serve on average. Admittedly, it can offer
nothing more than a rough and ready guide, bGt ~~owing hew
to defuse complaints before serious repercussions car. arise,
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part of the waiter's professionalism. Accordi~g:y,
collected considerable material on compla~nts and complainants and the strategies waiters use for deal~ng wit~
them, in particular noting the different types of com~12~nt
found in the hotels I studied.
In cases where the complaint is a genuine one, :~e
remedy is quite simple: all that needs to be done is to
return the food and ask the chef to do something with it
or prepare another dish of the same kind. Anyone who complains about his food being undercooked, for instance, can
usually have the food put back in the oven or under the
grill. Difficulties arise, of course, when the customer
complains about his food being overcooked because the waiter
can only remedy the situation by asking the chef to prepare
another dish. As this will involve additional costs, the
waiter must assess how far the cause of the customer's
complaint .. derives from ignorance of what he should actually
expect, and how far it is really true. Take the customer
in my first high level London hotel who complained about
her steak being overcooked because it "looked charred".
In fact she had asked for steak "well done", and it did not
look particularly charred. So rather than give her another
steak which she would still dislike, the waiter invited her
to choose something completely different.
Then there are cases where a complaint is ~8t genuine,
and customers do not honestly believe that it is true either,
but regard the complaint simply as a means of crawing
attention to their own importance. One customer in my first
hotel had a great reputation for complaints of this ~ind.
Before she even entered the restaurant, she wou:d begin to
make complaints in the ladies' 100 about the colour of the
wallpaper. Once in the restaurant she would compiain abo~t
the butter which was too cold, about the carafe 0: wh~te
wine which was too sweet, about the meat ~hich was too
tough, etc. Practically nothing can be done to sat~sfy
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this kind of complainant because no sooner have thev had
"
their original complaint dealt with, than they begin to
invent new ones. Indeed whether their complai~ts are
dealt with hardly matters, so long as they can somehow draw
attention to themselves.
Finally, there are complaints which are a blatant
attempt to obtain some reduction in the cost of a meal,
perhaps even a complimentary meal. Perhaps the best example
of this is the customer who sends a letter complaining
about the service - a "big con", in waiters' terms, because
the customer is only "trying it on" so that he can get a
complimentary meal. Waiters particularly resent having to
serve such people. First, the mere fact that they appear
to be "getting something for nothing" does not seem right
to them. Second, and more important here, most given the
opportunity usually order the best of everything, but fail
to show their appreciation at the end of the meal. Thus,
as the wine waiter in my first high level London hotel put
it:
"After a while, you get to know them ... take the
fellow who had a meal on the house the other night
•.. he ordered the most expensive dishes, a £20
bottle of wine, two double brandies and, to cap it
all, asked if he could have a framed photograph
of the cabaret artist ... I wouldn't even mind so
much if he had shown his appreciation .•. but the
mean bugger didn't leave a thing .•. "
In cases where a complaint appears to be genuine, or
at least where the customer honestly believes it to be so,
the manager will generally take action against the waiter.
On one occasion in the first hotel I studied, for example,
the manager decided that he had no choice but to dismiss a
waiter for swearing. What had happened was that the waiter
was about to serve some customers when he discovered that
his tray and serving cloth were missing. Out of shee: dispair he shouted at someone across the other end of the
dining room: "Where's my fucking tray? ... what the hel2.'ve
you done with my bloody cloth? ... " Judging from the
number of complaints, this had upset a large number of
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people and instant dismissal was apparent:y the
of action (24).

or.~y CG~rse

In cases where a customer's claim is unreasonable, or.
the other hand, the waiter may rely upo~ the manager's
support to put the customer in his place. In my first London
hotel, for example, there is a general rule that no one
should be served between 11 and 12 when the cabaret takes
place. Those who arrive shortly before 11 are warned that
it is part of management policy that those who come early
should not be disturbed by latecomers. One night a customer
who arrived late claimed that he should not have to pay the
service charge because of the long delay in service during
the cabaret. But when the waiter threatened to call the
manager, the customer immediately paid the bill in full.
Knowing that he had no right to press the claim, he preferred to withdraw before it was too late for him to do so and
maintain front.
In cases where complaints are not so easy to define,
however, the stance adopted by the manager may take on an
ambivalent character. Here I refer to the kind of claim
which might not be authentic and yet must be taken
seriously - at least until known to be invalid, exaggerated,
or based on a false premise. In this kind of situation, the
manager may often give the waiter a public dressing-down
for the complainant's benefit but in fact his relations ~ith
staff are left unimpaired or even strengthened by backstage
activity designed to contradict this impression and build
up lines of defence against the customer (25). Take the
waiter in my first London hotel who was called to a customer's
table at the end of his meal, and then told to wait until he
had written down a long list of complaints on his serviette.
These included: slow service, food undercooked, food overcooked, cold food, etc. T~en, finally, the customer ir.sisted
that the waiter should show this list to the manager. ~~e
manager's immediate reaction was to come over and apolog~2e
personally for the poor service but once he had returned
behind the scenes, he made it clear what he really tho~ght
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of the customer: ",lhat a bastard, he doesn't even .'1a?e :he
courtesy to write on a piece of paper ... "
Often, then, the manager may initially ~ave to satis~j
two quite differen: sets of demands, both having :0 show
deference towards the complaining customer a~G ta~e a
sympathetic line towards the waiter backstage. Once suf:icier.t
evidence emerges to make a proper judgement about ~he nature
of the complaint, the initial course of action may however
be modified. In the exercise of such control, the ~ana6er
reinstates the symmetry of the communication process, and
helps avoid the open conflict that might otherwise arise.
Playing the role of "go-between" (26) or mediator, he makes
an effort to translate any serious differences of view into
a framework more generally acceptable to all concerned.

6.

The waiter tries to get the jump

When we allow that initially the customer is likely
to have the advantage over the waiter, we may also find that
the waiter, however passive his role may appear to be, will
himself have soce control over the situation by virtue of
his response to customers and by virtue of any lines of action
he indicates to them. Ordinarily, both parties in a service
encounter are suffiCiently attuned to the role played by one
another so that open confusion does not occur. The ~ainten
ance of this surface of agreement, this veneer of r.ar~or.y,
or "working consensus" as Goffman puts it (27), is facilitated
by each party feeling under an obligation to pay lip service
to a crude overall definition of the situation. At the sa~e
time, it is understood that the working relationship estatlished in one type of social setting will be quite different
from that in another. Thus, between waiter and custo~er in
boundary-open transactions, a reciprocal show of affection,
cordiality and goodwill towards the other is ~ai~tained. :n
a boundary-closed transaction, on the otter hane, the waiter
ta~es on the role of service specialist, anxious not to ~eco~e
too involved with the personal problems of his client, ~~i~e
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Given that first impressions are
parties in preparing for the interaction t~at f::l:~s, ~e
must not overlook the facts that (a) pecple are ~ot a:~ays
easy to classify and (b) that ambiguity is social ana:~e~a
(28). Customer satisfaction - the essential concern of bot~
sides to the transaction - is built on ~he prir.cip:e t~at
any customer who possesses certain defi~ing c~aracteristics
has a right to expect that he will be served in a way
appropriate for someone of his type. Conversely, then, a
customer who implicitly signifies that he has certain defining characteristics ought in fact to' ~e ~h2t he Cl2i~s he __ .
As stated already, however, there are some customers who
enter a restaurant for the first time that do not exactly
fit any of the known stereotypes waiters use for purposes
of classification. Where customers oscillate jetwee~ the
two b·oundary type extreme s, the wai ter' s abili ty to seize
the initiative will often hinge upon whether he can steer
them towards a position in which they have a less ambigious
status.- preferably towards one of the two extreme types.

6.1

Boundary-breaking devices

When there is a clear understanding that those being
served share some, but not all, of the defining features
which characterize a boundary-open transaction, the waiter's
ability to seize the initiative will often depend upon
whether he can break down remnants of the joundary that
divide the servers from those served. A waitress =
~
lly ·Ai~th
a ycu~~_
was to Id a b ou t 1 wh en servlng a 120_
,,child, for instance, frequently adopted t~e follo~ing
device. When the family were all seated and waiting to
give their order, she would apprcach their table and in doing
so deli~erately knock over the drink or bottle of ~i:~ t~at
belonged to the child, oaking it lock as if it ~ad been the
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child's fault.

In sorting out :he ~e:ee :~at
she could take the initiative and at the sa~e t~~e ~as a8_e
to put the whole family under an obl~gation to her. T~
is difficult for those of higher status to ~ai~tain fc~=
ality and social distance when there is such an ~~bala~ce
of obligation owed from them to those of lower s:a:us.
Furthermore, she could arrange this switch ~~ initiative
without causing loss of face on her customers' ~art since
it is generally understood that children are irresponsible,
not fully socialized and apt to cause accidents (29).
Some devices are more specifically designed to deritualize the waiter's performance and put him on a par
with his customers. For example, I found that some waiters
swear in public for good effect: "Oh bugger, I've dropped
the bloody peas ••• " (30). Others would adopt slang words,
colloquialisms, expletives and familiar forms of address;
or perhaps on occasion crack a joke, grin or make a lighthearted remark designed to breach the possibility of boundary-closure. One waiter in the first northern hotel hit
upon the novel idea of dispensing with the menu at breakfast (31). As breakfast never alters, he could easily
recite the menu from memory. Then, if challenged, he would
say: "You don't really need a menu ... I'm a 'walking
menu' and I'm much better than the ordinary kind ... I can
tell you things which you won't even find on the menu ... "
Other strategies involve the waiter performing ~inor
acts of kindness, and ingratiating himself upon those
served. Often "non-person" categories are selected for S'-.4ch
treatment; the very young, the very old, and the physically
handicapped for example. Thus we find him helping the o~d
or the infirm, fetching high-chairs for children too
small to sit at the table, offering free advice about whether
the food is appropriate for them, and even pass~ng re~arks
about their appearance or conduct. He might also use
physical contact of some kind. A waitress in the secc~d
northern hotel, whenever serving a family with children,
for example, always used to run her fingers throGgh the
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that there is some uncertainty as to ~hat ~i~d of i~ti~a:ies
are permissible, it seems safer, first, to build :aLoiliarity into the relationship with those who are ~ot f~ll ~ar:i
cipants. The possibility of more familiar forms of communication with this type of customer paves the ~aj for
breaking down the barriers generally.
Co
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Taken together, strategies of this kind provide a
plan for the co-operative activity that follows. They are
not, of course, part of the official ~orkings of the
organization but the waiter is typically engaged In activity which is not inconsistent with the impression offically
maintained during interaction. There are, however, other
strategies which, if officially communicated and not kept
a secret, would contradict an discredit the impression
officially being fostered. In some cases, for example,
customers who are treated respectfully in face-to-face
treatment are often ridi:uled, gossiped about, caricatt:red,
cursed and criticised when the waiters are backstage; here,
too, plans may be worked out for "selling" things, "touting" for tips, or employing "angles" against them (32).
Touting for tips may take several forms. For example,
the waiter might provide larger portions, extra items,
coffee with cream instead of milx, special items normally
in short supply, such as melba toast, petits fours, etc.
This is often preceded by a phrase such as "Would yo1.:. li~e
any extra ( •.• ),sir?" to make customers aware that such
treatment is only provided as a special favour to the~.
It also means that the waiter may delay commitme~t or
extricate himself from the situation, should the cus~o~er's
response be inappropriate.
Take the waitress in the
,
second northern hotel who asked a customer if he ~/.jas "2big breakfast eater". His reply, "I'm a big eater o:~
everything ... ", left her in no doubt about where he stood
on the matter.
SO, LOO, waiters often tesLed :he
customer out with offers of extra icecream, c~eese a~d
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biscuits, tea, coffee or cake before they act~a:l1 del~vere~
the goods. If the response was right, and ~~ey ~neN ~ha:
there was some guarantee that the ti~e and effcrt i~veste~
on their part would bring greater financia: reward, they
would then take the risk.

6.2

Operating outside the boundary

In the final analysis, though, the waiter must always
show a proper concern for the trust that is placed in him
by those served. By this I mean that if a customer demonstrates that he has complete faith in his judgement, the
waiter should do nothing that may destroy or damage this
trust. For instance, the customer should not be made to pay
more than he wants; the price of what he orders should make
no difference to the service he receives. Thus, if a
customer asks him to recommend something on the menu, a
waiter should suggest a wide range of dishes - not simply
the most expensive ones which he cannot really afford.
Similarly the wine waiter in my second high level London
hotel thought that it was wrong to fill people's glasses
until they were full. Quite apart from the fact that the
wine's bouquet cannot be fully appreciated, it made people
finish sooner and order more than they really wanted.
Whatever the waiter does, then, to ensure that he has
control of the situation, it must always lie within the
accepted limits of the service relationship. A waiter may
advise, suggest, influence, persuade, badger, or cajole but he must never appear to dictate from inside the boundary.
Indeed, particularly in higher status hotels, a waiter might
find it easier to control transactions from outside the
boundary. Here the parties engaged in the transactions
maintain the spirit of those consummating a coldly bargained
agreement, not exchanging favours. Thus in such higher
status hotels - whose staff I have earlier categorized as
being "craft orientated" (33) - a waiter will take particular pride in the skills he uses to manipulate customers
from the outside; and it is here that the service specialist
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is supreme.
Nonetheless, the subordinate ~ature of perso~a~
service in boundary-closed transactions means t~a~ a
waiter frequently feels resentment that ~ust be ~ept ~~
articulate (34). Not wishing to put the possibili~y o~
customer satisfaction beyond recall, however, a waiter ~ay
use his service specialism to cheat, insult or a~ least
cause the customer some undefineable disquiet. To do this
he must use strategies that combine subtle aggressiveness
with what should be able to pass for good ~rofessioDa~
conduct in any standard textbook on the subject (35).
Before he can engage in such aggressive activity,
a waiter must first visibly establish that he is acting
within the prescribed limits of his official role. When a
waiter enters the presence of those he serves, he must act
as if he accepts certain moral obligations. Thus, some
customers may prefer a waiter not to intrude or come too
close because they can never be sure to whom he will convey
their secrets. Knowing this, the waiter may lower his voice
as he enters their presence, throwing himself, as it we~e,
into the role of being seen but not heard. In doing so,
the waiter appeals to those he serves to treat him as if
he were not present - as someone who can be relied ~pon to
keep their secrets and not betray their trust in him. In
my high level London hotels, for example, I frequently
heard the waiters dropping their voices to a whisper whenever t:h.e::yentered the customers' presence.
Interestingly, this appears to be in keeping with
the traditional role of the domestic servant in early
eighteenth century England. Contemporary accounts suggest
that it was the difficulty of keeping secrets from servants
that led to the acceptance of the "dumb waiter" - origi:-:ally
a tier table which was stocked with food, drink and eating
utensils, prior to a meal, for guests to serve the~selves.
Upon the introduction of the dumb waiter i~ ~ngland, ~ary
Hamilton reported:
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"My cousin Charles Cathcart din'd with ~s at ~a:J
Stormont's; we had dumb-waiters so our con~e~sa~~c~
was not under any restraint by ye Servants 8el~g ~~
ye room" (36).
"At dinner, we had ye comfortable dumb-waiters so
our conversation was not obliged to ~e Gisa6re~ajlY
guarded by ye attendance of Servants" (37)
A second technique the waiter can employ to present
himself from getting too close is to make use of the politely
formal terms " such as "sir" , "madam" ,"Mr
_It
or "Mrs. _If,
.,
whenever he addresses customers to t~eir face. Behind their
backs he may refer to them by bare surname, first name,
nickname, or some title which assimilates them fully to an
abstract category; e.g. "pig", "peasant", "snob", "regular",
(a full list of the terms they may use in private was given
in the last chapter). So, too, the waiter who wishes to
maintain some dignity in their presence, may adopt a slighting pronunciation, say; an exaggerated emphasis upon the
"sir" or "madam", giving forceful evidence to those addressed
of the disrespect that he really feels towards them. Gi'/en
the fact that, verbally, customers are treated relatively
well to their faces, they cannot be certain about the discourtesy implied by the tone of voice, mannerisms, innuendo,
or double ent endres that the waiter may use throughout the
interaction to heap abuse or familiarity upon them. Nor can
the customers, by implication, effectively bring an official
complaint against the waiter without more substantial evidence
to support his claim

o

I have suggested two standard ways in which waiters
keep their distance - by lowering their voice and through
politely formal terms of address. So long as the line is
sustained, the waiter can then freely use his special k~ow
ledge and inside experience to derogate the customer with
impunity. Because of the mass of the rules and (often
spurious) expertise that surrounds the whole subject of dining out and social etiquette, a waiter is always in a streng
position as the specialist relative to those he ser·~'es . . .
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good example of this is the case in which ~ customer co~
plained in my second London hotel of not being gi?en a
Remy-Martin brandy as he had ordered, but instead ~a~ ~ee~
given a less expensive brandy. By taking the glass jack
and returning impassively with it a little later, the waiter
managed to create the impression that the brandy ~ig~t
have been changed for the kind which the customer had
ordered. On the other hand it might have not. In fact, i~
was the same glass of brandy and the customer hac been
deceived but it would take a particularly confident customer
to send it back a second time.
Similarly a customer may lower his defences in the
waiter's presence - making a special request or"faux pas",
showing signs of nervousness or plain ignorance. By such
an act, the customer puts himself, as it were, at the mercy
of those serving him. This sort of thing is embarrassing
enough, but if a special favour were refused, or if his
nervous disposition, his ignorance or his ~istakes were
openly admitted, he would suffer the greatest humiliation.
Rather than risk getting into such a position, a waiter may
opt to pass the whole thing off as a joke - thus getting
the jump without quite acting outside the prescribed limit
of his role. Thus when a customer complained in my second
London hotel because there were no Snglish cigars on sale,
the waiter half jokingly and half seriously replied:
"I'm very sorry, sir, but I can't offer you English
cigars •.• as you're probably aware, sir, we don't
grow tobacco in this country •• perhaps you'd care
to choose one of our very fine Havannah cigars instead? ••• "
0

Perhaps the cruellisttreatment that waiters can ~ete
out is when a customer makes a complaint or orders something and this is formally acknowledged, but then he
receives something which he did not really bargain for.
Thus whenever someone orders "lobster bisque" in my first
London hotel, he was frequently taken by surprise to find that
the brandy: was li t and poured into tr.e soup, causing those
who did not know better to wait several minutes unti~ the
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flames subsided. Depending upon how much he
"give the customer a hard time", the waiter
vene and show him how to dip his spoon ~~to

~anted

:0

not get burnt4 So, too, a wine waiter in the Cardiff :onglomerate hotel always put on an exceptionally fine ~~s~lay
for people who had ordered an expensive brand: r , not fJr
their sake merely, but so he could push them back into
their proper place. First, holding a brandy glass 8y its
stem, he would twist the glass over a lamp, making it go
in and out of the flames, until it reached the right :empe~
ature. He would then pour a little brandy into the bottom
and tilt the glass towards the lamp, allowing the brandy
to catch fire and making the glass turn round in his hand
until the flames went out. Finally, he would pour the
brandy into the glass about a third full - so that the
bouquet could be fully appreciated.
And, finally, if a customer chooses to put the waiter
under some pressure, diners may even be mistreated or
"taught a lesson" to their face. For in situations where
the waiter is abused by those he serves, he may act in such
a way as to humiliate them or cause them discomfort - at
least to the extent that a real transition takes place in
their relative power, standing and authority. Thus when
a customer complained in my second London hotel that he had
been brought a plate of scallops when in fact he had ordered
mussels, the waiter knew that he had made no mistake, Jut
gave him the opportunity to choose again. When the customer
then asked for a lobster or prawn salad but did not specify
which he preferred, the waiter chose to cause him the maximum possible inconvenience and expense - he ordered the
dressed lobster which cost £7.50 and took about 20-30 minutes to prepare rather than prawn cocktail which cost £2.50
and only took 5 minutes to prepare.
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PART IV
A NEW APPROACH TO STUDYING AN OCCUPATION
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WORK CULTURE AND VALUES
1.

Grid and group analysis

In attempting to understand the nature a~d implicatiJns
of the service encounter, we have so far considered the different kinds of transactions and the strategies and tactics
which waiters may employ appropriate to them (1). =t must
be emphasized, however, that the incidence of boundary-ope~
and boundary-closed transactions varies from one hotel to
another. Moreover, a simple equation of closure with high
class and of openness with lower class hotels - though
apparently the case - is insupportable. Instead it is
suggested that a typology be used which considers hotels i~
terms of the constraints affecting the behaviour of their
staff and customers - and of how they perceive the world.
The argument here is that people within a workgroup or
organization tend to build up their own distinct culture
based on a common set of beliefs, attitudes, values, justifications, explanations and the like. Further, it is argued
that two factors are dominant in affecting peoples' view of
the world and their workplace behaviour - both to do with
the structure of the workgroup or organization in which they
find themselves. The first relates to the degree of constraint prescribing what they can do - and how far their
roles are formalized - whilst the second reflects the extent
of their group involvement.
These are in fact the central dimensions on which Mary
Douglas's ideas of "grid" and "group" are based. Her aim
was to find the formula which can be applied across ~he ~hale
range of tribal and modern industrial societies for predicting the match between cosmological bias and the various ~inds
of social structure in which individuals find themselves (2).
But whilst preliminary results show it to be an extremely
powerful tool, no one, as far as I know, has applied t~e
approach to an occupational or organi=ational contex:.
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Group, as I use it, refers to the strength of ~ora: 88e r c ion ex per i en c edt h r 0 ugh be in g ill e ill b e r s 0 7.~ ::.. 8 0 t~:-:. Ce:' 't 7.~ 3. :: -2 _ to _
face" unit,at work. As a dimension it measures t~e stre~6:~
or weakness of people's associ~tions with one ano:her (3).
Grid refers to the total body of rules and constrair.:s that
define, limit and prescribe what the individual 8a~ :'c ir.
the workplace and at the occupational level he occupies.
With
grid controlling the flow of behaviour, the indi~i:'ual
has little scope for autonomy other than for ~ul~il~ing hlS
allotted role.
Much of the data was there:ore collected with a specific
grid and group mode of analysis in mind. It was hoped that
it would advance considerably our understanding of the behaviour
and systems of attitudes and cultural values within an
occupation. Indeed I have found this approach to be particularly fruitful though it has required some considerable
amendment since I have used it in an occupational ~ilieu ~hen
it was originally designed as a general tool for the comparitive
analysis of different cultures. The dimensions of 5rid and
group have proved crucial in providing a systematic basis
for defining different types of hotel. Hotel workers can
usefully be allocated to sections of a grid and group chart
in ways that clearly distinguish one hotel fro~ another.
Thus if we take Mary Douglas' original categories
as in Figure 1, the hotels I studied appear on the chart as
shown in Figure 2 and hypotheses about the nature of hotels
as organizations can be made related to this classification.
On one level the dimensions of grid and group provide a
systematic basis for defining five main types of social
environment in which one might expect different degrees of
control and exclusion. At another level, it is all that
needs to be known for the derivation of distinct~ve value
and belief systems to be made. Capable of expansion or
reduction between macro and micro scale social behaviour,
it is a method of analysis that can be applie~ to the
smallest primitive society and the most ~oderr. ~r.dustr~al
one (4).
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Figure 1.

Five main types
of soc:al enVlror.r:J.e:::
.
__

GRID High
Insulated

St,rong group
:1igh grid

3

4

Autonomous
2

Strong group
Low grid

Competitive
1

Low

>
Figure 2.

5

Strong
GROUP

Weak

Classification of the f:vehote1s studied
by grid and group

GRID High
Hotel 4
(London)
Hotel 5
(Cardiff)

Hotel 3
(London)

--1

~IHotel 1
(north coast)

Hotel 2
I
(north (cas t)

Low
Strong
GBOUP

Weak

)
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In applying grid and group to an occ~~a:~J~al/
organizational setting, it was found tha: ~he hJ:els studied could usefully be placed in f8t:r "idea:::''' cccupational contexts. For each occupational contex:, a~ ite~~=2d
list of the characteristic features to be fOG~d ~~ t~at
context can be elicited. Thus it would appear that d~fferent notions about time, space, money, personal respo~si:i~itJ'
group involvement, group identity and different attitudes :0
work can all be found related to this f8ur-fold classifica:ior..
Important implications for industrial relations, managerial
policy and government policy might also be examined i~ the
light of what is appropriate for the effective running of the
different types of organization..
I shall take up some of
these issues more fully in later sections. But before we
go on to examine the specific variables that may be predicted
from a grid and group analysis, let us first examine the
defining features associated with these dimensions.

2.

Defining features of grid and group

There has in fact been very little anthropological
work on occupations particularly in the U.K. (5) - the main
reason in my view being the lack of any effective basis fer
comparison. As I have said, the typology I propose to use
depends upon Douglas' concepts of grid and group. Douglas'
ar~ument is that all cultures can be assessed and classified
according to these dimensions - ranging from non-industrial
societies to those such as our own. The question that concerns us here is wha t shapes the way in which certain things
are given cultural salience at work. What is the sisr.ificar.ce,
for example, of the various types of organizations ir. which
jobs are located, their scale of activity and structure?
To what extent are output, the type and rate of production,
access to rewards and the scale and type of remuneration
shaped by the occupational culture? Here I do not wish to
enter the debate as to whether the things ~er.tiJned :~2~
selves form part of the culture or are sources Jf it.
Suffice it to say that all these things are bot~ part of
'-'

-
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occupa tional cuI ture ~ provide the framework 't;i :':-:2.:1 ...'" ...... -- --.-,.........
it is generated - and our task is simply to ~~~ers~a~~ :~e
people at work think and behave (6).
"...

In defining what we mean by culture, it is suggested
that we try to avoid getting bogged down in the ~in~tae of
alternative definitions. Culture should be seen in the wijest sense, as a system of implicit rules, learned and sharec
by the members of a given community and used by them in
organizing their social world. Certain things are selected
as significant, while other things are ignored as insignificant. Our task, then, is to learn the code by examining
the native's application of its rules (7). The approach
adopted here is to take a particular kind of community the workplace - as a starting point and demonstrate how,
given the premises involved in defining that community,
certain distinctive value and belief systems will follow as
necessary for the legitimation of actions taken within it.
The dimensions of grid and group are crucial in that they
provide a systematic basis for defining four mai~ types of
workplace in enough detail to allow the derivation of belief
systems to be made.
However, a caveat needs to be recorded here. Though
the approach involves this directionality, it should not be
thought that the chains of cause and effect between the
different types of workplace and the value and belief systems supporting them only move in this direction. The reverse may also occur. Nor should the individual simply be
seen as being acted upon by external forces, but he is himself a part of the social environment and may also be actively maintaining and constituting it. Any individual can
thus interact with both levels and choose to accept or
reject the social pressures and belief systems in which he
finds himself. He will serve as the mediating link between
what is sometimes seen as two alternative perspectives:
the "objective" definition of social context (which would
probably mean obtaining a consensus of other peo~le's
perceptions) and the "subjective" notions that people hold
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about themselves (which might well include som
.
- ..... e 'J.r.c.erstanding and assessment of what they "objective:J" de).
Both dimensions constitute legitimatp. oejects for
study. But it would be a mistake to try to separate ~~em
out and adopt the tradi tional approach of ho1.di~g eVeI"Jthing constant while observing the relationship bet~een
an independent and a dependent variable. No attempt ~o
hold perception constant while examining the relation of
social context to belief and value systems can ever be
completely successful because the individual's subjective
experience is part of the whole system of social interactions, perceptions, values and justifications. We can however approach the problem if we construct a taxonomy
of social contexts which hold good at various levels of
experience. Most interestingly for the present investigation, it should be possible to show how this taxonomy will
feed into a description of the work process and provide an
effective basis for studying occupational cultures generally.
Then we have the problem of how to define "occupation".
Since there are many different meanings of the term, it may
be helpful to attempt to describe just what it does and what
it does not mean in this study. Occupation is taken here to
mean something more than the minimal unit of work activity.
I am not simply concerned with what happens at the workplace or point of production. Although the origin of occupational culture might lie here, and in certain cases we
need look no further, I believe that we generally do need
to consider a much wider range of activity to understand
the true nature of work. Thus I am not so much concerned
with the particular organization but with the particular
type of organization where people work. What does being a
waiter mean in different types of hotel? How does the job
vary from one type of hotel to another? What I ~have fcu~d
is that grid and group help to open discussion of the wide
range of issues that industrial sociologists and anthropo:"ogists so often ignore. Particular reference will later je
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made to the characteristics associated with each dimension.
But first I shall gl"V e a rb"
l e f summary of the concepts and
how they are seen t6 be related to each other.
Let us first turn to GRID.

As a dimension, grid

refers to the set of explicit rules, definitions and categories which a culture imposes on its people in a particular
context.

High grid is associated with a high degree of insul-

ation and a precise definition of roles and statuses, together with a lack of scope for individual autonomy and
entrepreneuriality.

The Indian caste system

or

any cult-

ure where social position is largely determined by "fixed"
factors such as age, sex or birth are good examples.

By

contrast, in cases of low grid, we find that all definitions
are open to question,

Ot-ld

uncertainty is a fact of life, and

the individual is in a state of free, open, opportunist
competition with others;

each person must learn to adapt to

a system in which everything is potentially negotiable and
nothing is fixed in advance.

Take a culture such as our own

which places a high premium on achievable status, social
mobility and competition, whilst the fixed factors of age,
sex and birth are not so important in determining people's
social position.

Among us, social position and status are

increasingly coming to be judged on merit alone whilst autonomy and individuality are highly valued.- the kind of
characteristics associated with low grid.
GROUP, the second dimension; focuses on the extent to
which an individual derives his life support from other
people with whom he has face-to-face contact.

These are

cultures where people have a strong sense of belonging to
a well defined group, where the survival of the group is
more important than the survival of the individual and where
the interests of the individual are essentially subordinate
to those of the group.

Where group is strong the individual

will interact with the same ~eople in wo~k, leisure, place
of abode and family occasions.
good example;

The immigrant ghetto is a

so are ~ultures that emphasize lineage and

clan organization t age, sex, religious sects and other groupings.

On the other hand, some cultures minimize the strength
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of moral coercion which groups can exert over the in~ivi~~a:,
and these are weak on group. This is not to say that these
societies have no groups at all. There may be several
groups within them but none can exert an overriding contro:
over people - these aracultures rather like our own,
especially in its urban aspects.
Douglas originally saw the concept of grid and group
as a way of applying the principles of control and exclusion
(8) to ideas about whole cultures. Yet the full Significance
of this approach can only be taken on trust unless in fact
the two dimensions extend equally well when applied to the
analysis of cultures in a narrower sense, say, at the workplace. My argument is that occupations can be treated as
cultures and may therefore be assessed using grid and group
in exactly the same way. In some occupations the workgroup
will be clearly stratified arid workroles are precisely definec
according to ·formal cri teria of ranking - these are low grid
jobs. In others, the scope for individual autonomy or competitiveness tends to be more highly valued and jobs lose
much of their formal and precise definition - these are
high grid jobs. In some cases, individuals work in isolation
from workmates - weak group jobs; in others they work with
the co-operation of a group performing in unison - strong
group jobs.
There are difficulties with the approach, however,
which should not be overlooked. First, there are problems
with grid. For example, does grid refer both to the rules
which govern behaviour and the rules of the organization in
which people find themselves? Though these are q~ite often
the same thing, there are occasions on which we might want
to keep the two distinct. Here I am primarily concerned
with the rules affecting behaviour within an organization,
not the organization itself. I should also add that I am
primarily concerned with the rules governing waiters'
behaviour, not management's or anyone else's; anc ttat I
am using grid as a measure of the entire gamut of rules
which order behaviour, not simply the organization's formal
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rules.
Second, there are also problems with group.
for example, is groupness measured?

How,
Are there various

dimensions of groupness and are all of these correlated in
a simple way?
criteria?

Are we referring to subjective

or objective

All collectors of ethnography, of course, are

subject to the danger of "butterfly collecting" (9) and
should be on their guard not to reify what are in fact no
more than practical devices. Indeed there is no reason to
suppose that the cut I make here for analytic purposes
between one category and another is not arbitrary.

Both

grid and group are conceived as continuous variables.
Theoretically, then, we could find an infinite number of
possibilities; but nonetheless grid and. group enable us to
reduce everything to the four categories.

It should be

stressed, however, that the categories represent "ideal"
or "pure" types and that many examples are not as clearly
defined, or indeed as defineable as the matrix might suggest.

The argument is that there should ideally be a link

between value and belief systems and the social environment - each of which should itself be coherent.

Where an

adequate fit does not exist, the individual can change
his own beliefs and values so he can adapt to the social
environment.

He can shift to another environment where his

own beliefs and values are more in line with those around
him.

Or he can attempt to adapt his social environment

to bring it more into line with himself.
This brings us to the question of what is the
relationship between grid and group.
be granted equivalence in the matrix?

Should grid and group
Do grid and group

form part of the culture as we define it?

And, if so, how

can we justify using grid and group in analyzing culture
and by implication

trying to explain it?

When grid and

group were originally developed by Douglas, it was assumed
that they should be seen as independent variables - and
my approach is based ,on this assumption.

It might, however,

be argued that what, in fact; we have here is concomitant
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variation.

For we might find that high values of ~ri~

and group consistently go together, and low va:ues ~c l~~e
wise. Or, alternatively, we might find ~h
v
e opposi:e:
~~e
more we have of one dimension, the less we have of ~~e
other. It might then be possible to ar~ue
_ ~.~
0 , say , t~~.. c.v sr~L4!-,
is subordinate to grid - an idea which has its attractiens
since "grid" might then be seen as part of the struct'~re
that generates "group", the culture.
However, though it is hard to produce evidence to
support the claim, I believe that logically it ~ possijle
to keep these dimensions separate. In the first place, if
we take the view (which I believe ~e must) that grid and
group are ideal type analytical concepts, there is no
reason why it should not be possible to "place" every
conceivable type of organization somewhere along these
two dimensions. Secondly, and related to this, if grid and
group constitute the tools of the analysis whereby the
structuring of social relations is found to be related to
belief and value systems in a given context, we cannot
simply say that grid is a measure of the "given" stt"ucture
of an organization. If this were the case, we might easily
assume that high and low grid simply refer to the formal /
informal distinction (10). Theoretically this ~ould seem
to pose a major problem for our analysis if it were considered necessary to distinguish the workgroup as a subculture of the organization of which it is a part. 3u~
fortunately there is no need to make any such jistinct~on.
As I have already said, we shall be concerned with a~j rules,
definitions, constraints, etc. that i~pinge upon an i~div
idual, whether these arise within the workgroup or the
wider organization. Thirdly, though it might be true that
in some cases group is subordinate to grid, the reve~se may
also hold: i.e. grid is subordinate to group, and group
forms part of the "culture" which generates "grid", tr:e
rules. As already stated, one way of measuring whetter a~
occupational context is strong group or not, is to
mine the extent to which patterns of nen-work life
over and affect relations and values at work (11).
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dete~-

in fact we find are two types of hotel worker. :hcse for
whom experiences on and off the job are quite sepa~a~e:
in their case there is little spil:over jetwee~ wor~ a~~
non-work activity and the values present in eacri a . ge=-:erated by different sources (12). Some staff, o~ t:-:'e
other hand, are attracted to this industry ~y the c~eap
accommodation and the occupational environment that allows
relationships to be carried over to non - work. d
·
~
omalns.
=or
Y>C

'-

them, the hotel is a kind of "total inst=-tution" - most
notably in cases where a high proportion of staff "live
( 13) •

i~"

Given that grid and group can in principle be combined
to produce two constructed scales which are independent of
each other, one can predict that certain characteristics
will be associated with each one. Thus if we take these
five hotels studied, one can predict that differences may
be found in such things as the control of resources, staff
recruitment, staff development, workplace relations and
I have developed several hypotheses
work orientaticn.
along these lines; these are arranged below under the two
main headings, one dealing with group and the other with
grid.

3.

Grid and its effect upon hotels
3.1

The total rewards system

My findings suggest that the level of formalized
wages represents only one part of the total rewards avai~
able to hotel workers and that they benefit considerablY
from unformalized rewards - the "fiddle", "knock-off",
tips, and so on. It is clear that the distribution of
different constituents of the indivi~ual's total i~ccme
is determined primarily through the indivi~ua: bar~aini~~
power of each worker. But in addition, incividual contracts
are negotiated within certain parameters ~tic~ vary
according to the grid dimension and the hotel's position
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upon it.
In a high grid .hotel, the staff are differe;.~iat~=
through the bureaucratic means of a system of ~a~king ~h!c~
may involve 5 different levels of waiter. Rewards are
accordingly allocated to staff on a formal basis and bureaucratic controls are imposed which greatly reduce the scope
for individual contract making. Only the higher ranks are
likely to benefit substantially from informal rewards _
and this because "perks" in fact serve to reinforce the
established order rather than give those employed greater
individual autonomy. By contrast, in low grid hotels, these
levels do not exist and here rewards - no less important to
distinguish the core from other workers - are found to be
offered through informal means, that is; through the fiddle
or payment in kind.

3.2.

Control of resources

If the concept of T. R. S. were broken down, it WOL4\c\ be
found to contain four main items which are somehow re~ated
to each other. Broadly speaking, these are the resources
over which management and staff exercise some control:
money, food, time and space (14). The question is how far
are these resources centrally allocated, how far are managers
or staff independently in control of their use:
(i)

Money. In all hotels differences in the for~al
wage structure are controlled and reflect tte
formal status hierarchy within the organization.
But when it comes to informal rewards, paymer.t
may be centrally controlled or staff may have
greater control themselves over pay. In high
grid hotels, the unformalized rewards have beer.
largely "bureaucratized out". ?or exa~ple,
staff canteens provide good meals for wcr~ers
so they do not need to take food for their own
consumption; a n d t h e r e l' s 0 f ten a "t r 0 :-: c "
system for pooling tips and then distri~~ti;.g
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them according to rank. By con~rast, staff ~ill
generally take their own ini tiat-_i
h
'
,
"" ve were
::ot.e..:..s
are low grid. Normally they prefer to rely
up~n "knock off" because the food served i!':
staff cahteens is so poor; and they keep their
own tips as a rule.
(ii)

Food. Misappropriation of food for one's own
consumption or commer'cial gain has its limitations. In high grid hotels, heavy sanctions
may be brought against those caught taking
food. One thinks here of staff who upon being
caught are charged for the food, or in extreme
cases prosecuted and brought to justice. With
low grid, sanctions are less frequently brought
against those caught; and in those cases
where sanctions are applied, the penalties are
not so great on the whole.

(iii) Time. Again this is a resource over which control is exercised within certain limits. In
every hotel, penalties are likely to be imposed
for persistent lateness and speed of service
is also important. With high grid, though,
the hours of work are fixed in advance: no
one is expected to work above or below the
number of hours fixed without adjustments to
their pay; and people typically have little
control over the disposition of their own time
or routine of work. By contrast, people in
hotels which are low grid work however long it
takes to finish the job. In theory this sho~ld
allow the worker to set his own ~ace and get
the job done whenever he decides to put in the
time. But in practice, the job cannot be cone
in the time allotted for it so workers tend to
get paid the same basic wage for working longer
hours. Core workers who bear the brunt of t~e
extra work may be indirectly rewarded for it;
-
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but this should n6t strictly be seen as ;ayment for overtime since their indiv~dual
contract depends upon their willingness to do
it.
(iv)

Space.
This again is a resource over ~h~c~
control may be centrally exercised or devo~ved
on an individual basis. In all hotels, ttere
are some tables (e.g. those near the entrance
or window with a view) on which a hi a her •Dremium is placed within the dining room. The
manipulation of space by the hotel and its
staff serves a two-fold function. Firstly,
the allocation of customers to tables marks
their assessed position as potential tippers
or as important persons (these are not always
the same!). Secondly, it also provides a way
of rating staff, giving them informal rewards,
granting them prestige and providing a potent
source of management control. In low grid
hotels where tips are kept by individual employees,
this is particularly significant. riere management can move staff towards the preferred stations or take them away - thus increasing or
reducing what staff can earn in tips. Alternatively, in high grid hotels where a tronc
is usually in operation, the converse is true.
Allocation of stations and their retention by
staff is not so significant because tips are
pooled and shared in a pre-determined way
which may_have little to do with the allocat0

ion of tables amongst staff.

3.3

Work assessment

Workers can normally expect their performance to be
assessed by management in two main ways. ihe first is ~
rule constrained method where the standards of service are
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fixed in advance and asses~ment is purely concerne~ ~i:~
whether these standards have been met. The al~er~ative
approach is associated with ad hoc management where ~orkers
are judged on their ability to supply satisfaction, wha:ever means are employed. The second method allows more
scope for initiative in the same kind of way as described
for low grid in 3.2 above, whereas the rule constrained
method is high grid. The reasons for this difference of
approach are plain enough. In low grid hotels the erratic
nature of the customers' demand for service means that there
is always a considerable degree of uncertainty inherent in
the situation. Where such uncertainty exists, there is a
far greater need for risk-taking and opportunism, and hence
in these circumstances an ad hoc approach is to be preferred
to the rule constrained method which allows little autonomy
to individual workers.

3.4

Methods of staff recruitment

Given that one aspect of low grid is the uncertainty
that must be faced, one would expect that management in low
grid hotels would try to anticipate all the possibilities
involved and plan strategies for dealing with the situatio~.
As far as staff recruitment is concerned, management relies
to a large extent upon personal networks fortheir permanent
staff. On top of this, they may have a large pool of
"casual" labour
known in the industry as "extra ducks" upon which they can draw whenever they need additiona:
support (e.g. for banquets, weddings, large parties and
heavy bookings). By contrast, recruitment in high grid
hotels is based largely upon formal personnel procedures.
Banqueting managers may employ casual labour but in the
restaurant it is felt that there should be sufficient fulltime staff to meet the crises~that may arise.

3.5

Career progression

In high grid where staff promotion is largely
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determined by factors such as age, previous exper~ence
length of service, one would expect that less emp~asi3
be placed upon personal qualities or skil:s. J..:1ere ::..s,
,.-"

however, considerable disagreement amongst staf: ~s ~~ t~e
most important criteria by which work performance shculd
be judged. Whereas staff in lower ra~ks attach the greatest
importance to technical skill and previous experience, hi6her
ranks also stress the importance of such things as charm!
patience, pleasant disposition and willingness to play the
subordinate role.
In low grid where social position is large:y basea CG
achievable status, people tend to have a much better idea of
each other's goals and to share a similar order, of priority
within the organization. Here the emphasis is upon having
such qualities as charm, loyalty, dependability, resourcefulness and alertness against the crises that so frequently
arise~
Because there is less differentiation through formal
rank, and hierarchical organization is tempered by many
cross-cutting areas of interaction, core workers are often
distinguished by this means alone and there is less discrepancy amongst staff on the criteria for judging successful performance.

4.

Group and its effect upon hotels
4.1

Workplace relations

In a weak group hotel, one would expect people to
assume tasks that are clearly differentiated, and to have
seDarate
interests , activities and social ties from those
.
of co-workers. Workers will, as it were, have dealings
with a number of people at work - some (but not all) of ~hom
will have dealings with one another. A1Lhough co-oper~t~J~
may be found between workers of different ranks, one ~i~~t
expect to find conflict and open hosti:~ty ~e~wee~ those
of the same rank. Few workmates will know or be known out- 205 -

side the workplace to people with whom they i~~erac:; say,
in the home, _local p~b, social clubs, chur~~ ar:c. so :)r...
In short, what we have is a "network" or sel, of svcial
relations in which a number of people are involved, some
whom are directly in contact with each other and so~e c:
whom are not (15).

0:

Within a strong group hotel, however, relationships
are more like an "organized group" than a network. One
would expect those who make up the workforce to nave commor.
aims, interdependent roles and a set of shared expectations
and values. It is not so much a case of knowing people some of whom may also know each other - because what we have
is, so to speak, an everyone-knows-everyone situation. Cooperation may be found both between and within ranks and
often people's roles are interchangeable so that one person
can do the job of another should the need arise. Those with
whom workers have dealings in the workplace will often be
people whom they know outside in another setting; and in
the extreme case of the hotel acting like a total institution, no distinction will effectively be drawn between work
and non-work relationships.

4.2

Work orientation

In a strong group hotel, work has something of an
economic meaning. But it is not only seen as the means of
acquiring the income necessary to support a particular waj
of life , it is also valued for itself. Relatively small
economic rewards are often accepted because workers would
prefer to do nothing which might threaten group nor~s or
group solidarity. For instance, when the group with ~h~c~
they identify is the whole organization, they may prefer not
to take collective action over pay, even when higher wages
can be had elsewhere. However, when identification is only
with the immediate workgroup, people may feel alienated
from the organization in which they work and ris~ ta~ir:g
collective action. In Goldthorpe and Loc~wood's ter~s,
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people who have a "solidaristic ll orienta:'io!"l to ',.-or,-( (2.6),
may regard the group as a source of power a6ai~st ~~ei~
employer
resulting in a ~rowth of colle~tivis~.
In a weak group hotel, work lS regarted pri=ari:j as
a means to an end. It is not the .activity itself, jut rat~er
the economic return for effort that is seen as ~he pri~arj
meaning of work. Workers' involvement in the organization
which employs them will continue so long as their ecor.c~:c
return for effort seems the best available. What we fine
here is an "instrumental" orientation to work, which as
Goldthorpe and Lockwood have said, militates against
collective action on anything but a limited and discontinuous basis (17). Insofar as workers are willing :'0 consider
collective action , then it is usually the individual ~ene
fits they can accrue which leads them to take such action
rather than anything else. Once their personal objectives
have been met, they take no further interest in collective
activity.

4.3

Low collectivism

With weak group, because there is no strong sense of
moral commitment binding the worker to those who e~ploy hi~,
the money that he earns might well be the only reason for
him to stay in his job. With nothing but cash to bind him
to an acceptance of the situation, what emerges is something remarkably like the "cash nexus" that Marx originally
identified (18). So long as he is satisfied with the
economic return for effort, the established order will
always be tolerated. But should the amount or dependabi:itj
of the money be threatened, the instability inherent in the
situation might manifest itself. In fact, the labour force
is too segmented to act collectively but discontent rna; still
be expressed through other means - people maj, for i~s:ance,
vote with their feet (19). Once pay falls 6elcw a certai~
level, the latent instability of the worker's c~~~it~ent
and orientation might lead hi~ to cha:lenge the estaj:is~e:
order.
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With the general rise of prosperity and hi5~er S~er.~
ard of living in the last fifty years, one ~~gtt ~ave expected that the pe~sistence of social inequality woul~ have
been nowhere more acutely fel~ that among workers ~n o~e of
the country's lowest paid industries. Yet trade unicr.s have
made little progress in organizing hotel workers (20).
Whilst it may be true that the workforce ~~
;~ t' 00 rrag~ente
~
d ~o
respond to collectivism if the hotel is weak group, the
question arises why strong group hotels have resisted too.
People, Runciman argues, set their own standards of economic
aspiration according to the levels that they believe are
actually achieved by others (21). Inasmuch as a worker
compares his own material standards with those of people at
a lower level than himself, he may believe that inequalities
have been substantially reduced - even when in fact marked
inequalities persist. This might explain why many workers
in catering are very low paid indeed but because they are
limited in their experience or otherwise lack a wide economic
reference group, they may not see themselves as being low
paid; these are the peripheral workers. Core workers whose
total income includes a substantial proportion of non-taxable
rewards are not so low paid. Furthermore, because they tend
to compare their income with that of peripheral workers or
with the lower than actual stated wage levels in other industries, they tend to regard themselves as well

4.4

off~

Individual contracts

As already stated, the allocation of different constituents of the T.R.S. is determined primarily through the
individual bargaining power of each worker. With weak
group, however, the allocation may be based upon the manager's
assessment of the individual's performance and :his ~aj bear
no relationship to the idea of him held by fellow workers.
Because management cannot rely upon the united strength of
the workforce for help in the smooth running of the hotel,
there is a greater tendency for managexent to depen~ upor.
the availability and expertise of its core steff.
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~~is

means that the core receive preferential ~reat8e~t over
peripheral workers so as to encourage loya~tj anc ~erson2l
obligation towards the manager. Workers' feeii~gs of ~ora_
commitment towards the group are likely to be f~rther we2~
ened as a result - a fact that managers may believe is in
their interests because they wish to stave off collec~ivis~.
By con t r a s t, ins t ron g g r 0 u p the ~ . R . .s. s e r '/ e s ~ 0 t i;:c :,:-: e
members of the workforce together, as well as provide a form
of internal stratificiation amongst people who otherwise
appear to be a homogeneous group. Informal rewards substantially benefit those held to have the best claim by
members of the group itself. Management will not need to
depend upon its core staff to the same extent because the
individual's desire not to disappoint others within the
group guarantees that high standards of performance are
maintainted. With commitment towards the group enhanced by
the individual manipulations of the T.R.S., management may
rely upon their loyalty and goodwill for the smooth running
of the hotel.

4.5

Blame passing

Both waiters and kitchen staff are well aware of the
need to rely upon each other for the provision of customer
satisfaction. In a weak group hotel, however, each would
probably feel no compunction about blaming its own failures
of performance on the lack of proper support from the other.
Thus a common strategy that waiters adopt for dealing wit~
customers' complaints is to pass blame onto the kitchen
staff when in fact they are not responsible. Service is
maintained through errors being falsely attributed to other
people outside the workgroup.
With strong group, though, the shuttli~g o~ bla~e
rarely exists. This is particularly so where 2 ~otel is
strong group and high grid because there are well cefi~ec
responsibilities so that blame passing simply is ~ot poss~o~e.
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On the other hand, if group is strong an~ grid :ow, ~ass~~g
blame will not be tolerated due to group press~res o~ :oya:t;;
whilst it cannot be done overtly, however, some un~ergrou~~
system of covert suspicion may well be found by ~t~=~ suspicion is pinned on hidden enemies of the group (22) :r
external factors beyond thei~ control.
It is suggested that these ten areas g:ve us an i~
sight into the way in which grid and group may be applied
to the hotels studied. I shall explore the implications ~~
the next chapter for the industry as a whole; but first ~t
might be helpful to give a summary table of the proposed
(See Tables I and 2).
hypotheses.
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Charac~eristics

Area
Al Total reTtJ'ards
syste~

associa:ed

~i:h

~~~
.. - .....~

~

:Iigh gr:'':
(=

Low

~ersonal au:cno~j)

Only the higher ranks receive
a substantial eleme~t ~: non:axabl~ unformalized re~ard

-:'::Cl1g:: ::"'-:e!1 ::3.';":.:---.; ::"...; .32::e
~an~ a~= :as~: ;a;, :~2 ::~e
receive a s~js:a~:~a::;
higher nc~-taxa::e ~ewa~1

than
A2 Control of

resources

~te

;:-2!"':..;;r:e:?.~

·..;()~ke~s

Centralized control:
(1) Tip-earnings are collected ana rediscrijuted
according to ~ank by the
restaurant manager ("tronc")
(2) Distribution o! free food
to staff controlled by establishing a canteen.

(2) Each indlvidual has :0
rely large:] on his own
abili '::] '::0 3e: food j:/ "kncc.<
off".

(3) Work hours fixec in
advance, with little scope
for individuals to wor~ to
their own time-table

(3) Wcrk hours ~~ry ~cccr~i~g
:0 the ti~e taken :0 cc~~:ete
a ~~rticular :as.<; grea~er
flexibilitj ~n cr~an~z~ng the
ji3~csi:~Jn

~:

~~ers

::~e

a~~

work - rou tl;.e
(4) Individuals' control cf
their own 3et of ca~les is
not Significant

(4) Retaining :~e same se:
tables is highly ~al~ed; and
often sig~i:ies t~e inc ividual's

~osi:i8n

:ne

~~

~

formal status hierarchy
A3 Work
assessment

A4 Staff

recruitment

A5 Career
progression

Rule-constrained ~ethod:
assessment of workers' performance by rules fixed in
advance
Formal personnel procedures
considered suf:icient :~r
the most part; people
rarely employed on a casual basis
Roles ascribed on the basis
of age, previous experience,
length of service; also
roles achieved but poor
agreement on the criter:a
for judging successf~l
perfor:1ance
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..l.d hoc apprcacn:
workers' performance j~cgec
primarily by goo: results,
~hacever

~eans

~ecr~i:~ent

:8~tact

casual

:cr

Jasec

:ne

la~cur

A::

ar~

2~p::yec

~~

~ers~~a:

~csc ~a~:;
Jf:e~ ~sed

rc:es ac~~evec :n
basis Jf ski::, speec,

a~ree~e~~

:~

fJr j~cging
perfJr::lar,ce

:~e

~~e :r~:e~:~
s~ccess:~:

Characteristics associa'C,e:::

7A3L2 2.

Area

3:

B2

'tiorkplace
relations

',~ork

orientation

B3 Low

collectivism

34 Individual

contracts

B5 Blame
passing

..... .,.. .....

....

- ......

Stror.g

Organized gro~~: i~te~
dependent and interchangeable roles; c~ose coopera~ion both between and
within ranks; considerab~e
overlap be~ween work and
non-work areas of i~ter
act.ion
Solidaristic: work seen as
an activity valued for itself; close identification
with a group, whether :his
is with co-workers or ~ith
the wider organization

: _ -= 3. ~
·,..rcrk~::'ace

i~~

: :.. :... : ~ :

-= ~. :, -

;

je:~ee~

~ar.~s

~~:

~e:i:ion

and ;oter.:ia:

separa:e

3pner~s

ac:ion ou:sije

J:

::~

~~:e~

~:rK~:a:2

the economic re:urr.

~~r

oJ,•

~~.joo"'\'""'l"",r

__ J. ... ........

organi3a:ion on:y =ai~tai~ej
~or reaso~s of se::-ir.terest

Runciman: discontent
restrained by the low
reference points which a
worker tends to adopt;
comparison with other lower
paid workers which masks
the actual inequalities

Marx: resignee co:era:io~ 0:
a low ~aij ar.~ ::w sta:~s job
guaranteed because there is
no nocior. of col:ec:i7e
consciousness; labour ~cr:es
are teo segmented :0 ac:
collectively

Management able to rely
upon the united strength
of the ~orkforce and the
individual's desire not co
disappoint others in the
group; individual contracts
serve to encourage
workers to remain loyal :0
the group

Managemen: characteri=e::: Jy
a close dependence :0 :te

Strong sense of group
solidarity makes it difficult to ~ass blame;
though suspicion orten
pinned on hidden ene~~es
of the g~oup if grid is
low

~o :oligation :0 :~ncea:
::'cs:ili:y; j:a~e :asse~
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availaj~:i:y

vI

i~3

:or~

a~d

~x?er:ise

s:a:fj

enccurage _oya~:y an:::
greacer =egree Jf oc:~gaci:r.
:0 :::'e :nanager

~~equen::y

bo~~

:e:~ee~

a~:
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example: "The Mint", London: Cape, 1955. For the c?ncentration camp .version, see E.A. Cohen, "Human Behavlour
in the Concentration Camp", London: Cape, 1954.
14.
The relationship between them is clearly a complex
and multifaceted phenomenon. But though the subject cannot
be analysed in detail here , one obvious way in which
money
.
1
d
and time are related concerns those who engage In c~an estine employment: either carrying i~ on as the~r sole
occupation or doing it as well as th~lr ~egular JO~s.~ See,
for example, R. de Grazia, "Clandestlne r.mploym~nt ...
Problem of. Our Times", International Labour Revlew, vol. 119,
No.5, 1,980 (Sept. ..: Oct.) .
0.

15.
The idea of network is .often met in anthr090~ogica:,
sociological and psychological lit~rature, al~~oug~ :t
does not always bear the same meanlng .. In ~aKl~g the~ ,
term to describe a set of social relatlonshlps lor wh~c~
there is no common boundary, I follow the ~sage chose~
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and Social :let-rJork", Lc,ndbn: ~a~iis'c':;c'~, - ~~"
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T
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16.
J.H. Goldt~orpe, D. Lockwood, et 302., "~:;e . L:~f~:... e;.:
Worker: Industrlal
?telations and Attitu-ies"
'iO'
i- ,
•
u
,.
London: Cambrldge University Press, 1972, ~~4C-~2.
~.

17.

Ibid, PP,38-39.

18.
As J.H. Westergaard argues, wha: Goldthorpe anc
Lockwood call an "instrumental" orientation to work s[:ou~=
not necessarily be taken to imply a politically aCQuiesce~t
working class: "The Rediscovery of the ,:'::ash Nexus Ii, I'he
Socialist Register, 1970.
19.
As G. Mars has suggested, "Though strikes are the
most dramatic manifestation of industrial discontent, they
are of course not appropriate or even very common responses
where individual contracts are. the main means by which
rewards are allocated". See G. Mars, "Some Implications
of Fiddling at Work" in "The Social Psychologist in Industry",
a conference held by the British Psychological Association,
Loughborough University, 1977.
20.
National Economic Development Office: Economic
Development Committee for Hotels and Catering, "Hanpower
Policy in the Hotels and Restaurant Industry", London:
HMSO, 1975.
21.
In his review of the condition of labour and the Labour
Party since World War I, Runciman emphasises the paradox,
whereby the organized labour movement has become more moderately inclined despite the persistence of social inequality.
Discontent is restrained, Runciman argues, by the low reference points which the working class tends to adopt. See
W.G. Runciman, "Relative Deprevation and Social Justice",
Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1966.
22.
This is the quadrant where, Douglas argues, t~e great
historical heresies would have arisen. This is where t~e
witch-hunting cosmologies of contemporary Afri~a.and even
the witch-hunting movement in contemporary polltlCS woul~
be likely to emerge. See M. Douglas, o~. cit., 1970, pix.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
MANAGEMENT POLICY AND FUTURE
1.

TR~NDS

Cultural integration and the individual
My argument is that most of us

to ...:..;,............... . e-5 -

rate our attitudes into a consistent frame of re=ere~ce.
Often our attitudes and behaviour appear contradictory b~t
such evidence as exists suggests that most people are unaj:e
to maintain inconsistency between beliefs they regard as
important, the attitudes they express in the company of
others and the way in which they behave over any length o[
time (1). If there are such inconsistencies between the
beliefs and attitudes shared by the group with whom an
individual identifies and those regarded by hix or her as
necessary for the legitimation of his/her actions, then
discomfort or dissonance is experienced(2). ~f=ort3 to reduce
this dissonance can take a number of forms but essentially
the most common kinds of response are threefold.
First, and most commonly, the individual can adapt
his own attitudes and beliefs so as not to be divergent
from those of the group or social context in which he finds
himself. This will invariably be the case whenever a persor.
enters a new set of social relationshiDs for the first time,
say, when he begins a new job, moves into a new neighbourhood, joins a social club and so on. Most people make such
adjustments fairly easily. But in some cases people feel that
they cannot conform because they are not prepared to compromise what they regard as important simply so as to be
accepted by others.
Thus for those who feel that their beliefs and attit~ce3
can never be accommodated by the group to which they be:ong,
we may find that people adopt the more acceptable attit~des
and beliefs of a group to which they do not belong - but
which serve as an external reference group ~itt ~hic~ the;
prefer to identify themselves. A good example is the ~i~2
of white-coll~r worker who has no real hope of ~romotion
vertheless tries to ado~t
into higher management but who ne
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their values and life styles in preference :0 those c:
clerical or manual workers. Alternatively the indivij~cl
may decide, n?t simpl~ to adopt the values of a~ exter~a:
reference group, but actually to leave the group to ~hich
he belongs and join one in which his expecta~i8ns so ~ot
diverge so greatly from the possibility of fulfilment.
This is nowhere
better
illustrated
than in the fiel~
.
.
of industrial relations. Industrial discontent, as Fox
points out, cannot simply be measured in terms of such
dramatic manifestations as strikes, lock-outs, overtime
bans, working to rule, going slow and other forms of
"organized" collective expression.
There may also be a
number of other manifestations such as absenteeism
. .
'
poor time-keeping and labour turnover which can take place
on an "unorganized" individual basis (3). So if the workgroup to which a person belongs cannot fulfil his expectations and aspirations, the frustrations which arise often
result in a high labour turnover - particularly in an
industry like hotel and catering where there are so~few
formal procedures for raising and dealing with grievances.
.

Thirdly, there may be some individuals who prefer
not to change their own behaviour and attitudes so as to
fit in with other people but instead try to introduce
changes that will bring others into line with themselves.
An important feature of an organization or workgroup is
the amount of social cohesion or integration which exists
at an informal level. Most people in organizations
affiliate themselves to small informal groups in which they
may pursue their own private interests and goals. It
follows from this that informal relations and structures
may change to reflect the divergent interests and beliefs
of people within the workgroup or organization - and such
changes as take place may be the product of the spontaneous activity of individuals. Gouldner's famous account
of a wildcat strike is a good example. By trying to enforce
the formal rules ~nd by changing super~isory staff to
tighten rule enforcement, the new man~ger ~o embittered the
workforce that the plant was precipitately closed by - ~a~~- 218 -

..
.
There was no previous history of action of ~h~~ ,
:<2..::.: , a::2
Gouldner suggests that we should see
it as deve:02i~~
.

out.

~

-.J . . . _

::::>

~

of the stress created by the new manager's viola:io~ : f
established patterns of expectations at the ~lant (4).

:J~~

Essentially trade unions serve to organize and ~oc~s
group opinions and aspirations, giving the~ coherent
expression and providing the machinery throu 6 h which the
conflict between sectional interests may be ~egotiatec.
In an industry which throws up a considerable number of disputed issues, po~ential disaffection and alienation ~ay
manifest themselves in organized forms such as those previously listed. Thus we have manual workers, technicians
and clerical workers with their respective trade unions,
and perhaps professionals and technologists with their
associations and institutes. Given that only the overt and
organized forms are generally recognized as conflict, the
popular view is to regard such forms as indicative of
organizational ill-health and low morale. Conversely their
absence is generally taken to indicate a clean bill of
health and high morale. As Fox argues, this mayor may ~ot
be so - it is impossible to say without close inquiry into
specific instances (5).
All one can say is that the kind of informal re~ations
and structures that exist will be likely to determine the
form which any potential disaffection may take. T~us if
informal structures have largely arisen which have the
effect of binding workers to the organization or workgroup,
then if conflict comes about through management's failu~e
to understand the existing work culture, it is likely that
disaffection will take an overt and organized form. On
the other hand, where informal structures have largely
arisen out of the individual contracts which manage~ent
makes with its staff, then if conflict should come about
for whatever reason, it is likely that disaffection will
t f 0 rm
in Table 1, ~
'
take a less organized an d d lrec
••
have tried to show how all these various elements co~e
together on the same matrix.
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Table 1

Stag~

Conflict and different forms of alienation

Form of
alienation

Effect of alienation

Conflict

1

Individual entering Individual tries to adapt None
a new set of
his own beliefs and
social relationattitudes to those
ships for the
shared by other people
first time
in the group which he
has joined

2

Individual's
realization that
his own set of
beliefs and
attitudes can
never be accommodated by the
group to which
he actually
belongs

(1) Individual may
try to disassociate
himself from the group
by adopting the
attitudes and beliefs
of an external reference group.

Discontent may
be manifest but
not for the
group as a whole

(2) Individual may
shift to a different
social environment
in which other people's
attitudes and beliefs
accord with his own
(3) Individual may
prefer not to change
his own behaviour but
instead try to introduce changes that will
bring others into
line with ,·himself

3

Increasing numbers of people
becoming disillusioned with
the traditional
views held by
the forrnal
group or
organization

(1) Informal relations and structures
may arise in an effort
to encourage greater
personal loyalty and
obligation towards
particular manager

(1) Unorganized
conflict will
follow if informal agreements are not
in fact honoured
by management

(2) Informal relations and structures
may also develop
as a result of attempts
to maintain people's
loyalty to the wider
group or organisation.

(2) Organized
conflict will
follow management's failure
to comply with
long established
formal and i:-:formal procedures
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2.

Change and organization structure

We may sum up the prece~ing section by say~ng :~a:.
before any type of change is attempted
withi~• .. --=r.. Vr5..:::l.
~ ~~~.~~-~~~
.
.... 1--'::::. . . .

.l..v .....

those wishing to introduc~ the change should exa~ine ~~e
existing local culture that m~y have built up over :i~e.
Economic and technological changes are clearly i~portant
in this respect and in recent studies there has been a
great deal of discussion about the various ~roblems wtich
may arise as a result of trying to introduce changes of
this kind (6). The important point that needs emphasis here
is that failure to understand the social structure of the
organization can have dire consequences. Without a proper
diagnosis of the problems, we cannot hope to find the right
kinds of remedies to tackle them. But first the reasons
for my particular line of approach demand a little background.
There is a clear recognition, in organi2ation theory,
of the relationship between organization structure and
performance. This largely follows from Weber's sociology
of bureaucracy and the classic studies of Joan Woodward's
"Industrial Organization: Theory and Practice" (7) and
Burns and Stalker's "The Management o:~ I!1nova tion" (8).
From these early beginnings, many people have turned to
studying groups and organizations from widely different
standpoints - and the origins of modern organization theory
can be traced to the work of philosophers, psychologists,
psychoanalysts, sociologists, practical ~anagers a~d
administrators (9). Given the wide diversity of ciscipiines
and social climates from which its original propon~nts
have come, it is hardly surprising that there is a ra~ge
of opinion as to exactly what a study of group or orga;.ization theory should encompass. Ir.deed, opinion is =ivi~e~
as to the very nature of what a group or organization
comprises, and the way people behave in them.
The work and ideas of Weber (lC) a~d especial:; ~~s
categories of organizations, have greatly influenced the
work of people like Burns and Stalker who describe ~he
- 221 -

relationship between organizational

st~ucture

activities as t~sk allocation, the exercise o~ aut~ori:y,
and the coordination of the various functions. ~ha: ~u~~s
and S tal k e r po stu 1 ate i s t hat the rea ret wo 11 ~_~~a~
,,..;
~"
'J
11
vJ, es
;::>

-

- -

of industrial organization, the_ one "mecha~:'stic", acia;H.ej
to relatively stable conditionsj the other "Ol"'~::'''''';~'' ,
adapted to condi tions of change. Mechanistic SYS:E;:::!S are
characterized by a rigid division of specia~ist functi~nsj
precise definition of duties, responsibilities anc power;
and a well developed vertical chain of command in whic~
information filters up and decisions and instructions flow
down. Organic systems are more adaptable; jobs lose much
of their formal and precise definition; specialist tasks
are performed in the light of people's knowledge of the
organization's aims and objectives; and communication between different ranks will take the form of lateral consultation rather than vertical command (11).
5~!·-'-'

What Woodward did (12) was to collect a great, deal of
empirical evidence from a hundred firms in South Essex, drawn
from a wide range of manufacturing types that covered between them the full scale of technical complexity - "unit",
"mass production" and "process". The essential demonstration
of her study was that, for each of these principal ~ypes
of productive system, there tends to be an appropriate
pattern of managerial and supervisory structure. Her study
also showed that industrial relations in firms with ~nit
and process production benefitted over those with large
batch or mass production. The smaller spans of control of
first-line supervisors in unit or process industry tend to
evoke comparatively co-operative and harmonious behaviour.
Process technology itself has its effect, giving rise to
notably less tension and pressure than mass production
technology where products are manufactured inter:::!ittently
and often against a quota system (13).
Out of this has grown the "socio-technical syste;.,S"
approach. At its core, systems theory is concerned wi~h
the ways in which a given set of elements is related, i.e.
- 222 -

the set of relationships which define the

"o"-:::~-;
-, __ c _.",'1
5- .. --c::. ..,,_'- .....
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The major components within an organization a~e
nological aspects concerning
the
machinery
. . "0
.
.
.
•
,1.•
.1.,-,

:~2

:2C~-

~~. r " ' " :-,c.r·~l,-,u_=-r

method of working and the social aspects that in~c:7e :~2
interpersona.l relations between the e~D.· loyees. ~,
.::.ese
components are interlinked with each other and chan52s "~
one will automatically cause changes in the other. The
whole system can be perceived as a "socio-technical"
system and its total effectiveness will depend on :he 8a1ance achieved between the social and the technological components. Within the system, there must be an appropriate
organization for people and materials. Equally, the syste~
must be able to respond, both reactively and proactively,
to external market forces (14).
Systems theory and the empirical evidence of this
school (15) have particular importance for the management
of change and innovation. However, the concept of a
"socio-technical system", especially as shown in Tris:'s
coal-mining stUdies (16) and Rice's work in India (17),
also highlights the problem that arises in seeking an
optimum level of technological usage. Since the emergence
of mass production methods in organizations, the great problem has been how to make the most effective use of technology and also provide jobs that enable people to work in
ways that are compatible with their emotional needs. The
essential and ongoing debate about t.he quali ty o=~ :i=~2 (12)
and motivation (19) is based on the assumption that for~s
of work organization can be found which provide tc.e best
match between task and human need. What all such theories
have in common is the notion that the effectiveness of
organizations depends upon their capacity to satisfy these
needs and at the same time develop the proper structure to
meet the non-human criterion of technical efficiency a~d
output.
It is my aim, then, to show that, by taki~g Dou5 1as '
concepts of grid ~nd group,one can develop a theor~ of
.
by Whl' ch l't would be feasible:
(1):0 :-:1ea.s~re
organizatlon
-
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the differences in people's orienta:io~s ~~ work;
to identify the type of organization s~r~c:~re in

a~~

(2)

w~~:~

views of a partic~larkind would most li~ely be ac:o=~o~a~2t.
The approach I have outlined in the last c~ap:e~ w~:: ~ow
be extended to consider the changes ~h2t are :a~ing ~lace ~~
the hotel industry. The implications for intustr~al
relations and management policy wil~ be consitered ::c ~~e~
I come to examine how.training, recruitme~:, se:ec:~on,
trade union representation and labour turnover vary ac:or~~~~
to the two dimensions.

3.

Recent trends in the hotel industry

If we take the management structure and those who
work in the traditional small independently run hotel, we
find that management-staff relations are based on a high
degree of individual contract making. Thus we find a considerable scope for individual autonomy - ar.d those employed
in such hotels tend to have an entrepreneurial attitude towards work. To say this is to echo J.P. Henderson whose
study of the American hotel and lodging industry provides
an interesting insight into the way small independent hote:s
are run. In examining the practice of ti~ping, ~enderson sa~::
"A worker who receives seventy five per cent of tis
income from tips is not an employee in the usual
sense but merely a private entrepreneur doing business on somebody else's property ... It is questionable whether there is really a wage :on~ract or
whether it would not be more accurate to say tte
worker has merely been given permission to do business on the premises." (20)
I would argue that fiddles, knock-off and other informal additions to pay serve a similar fu~ction to tips.
The amount received varies a great deal accord~~g to
.
How well people are abie to
individual ability or merlt.
compete against others within a given grou~ing is i~~or~a~:
too. Collusive arrangements between ~ana6e~ent ani s~aff
may develop _ the collusion being :hat pre~~ren:e w~l:
generally be shown to staff managexer.t values ffiore tha~
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others, both in their allocation of hi6~ ti~pers ~~C ~~e:r
tolerance of those who practise the ~idtle. ~ne ~~v~n:~6e
for management is that they can use this control :0 S:~7e
off any collective action that _is seen as :imiting :~eir ~~n
autonomy. What, in effect, I am saying is ~ha: i~diviju~:
ity, competition and entrepreneuriali:y ha~e a free rei~
but at the expense of group values and 6 rou P solidarity.
In Douglas' terms, this kind of hotel is low grid ant we~~
group.
With the entry of conglomerate ant bre~ing co~panles
into the industry, many hotels have jevelo~ed a more
bureaucratic form of management structure - a development
that has led to formalized personnel procedures and a tendency for costs, wages and profit levels to be subject ~o
centralized control. This has resulted in a reduction of
the individual autonomy of the unit manager who is no longer
able to grant informal rewards to retain key personnel; at
the same time it limits the autonomy of the rank and file
worker because~he has no scope for individual contract ma~
ing. Instead there are incremental procedures for advancement by which a worker's income steadily increases over time
and largely due to rank. Work itself is organized according
to a rigid breakdown of specialist functions. Workro~es
are formally differentiated and interdependent and stratification is arranged from above according to such criteria
as age or seniority rather than personal qualities. If
workers have strong feelings of loyalty towards the ~anager,
it is because each individual gladly accepts his place and
function within the organization as part of a team - striving
to achieve a common objective rather than a ~rivate e~=
(21). What, in short, we find here is strong group and
high grid.
It is tempting to equate this trend towards large
conglomerate hotels with b~re~ucracy and to leave t~e ~a:ter
there. There would be little need for f~rther ~rgu~ent if
all conglomerate hotels possessed the same ~anagemen:
structure and if the movement away fron the .s1~'(Jll
- 225 -

independently run hotels co~ld be plo~ted
.. . .
showing more and more the effects on t~e :1~:S:2~
2:
and ~orkplace behaviour.
conglomerate-

with small

tradi~i:)r.a~

:-~ctels

is

_a:2~~

rY"'-~-_ ...

..A.,-",:",~_,

;-

should not deceive us into thinking that ~hes2 are :~e o~~y
forms of management structure. Indeed ~here are 2 lar 5 e
number of small 'nd~p~nd~n~~ owner-ma~aged hote~s i~ ~~~:h
individual autonomy and J'ob discretio": c..-r!'" r_:::l-.p,-; :1l5~l.Y
- . . - .:11:-.
l..

_

__'-'

where group influences and group :ommitments are also fOl1n:::.
These are independent hotels in which a large e:e~e~t
w0 r k for ce" 1 i v e in", and in d i v i d u a 1 s c los ely .: . j e n t i .:~ y wi ~ h
the group, whether it is with co-workers or with ~he wider
organization. Here, essentially, is a contex~ stro~6 on
group and low grid.
Finally, there are a small number of hote:s which
have a strong element of bureaucratic control but lack any
sort of group support or control. These are predominantly
the more prestigious London establishments - The Ritz, The
Dorchester, The Savoy and so on - which have a ~ighly
structured pattern of work organization but at the same
time generally involve. people working in isolation. :-iighly
personalized service calls for such a high degree of functional specialism that corporate unity is not able to
flourish. At the same time, autonomy is a rare comcodity
_ particularly in the lower ranks where people are req~ired
to accept the constraints placed upon them. Such tote:s
are high on grid and weak group.
Using the statistics gathered for ":-Iotel Frospec:s
to 1985 (22), we can try and estimate the overall distribl1~
"
ion of hotels from now until 1990 in terms of this fourfold classification (see Figs. 1 and 2). The esse~~ial
point is that hotel and catering (and probably this a~~lies
to other industries as well) should not si~p:y ~e co~sijer
ed as a single industry in which blanket sol~tio~s ca~ sccehow be found to ~lle~iate industrial relations proble~s ar.d
develop managerial policy.
recruitment, selection, trade unlon
•
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Figure 1.
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Estimated distribution of hotels by grid and group, Great Britain, 1974
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Forecasted distribution of hotels by grid and group, Great Britain,1990.
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turnover and employee participation
different in the four categories.

4.

~cul~

Management policy and industrial

seem co be

~~it2

relat~ons

What I am saying is that there are
ment principles valid for all types

::'0

stanc.arc

though certain policies may work in a par:icular ty~e o~
organization, this is no guarantee that :he sa~e ~o~ic~es
will be equally effective when applied to anot~er type.
Obviously if we can identify and develop a classification
that provides a method of analysis for understancin 6 the
nature of the industrial organization, we can at least
suggest policies that ought to ensure success. Grid and
group, I have argued, would provide such a method. It now
remains for us to consider the main features of the four
occupational contexts that emerge with this typology.
In what follows I shall present evidence assuming
that these quadrants are pure or "ideal" types. It is
recognized that many organizations are not as clearly
defined or defineable as the schema would suggest. But it
is the most extreme cases that are the most i~teresting
and informative and we shall therefore concentrate upo~
them.

A.

LOW GRID/WEAK GROUP

D

.
;::l'"'· . . ~'1"'~1
This is the quadrant of tne
sma 11- t r_~l,",-,-,.. Cl~
cisindependent hotel. Individual differences make for
'
co~pe~i~i~Y and en-re=reproportionate returns and fl alr,
... '-' '"' v~.
~.

neurality have a free rein. According}';" h'e fin= 2. lar~E
number of workers here whose infor~al rewards :or~ a
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substantial element of their ~ota~ i~ca~e _ DreP~~c~~C~treatment being accorded to those 'tihor:; ~;:Y';: 5-c~..::.~_,_ - .. __
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than others. Workers tend to rely upon a pa~t~:u:ar ~a~ager who offers fiddled additions to pay a~d access :0 :~s~
omers as incentives.
What happens, then, if the present manager sto~~i
leave and be replaced by a new one? rirst, there is :i~ely
to be a general movement from the hotel of large ~u~bers of
staff - perhaps eight or ten waiters in a dining room ~~~~:
all decide to leave at the same ti~e. The new ~anager ~r
head waiter loses their goodwill and support because he is
not aware of the individual bargaining power of his newly
met staff and fails to administer the different weightings
of the T.R.S. in the same way as the old manager. Core
workers will especially suffer because their previously
strong bargaining position now disappears under the new
regime - and so large numbers of key personnel are likely
to leave the hotel. Second, though perhaps less significant,
there may also be a movement in the opposite direction of
workers following their old boss to his new appointment.
Indeed the new manager might try to introduce staff from
his last post as "strategic replacements" (23). 2owever,
though he may benefit from having their personal support in
the short term, all too often this has the effect of promoting antagonism between the different factions of the wor~
force - with the result that the oljer staff ~ecome so
embittered by the manager's preference for his own people
that they leave the hotel in even larger numbers.
High levels of turnover cost a great deal in ter~s of
recruitment and training, not to mention the cost due to
the disruption of the hotel's services (24). If :~rn
over continues to be high, it is partly because tte na~ure
of informal rewards and the purpose they fulfil is s:i::
misunderstood. What needs to be done is to eli~~nate tte
need for indi~idual contract ~aking ~ut replace i: ~~t~
something that provides similar opportunities for co~peti~
ion and entrepreneurality as workers prese~tl; e~~oy in
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their job. One way in Which_this might be achieved ~s :;
the introduction of individual incentive sche~es a~~e2 ~
rewarding workers for special skills a~d good per~cr=a~ce.
Many forms of incentive payments have been suc:ess~~:l;
tried in other industri~s but those operated i~ ~~e ~c:e:
and catering industry have been largely li~itec to the
bonuses and commissions which a head of a departme~t ca~
earn through achieving growth profit targets. What ~s being suggested here is that staff as well as ~ana6ement
should be paid according to results by comparing thei~ performance with forecasts, targets, standards or budgets on
an indivual basis (25).
Because workers have always traditionally held an
entrepreneurial attitude towards their work, it is not
hard to understand why trade unionism has been resisted
for so long in hotel and catering. Management has been
able to deter the growth of collectivism by manipulating
the allocation of informal rewards in favour of its core
staff. l~ is these core workers who offer the best and
most likely chance of establishing stable trade union
organization in this industry. But those who are willing
to lend support to trade unions will generally be guided
by considerations of the individual benefits that collective
action might bring, and in terms of the amo~nt ~hey receive
in total weekly earnings, core workers are not badly off.
What they do say causes them considerable anxiety, however,
is the lack of security that their jobs afford them. The
best prospect for unionisation,then, is not, as in the past,
to argue about basic pay but instead to focus upon the overall advantages of having a formal contract of employ~ent.
These may be briefly summarised as fcl:ows:
(i)

Holiday and sickness benefits fully guara~teed.
Hotel workers who depend for a large propor:io~
of their income upon informal rewarcs ~ace a
substantial drop in wages ~henever :he~- are
absent from work. ~o matter what the reaso~
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(illness, holiday, etc.)
to attend work, they can only expect :0 ~ecei~e
their basic wage - - they Nill 6et no:~~~~ o~- :~ei~
individual contract benefits. One acVa~ta5e
of a proper employm~nt contract, therefore,
is the protection it affords agai~s: con:i~gen
cies of this kind.
~

(ii)

Protection against casual disml'ssa~. So lon5
as workers must depend on illegitimate or quasilegitimate rewards for part of their incoce,
they will always be an easy target for casual
dismissal. Given that anyone caught fiddling
can be dismissed, management may take advanta~e
of the situation to eliminate those whom it
regards as trouble-makers. Mars and Mitchell
have evidence that one hotel chain uses this
technique to scapegoat emergent union organisers
(26). Another advantage of a proper employment contract, then, is that workers will not be
quite so vulnerable.

(iii) Mortgage and cheap credit facilities. Core
workers may substantially benefit from the
untaxable income they can earn. But because of
their low visible earnings, in effect this ~eans
tLat they are less likely to become Dome-owners
_ the best opportunity for capital accumulatiCl~
that most workers have. In any case they ca~not
raise a mortgage on their fiddled income so
this limits the value of the property they can
afford. Nor can they obtain cheap credit
facilities in the same way as workers who e~joy
more visible rewards. Having a formal er.ployment contract, therefore, ~akes i : easier to raise
capital and get the best return from t~e~r income.
(iv)

Because pc.y
Work hours and conditions.
this industry comprises a wide ~a~ge o~
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~n

resources, not all of ~hich are ex;:~:i: ~~
easily discernible, it is O:te~ =~==~c~l:
for an individual to equate ho~rs wor~ec
rewards received; tnere is also ~~:tle
effective basis for collective bargai~i~g to
take place. Increasingly, hotel workers are
coming to demand proper employment con~rac:s
coupled with a written document t~at s~ecif~es
their duties. The advantage is ~hat worKers
will no longer be obliged to perform tasks or
work longer hours than specified in thei~ contract - and should they be asked, it is not
something that they must readily conse~t to do.
Workers in this quadrant will vote with their feet
rather than raise complaints with management. Any notion
that consultative procedures may lead to a better understanding of the potential trouble-spots and causes of
irritation and frustration would, therefor~ be misguided.
Instead it would probably be better if management tried to
interview employees when they leave to find out the reasons
for their departure. The numbers and types of people leaving an organization can be a valuable source from which to
learn where improvements in management policy should be
made (27).

B.

LOW GRID/STRONG GROUP

C

D

Not all small independently run ho~els ca~ ce ~ega~ded as low grid/weak group_ As I have alre2cy suggested,
some permit a considerable degree of autonomy but ~it~
. thO
·t ... ·
is :.hat
group influences. What happens 1.~
2.5 51 ~a,-,:,~ ..
Y"'
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workers obtain fiddled benefits, but here i :
:10: sc
much establish their loyalty towards a par:i~~~_~~r ~~~---~
=. 5 -:::: ..
as reinforce _their support for the workgroup as a ~ho:e.
Informal rewards help to bind members of +-he'-""
"~ -~owor~~_o~~
gether :and mark the status they attach to eac~ o:~er a~~
their own ratings of tasks. The classic case ~s a s~alle~
-

_

_

--

-

•• ~ Co.i.':'

v

owner-managed hotel where a high proportion of workers
"live in".
Labour turnover tends ~o be high during the first
six months of employment because many workers will leave I I
they can get better pay and conditions elsewhere. But ofte~
the rate oft~rnover will decline dramatically because
those who survive the first six months then tend to stay
for several years. Those who leave in the greatest numbers
will tend to be peripheral workers. Once workers have
entered the core, they will generally be encouraged by the
greater informal rewards they receive to stay on.
One way in which it might be possible to reduce the
high turnover is to introduce "multi-skilling". Thus a
waiter might be trained for other types of work so he can
usefully be employed, say, as a chef when his primary
occupational skills are not needed. Multi-skilli~g has the
great advantage that it enables management to recruit its
staff from a much wider field so, for example, if waiters
are in plentiful supply, they can be employed and then
trained to do jobs for which labour is not available. At
the same time it creates a more flexible basis for coordinating the hotel's resources so management ~a:1 cope
more easily with the varying demands. From the workers'
point of view, the effect is to invest a person's job with
wider responsibilities - to change it in ways w~ich lead
to an "enlargement" and "enrichment" of discre~ion (28).
Should such changes be effective, it might help to relie~e
monotony and reduce labour turnover and absence. >!ore
important, it might help to reduce split shift ~orki~g
;t easier to recruit staff
which, in turn, shou ld rna k e •
;on
Again the prospect of un •
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recruit~ent

is poer

because core workers stand to lose so ~uch l~
:er~s
from having a formal employment contract. >!oreover,
workers in this quadrant have a strong identifica~ion ~i:~
the workgroup or organizat~on, union officials a~e see~ ~s
"outsiders" - and find it all the more difficult to :ir:=.w
support from the local labour force. Perhacs
. the bes: :ro.
spect for unionisation lies, therefore~ i~ a strong s~op
floor organization. Acting from his position within :he
organization, the shop steward or staff representative ~2j
playa vital part, both in the recruitment of and negotiatio~
for staff at the local level. In effect, this mear.s that
the union official will remain outside on the sideline _
his role being to advise and step in as a reserve force
whenever the need arises, as well as disseminate the
advantages of having a formal employment contract.
Again there is little chance that formal conSUltative
procedures will have much success. However, given their
strong commitment to the workgroup, staff can and will take
up matters of concern to them if informal channels are
available for doing so. Every effort should therefore be
made to encourage staff to pursue their complaints by a
direct approach to their immediate supervisor or manager.
If this should fail, staff representatives might be chosen
to take up their complaints with management at a higher
level.

c.

HIGH GRID/WEAK GROUP
D

A

"b s that l"solate workers and in ~~i2h
These are JO
individual autonomy is extremely low. Workers ir. t~is
quadrant are stra tified and their ~rier.ta tion to ·,;ork.
focuses on the craft or professional skil:s t~ey requl~e
to perform specialist tasks. A very s~all ~ropor:ion of
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hotels, namely the most prestigious, fall into thl"S category.
Good examples are The Dorchester, The Savoy, The
Ritz and Claridges.
If labour turnover lS high
amongst peripheral workers ,
it hardly poses a problem because these extremely prestigious
establishments have such an international reputation that
they can always attract a steady stream of labour.

Only

those who stay long enough to obtain higher rank and enter
the core develop a long-term commitment and they often
remain for many years.

But given that the number of jobs

at higher rank are not sufficient to meet the needs of all
who wish to achieve them, it is quite understandable why
such a high number should leave as soon as they have an
opportunity to exploit their skills and experience elsewhere.
In these circumstances, there is no hope of encouraging
people to stay but at least the intermittent and irregular
nature of their movement can be controlled through the
provision of special training.

What we presently find is

that each worker is taught the basic rudiments of his
craft or profession by an immediate superior but very often
people have to feel their way and pick up the rules themselves - as they go along and on the job.

Courses that

already exist in technical colleges cannot meet the highly
specialized needs of this type of establishment.

Instead

what ought to be done is to encourage these hotels to
provide off-the-job training sc~emes for their staff - by
arrangement between groups of hotel~as already tried to a
limited extent).
Here again, unionisation is not likely to take root.

It is only amongst the small minority of people holding
higher rank that trade unions can hope to attract longterm support.

Again every effort should be made to draw

attention to the advantages of having a proper employment
contract.

But so far as the larger numbers of the workest outcome can only be a shortforce are concerne d , the b
.
lived success because of the high turnover amongst the
.
ff t lOS made to attract support,
lower levels. However much e or
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unions are never likely to make inroads because their
membership base is so unstable.
are t'nese h otels likely to have procedures for
staff to raise matters of concern.
TholS is partly because
'Tor
1.

these hotels have existed so 1 ong without any such procedures that managem en t f ear a change may do nothing but
rock the very foundations upon which they are built.

It

is partly because these hotels can always attract labour
and staff are reluctant to raise complaints if it means
that they might lose their jobs or the reference they
require.

All methods of consultation will therefore be

eschewed - and probably nowhere more so than here because
these hotels are renowned for their die-hard conservatism.

D.

HIGH GRID/STROIJG GROUP

c
B

A

This is the quadrant of the large conglomerate
owned hotel.

Here hotels are also organized into work-

groups that are highly stratified and interdependent.

But

workers will generally have a much stronger commitment to
the organization than those described in C

above:

partly

because trhereare well defined incremental procedures for
advancement which encourage them to stay longer;

partly

because those holding higher office tend to leave for higher
quality hotels which, in turn, creates greater opportunities for advancement within the organization.
The danger that may arise is that within this tightly
structured system the unit manager will try to operate with
the same set of informal rules traditionally found at
plant level.

In orde~ to achieve stability through the

introduction of formal bureaucratic procedures, all \owrkers
must be given the same opportunity for advancement.
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Individual contract making must therefore ~ot je
to interfere with the allocation of rewards _
management, especially in conglomerates, should
impress upon their subordinates at local levels
for consistency at all levels.
Here I would suggest that though day-release co~rS2S
are available at technical colleges for trainee c~efs a~~
trainee waiters, it might be cheaper and ~ore ef~ective to
provide on-the-job tr~ini~g for staff. In the first ~lace,
it might help to attract and retain staff if :.hey ~;,.ow ::-:e~:
will receive proper instruction on the job. Secondly,
it might be easier to apply what is being taug~t if the
instructor himself is familiar with the workplace methods
and work relations that prevail. Thirdly, if arrangements
were made with the more presigious establishments for people
of higher rank to be appointed on promotion, staff ~ig~t
stay longer and leave by agreement and at a time mutually
convenient to the employer and the employee (30). This
means that the movement of staff can generally be kept under
control. Moreover, if it is a conglomerate company that
runs a chain containing a large number of high quality
establishments, it might be possible to divert people toward these hotels and thus prevent good staff frOD leaving
the organization.
"h
best adva::tTo take the same argumenL- as ! or w, I.d.~
age for unionisation lies in organizing lajour or: 2
floor basis. Given their strong commitment to the ~crk
group, people will respond better if union represe~tatives
or shop stewards are appointed to represent their i~terests
and negotiate on their behalf. Indeed, if ~otels contain
a strong element of foreign labour, it might be better to
establish separate groups based on natio~ality and appci~t
.
.~~
~owever
:hat
leaders to represen t them. Bear In ml .• '-.4, .
,
some employers ha~e tried to overcome the po:ential:y
l~::1'=>Y"'~-e hO're"s b"
alienating effects of large-sea 1 e co~ g v •• ~· Co\.- •• ~ _.~
offering their staff better wor~ing conditio~s (31). -=
.
.
effor:s ~us: :~ere~a;,e
trade unionism is to make ~nroa~s,
.L.
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(1) Cosmopolitan orientation: ~a~or
reference group of employee is ~i~tin a
sraft or professional group outside ~he
organisation;
short-ter~ commi:~ent to
che' organisation.

work see~ as a ser7:..::e to :r~a~i:a:i:~
In retur~ for s:eaai"J "---O-s'-- ,-_
::Jl7le, 5cc~a.l s:at~s -~-:.~::::--.;~I""~::~-."
:ncrementa: pr~ceaures of a:~an:e~e~:.

(2) Lower ranks regarj cheir limited
stay as an apprenticeship that defers
greater rewards until iater; whilst
those holding higher Q[:ice tend to
stay.

( 2)
~:wer ran~s stay if pro7:s:o~ :3
made :or :hem t~ ~c~~eve ~:~~e~ ~05::
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_eave ::r ~:;~er ;ual::! es:a:l:.sn=en:s.

(3) Off-the-job training :Q ac:ract
and retain recruits;
especially offthe-job training by arrangement ~ith
similar high quality establishments.

(3)
~r.-the-~oJ trai~:~g :0 a::ract an:
retain re:r~its; neea:o .::on:r:l ~ove
~en: :f ~:.gjer ran~s jy an ex;:i:::
local ag~ee~en: ~::t hi~ner ~ua~::7
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(4)
Good ~rospect of unionisation
only amongst stable ~inority of higher
ranks - if atcention is focused on the
advantages of a formal contract racher
than basic pay.

:4) GaGe ~rospec: :f ~~~o~:.sa~io~ l : a:_
:eveis - if recr~i:~en~ :s ::.~ec:e~ :~
~ar~s organi:ing cohesive a~~ s:a~:e
elements of :~e ~crk~or:e In a :ocal s~o;
:~::'oor::;asis .

I (5)

All formal ~nd informal methods
lof consultation likely to be eschewed
laC all levels because it is generally
,felt that staff ha~e no need to dis:cuss complaints or policy matters.

f)r regular

=ee::.n~3 :et~ee~
~ e a j s .o~'" j e ~ 3. r

res e n t a c ~ ~J e s,
:~ar.ag9~er.t

t~

~iscuss

s:aff rep": :: '2!:.:'

~ .. _

:8~p:~~~:s,

e~:.

:r:'~~:3.::.:r::
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LOW GRID/WEAK GROUP
~ocal

(1)
Entrepreneurial orientation: work
seen as the economic return for effort;
involvement in the organi:acion only
maintained for reasons of self-interest.

~

( c::../\

(2) General ~ovement from the hotel of
large :'lumbers of staff;
'::Qre ·..rorkers
~ay follow their ola ooss to ~is new
position because loyalty is felt cowards him and not towards :he organization.

?eri:nera::'

~crkers

leave f:r :e::er

pa:r an~ c~n~:~:cns e:se~nere _~less :ne!

s:ay :Jn~ eno~~n :~ en:er tne :ore; ~n:_s:
those ~no surv:ve tt:s ;er::: :en: :0 s:~7'1

.3 : 3. :~ :...

(3)
Compecit~ve individual incentive
schemes; payments may be related to
results by comparing performance with
forecasts, targets, standards or ~udIgets on an individual basis.

::ual's ·. . cr~.

(~)
~nions are never li~ely :0 ~ake
great inroads because ~a80ur [orces are
too segmented to be organizec on a .::o~
~ective ~asis; out the best ?ros?ect 1S
to ~onvir.ce ~ore ~orkers of :~e :'leea
for a ~ oper e~?loyment contract.

(S) No ~e:hod ~f consultation :i~e:y
to be effective ~ecause ~cr~ers prefer
to vote ~i:h their feet ra:~er t~ar.
~a'se -omp'~l·"t~·
~moloyees leavin; ,
.....
-_ ... -, .............
stould oe intervie~ed co =iscover :ne
real reasons for t~eir departure.
',-

I

·...,·or~<g~'J\~!)

seen as an as:i~::f ~al~e~ for ::se::'f;
:l:se ijentifi.::~tion ~::h a gr~u~, ~~e:ner
tn:s :s ~i:h :J-~CrKers :r ~::~ :ne ~ijer

i==ec::a:e
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be made to organize the growi~g numbers cf
disillusioned with the benefits of company
It is in the large conglomerate ~otels ~~at :c~~a~
methods of consultation are likely to ~eet ~it~ grea:es:
success. This is because the tightly organized struc:~re
of workgroups that we find here is conduCi'le :0 ~a~~~~
formally achieved means of seeking solutions :0 proD~2~:
that might arise. The advantage of formal procedures is
that they create rights for the staff, and consultatic~s
do not have to be sought as a favour (32). Regu~ar meetings should therefore be held at which staff represen~
atives, heads of departments and management should all be
invited to attend; their
purpose being to settle disputes
and discuss matters over a wide range of concerns including the working methods, conditions and pay within the
organization. To summarize it all in diagrammetic for~,
see Table

2.
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TABLE 1.

Course 1:

A typical menu in hotel 1:
Service Charge, August 1976

Seafood salad - Pineaprle
I~~C: _~~_.
.......... .,
u
Fruit Juices - Creme ~~r~en-"~r -~ - "":-:':"_l.ea
~

J u 1 i en n e

Course 2:
(hot)

v~

.

~.

..l

•

.

~~c

'-' -'- '-

e -

Poached Fillet of Sole Bonne ?e~me _
Roast F'J'1de Turkey a -~
~;::: hD
., gl alse.
Entrecote Minute Steak ChasseGr
Cauliflower Polonaise , Buttered
Fondant Potatoes

Jarde~

Peas,

Course 2:
(cold)

Roast Pork - Ham - Ox Tongue - Cheese _ ~oast
Beef - Grosvenor Pie
Fresh salads in Season

Course 3

Fresh Cream Gateau - Apricot Conde - CreaQ
Caramel - Assorted Dairy Ices - C~eese &
Biscuits - Coffee

TABLE 2

Table dthote menu in hotel 2: £2.50 incl. V.A.T.
and Service Charge, October 1976

Course 1:

Grapefruit Cocktail - Mortadella Italienne Chilled Orange, Grapefruit or Tomat0 J~~ce

Course 2:

Consomme Brunoise - Cream of

Course 3:
(hot)

Roast Chicken a l'Anglaise - ~sca~ope
Provencale - Grilled Halibut Maitre J'~ote:
Brussel Sprouts, Garden Peas,

Course 3:
(cold)

Vegetab~e

Pars~ey

?o~atoes

Roast Turkey - Boiled Ham - Ox TcngJe
Assorted Salads

Course 4:

Sherry Trifle - Coupe Glace A~exa~cra Various Ices or Cheese & Biscui:s
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TABLE 3

Table d'hote menu in hotel 3' ~7 ~~
Service Charge and OrChestra':h;r~;u,

..

•

..~

•

-

•

t

~

Course 1:

Melon.Rafraichi - Avocado Vi~ai~re~:e _
Coctal1 de Crab - Mousse de S~l':~Y' :- .. ~
Pat e Ma i son - Pet i t e 'Vj' ..., ~" e c:. ......
e 'C'

.I.

Course 2:

0. ....

'-

".L.I.-.

I.. ••

•

... ' "

.....

Supreme de ?letain Argenteuil - ~~_e de
Pou~et Jo~ephine - Mignon de Soeuf Cafe :e
Parls
Mlnute Steak Grille - ~:-sc~io~~
~e
Veal
~~ ~
Q-

Bouquetiere de Legumes
Course 3:

TABLE 4

Desserts ou Fromages aux Choix

Table d'hote menu in hotel 4: incl. V.A.~. and
Service Charge, Cover Charge (50p) extra, ~ay 1977

Course 1:

Consomme au Fumet de Tortue aux Paillettes
(gop) - Veloute Andalouse (gop).

Course 2:

Salade de Scampi a l'Avocat (£1.9C) - >~ousse
de Haddock Fume Mimosa (£1.3C) - ~ol au
Vent Toulousaine (£1.75) - Oeufs 3roui:les
Chatillon (£1.10) - Filet de Plie St. =er~ai~
(£2.10)

Course 3:

Delice de Sole Francine (£5.80) - :ontrefi~et
Roti Yorkshire (£4.85) - ~rish Stew aux
Legumes (£3.80) - Hachis de Dinde Colber~
(£3.40) - Ballotine de ~olail:e Hongrcise
(£3.30) - Steak de Veau Grille Souchere (£4.15)
A choice of two vegetables: Chou Vert,
Peti ts Pois st. Cloud, ~pinards >!enage!"e
Potatoes:

Course 4:

Persillees, Croque~tes, Mc~sse~i~e

Bordure Diplomat (95p), Cassa:a ~ero~~C3 (~5~).
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TABLE 5

Table d'hote menu in hotel 5: £3.95 :;.c~.
and Service Charge, October 1977

f

...........

_

,

Course 1:

Chilled Fruit Juices - Iced ~!elo;. - Sari:~2
and Egg Salad - Welsh Broth

Course 2:

Whole Plaice Grilled and Garnished ~ith
Parsley and Lemon - Entrecote Chasseur _
Lamb Cutlet Reforme
Assorted

Cold· Meats and Seasonal Salad

Selection of Freshly Cooked Vegetables
Course 3:

A choice of sweet or cheese and biscuits
the trolley
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